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Kurzfassung
Das Double-Chooz-Experiment ist ein Reaktor-Antineutrino-Experiment zur Messung von
Neutrinooszillationen, das in den Ardennen nahe des CHOOZ-B Kernkraftwerks gelegen ist.
Es wurde als Präzisions-Experiment entwickelt, um den Neutrinomischungswinkel θ13, dessen
Wert sehr nah bei Null liegt, mit der höchst möglichen Genauigkeit zu messen. Der von
den Reaktorkernen emittierte Elektronantineutrinofluss wird von zwei identischen Neutrin-
odetektoren gemessen, die an zwei unterschiedlichen Positionen mit unterschiedlichen Entfer-
nungen zu den Reaktorkernen installiert sind. Jeder Detektor besitzt ein 10,3 m3 Zielvolu-
men, welches mit Flüssigszintillator gefüllt ist und von 390 Lichtsensoren (Photomultiplieren)
überwacht wird. Der Fern-Detektor ist 1,05 km von den Reaktorkernen entfernt positioniert,
um möglichst sensitiv auf auftretende Oszillationseffekte zu sein. Der unoszillierte Fluss wird
mit dem Nah-Detektor gemessen, welcher in einer Entfernung von 400 m zu den Reaktor-
kernen installiert ist. Um Untergrundereignisse und weitere Quellen für systematische Un-
sicherheiten zu minimieren, wurden spezielle Anforderungen an alle Detektor-Komponenten
und elektronischen Systeme gestellt. In diesem Zusammenhang ist ein effizient arbeitendes
Datennahmesystem von äußerster Wichtigkeit. Das System, welches die Datennahme für in-
teressante Ereignisse startet, ist das sogenannte Trigger-System.
Das Designkonzept des Double-Chooz Trigger-Systems basiert auf zwei Redundanz-Konzepten
um eine möglichst robuste und effiziente Arbeitsweise zu gewährleisten: Die Bedingung zum
Start der Datennahme (Trigger-Bedingung) basiert auf einer Schwelle auf die im Detektor
deponierten Energie und auf die Anzahl von aktiven Photomultiplieren (Multiplizitätsbedin-
gung). Zweitens ist das System in zwei identische aber unabhängig operierende Untersysteme
unterteilt, um eine robuste Arbeitsweise des gesamten Systems zu gewährleisten. Des Weiteren
bietet die Unterteilung in zwei Untersysteme die Option die Effizienz des Systems zu messen.
Neben dem Starten der Datennahme liefert das System eine vorläufige Ereignisklassifizierung,
die es ermöglicht, die gespeicherte Datenmenge den jeweiligen Ereignissen anzupassen.
Nach einem Datennahmezeitraum von 1,5 Jahren veröffentlichte die Double-Chooz-Kollabora-
tion einen Best-Fit-Wert von sin2(2θ13) = 0,109 ± 0,030(stat.) ± 0,025(syst.), basierend auf
einer Analyse der gemessenen Neutrinorate und der gemessene Neutrinoenergieverteilung [1].
In dieser Arbeit ist die Arbeitsleistung des Trigger-System während dieser Datennahmephase
analysiert. Ein spezieller Fokus ist auf die Bestimmung der Effizienz des Systems gelegt. Des
Weiteren ist der Einfluss der erzielten Resultate auf die finale Analyse zur Bestimmung von
θ13 analysiert und diskutiert.
iii

Abstract
The Double Chooz experiment, located in the Ardennes region next to the CHOOZ-B nuclear
power plant, is a reactor antineutrino experiment to measure neutrino oscillations. It has been
designed as precision experiment to measure the neutrino mixing angel θ13 with highest pos-
sible accuracy due to its small value close to zero. The electron antineutrino flux emitted by
the reactor cores is measured by two identical neutrino detectors located at different distances
from the reactor cores. Each detector consist of a 10.3 m3 target volume filled with liquid
scintillator and surrounded by 390 photomultiplier tubes. The far detector is located 1.05 km
away from the reactor cores to be most sensitive to oscillation effects. The unoscillated neu-
trino flux is measured by the near detector located 400 m away from the reactor cores. In order
to reduce background events and other sources resulting in systematic uncertainties, special
requirements have been demanded for all detector components and electronic systems. In
this context, a most efficiently operating data acquisition system is essential. The subsystem
responsible to start data storage for events of interest is the so called trigger system.
The design concept of the Double Chooz trigger system introduces two redundancy concepts in
order to trigger the data acquisition in the most robust and efficient way: The trigger decision
is based on a combination of an energy threshold and the number of active photomultiplier
tubes (multiplicity condition). Secondly, the system is divided into two identical but inde-
pendently operating subsystems for most robust operations of the full system. Additionally,
the two subsystem provide the possibility to measure the efficiency of the system. Apart from
generating the trigger signal for the data acquisition, the system provides an online event
classification in order to adjust the amount of stored data for each event type.
After one and a half year of data taking the Double Chooz collaboration presented a best-fit
value of sin2(2θ13) = 0.109 ± 0.030(stat.) ± 0.025(syst.) by performing an analysis on the
measured neutrino rate and spectral shape [1]. In this thesis the performance of the trigger
system during this data taking period is analyzed. The main focus is set on an analysis to
determine the trigger efficiency of the system. Furthermore, the impact of the obtained results
with respect to the final analysis to determine θ13 is presented and discussed.
v
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In the last twenty years the results of many neutrino experiments confirmed that neutrinos
change their flavor during their propagation though spacetime. This phenomenon is called
neutrino oscillation. The confirmation of neutrino oscillations leads to a necessity to extend
the standard model of particle physics by assigning neutrinos a mass. Beforehand neutrinos
have been considered as massless particles. Neutrino oscillations are theoretically described
by a rotation between the basis of the flavor eigenstates and the mass eigenstates. A neutrino
interaction in which a neutrino is created or detected is described by the flavor eigenstates.
However, the propagation through spacetime is described by the mass eigenstates. This leads
to interference effects during the propagation which causes the flavor eigenstates to oscillate.
Details on the theoretical formalism are described in section 2.1. The theoretical model
yields six free parameters: three mixing angles and one complex phase describing the rotation
between the two bases, and two mass differences of the three mass eigenstates. Two of the three
mixing angles have already been measured by several experiments using solar, atmospheric
and artificially generated neutrinos from nuclear reactors and accelerator facilities. Before
the latest results of a new generation of reactor and accelerator experiments were published
only a constraint on θ13 was determined to sin2θ13 < 0.035 (at 90 % CL) [2] mainly based
on results of the CHOOZ experiment [3]. In particular the question whether θ13 equals zero
or not was highly relevant. Only in the case of a non-zero value the complex phase could
introduce CP-violation into the leptonic sector. An overview of the current experimental
status is presented in section 2.2.
In order to determine θ13 the reactor neutrino experiment Double Chooz has been designed
and built as an precision experiment to be most sensitive to the low value of θ13. A detailed
description of the experiment is given in chapter 3. The experiment is located in the Ardennes
region near the village of Chooz, France. The two reactor cores of the CHOOZ-B nuclear power
plant are used as neutrino source. As side-product a large electron antineutrino flux is emitted
by beta-decay processes of the fission products. The experiment consist of two identical
neutrino detectors located at different distances from the reactor cores. The far detector is
located at a distance of 1.05 km from the reactor cores to be most sensitive to the oscillated
neutrino flux. The near detector is built to measure the unoscillated neutrino flux at a distance
of ∼ 400 m from the reactor cores. Each detector consists of a 10.3 m3 target volume filled with
Gadolinium (Gd) doped liquid scintillator. Neutrino interactions are detected via the inverse
beta-decay. In this process a positron and a neutron are produced. The positron promptly
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annihilates with an electron depositing an energy of 1−12 MeV. Due to the kinematics of the
process the positron energy and therefore the deposited energy is directly correlated to the
neutrino energy. The neutron is captured after a characteristic time by a Gd nucleus. By the
deexcitation of the exited Gd nucleus an energy of ∼ 8 MeV is deposited. Hence, a neutrino
interaction is defined by a two-folded coincidence of two signals in a characteristic time and
energy range. The deposited energy is detected by 390 10-inch photomultiplier tubes (PMT)
monitoring the target volume constantly. However, only the PMT waveforms for events of
interest are digitized and stored. The subsystem responsible to trigger the data acquisition
system is called the trigger system. The input signals are based on the PMT signals with
an amplitude proportional to the deposited energy. The design concept of the trigger system
introduces two redundancy concepts: The trigger decision is based on a combination of an
energy threshold and number of active PMTs (multiplicity condition). Secondly, the system
is divided into two identical but independent subsystems. This introduces high robustness to
the system. Additionally, it provides the possibility to determine the efficiency of the system.
Because Double Chooz tries to measure neutrino oscillation effects by a deficit in the neutrino
flux a highly efficient operating trigger system is essential.
In July 2012 the Double Chooz collaboration presented a best-fit value of sin22θ13 = 0.109±
0.030(stat) ± 0.025(syst) at ∆m231 = 2.32 · 10−3 eV2 and exclude θ13 to be zero with 99.8 %
(2.9σ ) [1]. The analysis is based on 251 days of data taken from 13th of April 2011 to 30th
of March 2012 with the far detector. At that time period the near detector was still under
construction. To calculate the unoscillated neutrino flux detailed Monte Carlo simulation
studies have been carried out. The main focus of this thesis is set on an analysis to determine
the systematic uncertainty of θ13 related to the efficiency of the trigger system. In chapter 4
first the requirements and some general performances of the trigger system are presented and
discussed. Furthermore, the data sample used for the efficiency analysis is presented. As one
analysis method to determine the trigger efficiency is based on the digitized input signals of the
system, a reconstruction algorithm for these signals has been developed. The algorithm itself
and an analysis of the reconstruction performance is described in the last section of chapter
4. Chapter 5 is dedicated to the trigger efficiency analysis. For this purpose two independent
analysis strategies have been developed. The results of both strategies are discussed and
compared. Furthermore, both strategies are validated by Monte Carlo simulation studies. In
the last section a third strategy is presented and discussed, which will become available after
an update of the trigger system that is planed for spring 2013. In chapter 6 the full oscillation
analysis as presented in [1] is summarized. In this context the systematic uncertainty arising
from the trigger system performance and its impact on the final result is discussed.
2
Chapter 2
Neutrino Oscillation Physics
In the standard model of particle physics there exist three different types (flavors) of neutrinos:
electron neutrinos νe, muon neutrino νµ and tau neutrinos ντ . During the last twenty years
many experiments confirmed that neutrinos can change their flavor during their propagation
trough spacetime, which is called neutrino oscillation. This chapter gives an overview of
theoretical and experimental aspects of neutrino oscillation physics. First, an overview of the
theoretical formalism of neutrino oscillations is given. In the next section all current results as
well as the experiments that contributed paramountly to these results are summarized. The
last section gives an overview of the remaining questions and the future agenda.
2.1. Theory of Neutrino Oscillations
This section covers the basic concept of neutrino oscillations in vacuum, which is a good
approximation with regards to the Double Chooz experiment. For a long traveling distance
of neutrinos through matter additionally the MSW-effect [4] has to be taken into account.
For the theoretical formalism of neutrino oscillations one has to distinguish between the flavor
eigenstates να (α = e, µ, τ) and the mass eigenstates νj (j = 1, 2, 3). The flavor eigenstates
are the eigenstates of the weak force. As neutrinos only interact via the weak force, neutrinos
can only be created and absorbed, i.e. detected, as a flavor eigenstate. Their flavor (e,µ,τ)
is defined by their partners in a charged-current interaction. The mass eigenstates are the
solution of the free Schödinger equation, which characterize the propagation though spacetime:
i ~
∂
∂t
|νj(t)〉 = Hˆ |νj(t)〉 , (2.1)
where Hˆ denotes the free Hamiltonian and ~ is the reduced Planck constant.
The two different bases of eigenstates are connected via a unitary matrix U called PMNS-
matrix1 [5]:
|να(t)〉 =
3∑
j=0
U∗αj |νj(t)〉 (2.2)
1Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata
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In general, the matrix U can be parametrized by three Euler angles θ12, θ23 and θ13 and three
physical phases δCP , α21 and α31 [5]:
U =
 c13c12 c13s12 s13e−iδCP−s12c23 − c12s23s13eiδCP c23c12 − s12s23s13eiδCP c13s23
s12s23 − c23c12s13eiδCP −c12s23 − s12c23s13eiδCP c23c13
×diag(eiα21/2, eiα31/2, 1)
(2.3)
where cjk = cosθjk and sjk = sinθjk.
One open question of neutrino physics is whether neutrinos are their own antiparticles (Majo-
rana particles) or not (Dirac particles). In the second case the two so called Majorana phases
α21 and α31 become unphysical, i.e. they can be absorbed by the neutrino fields [5]. Since
the diagonal matrix containing the Majorana phases does not have an impact on neutrino
oscillation experiments [6] it will be ignored for all further calculations.
Assuming a neutrino moving in the z-direction the solution of the Schödinger equation 2.1
leads to [7]
|νj(t, z)〉 = |νj〉 · e−i(E t−p z) , (2.4)
where |νj〉 denotes the initial eigenstate at t = 0 and z = 0, E denotes the energy and p
denotes the momentum. Due to the low neutrino mass the energy E can be approximated by
E =
√
p2 +m2j ' p+
m2j
2E
. (2.5)
Furthermore, neutrinos are in general high relativistic particles traveling a distance L with
approximately the speed of light, i.e. t = c · L = L for natural units (~ = c = 1). This leads
to
|νj(L)〉 = |νj〉 · e−i
m2j L
2E . (2.6)
Applying this equation to equation 2.2 yields
|να(L)〉 =
3∑
j=0
U∗αj |νj〉 · e−i
m2j L
2E . (2.7)
Using quantum dynamic calculations the probability Pαβ of measuring a neutrino flavor β
after a traveling distance L given an initial neutrino flavor α is calculated as
Pαβ = |〈να|νβ(L)〉|2
=
∑
j
|Uβj |2 |Uαj |2 + 2
∑
j<k
Uβj Uαj Uβk Uαk cosφjk (2.8)
with the oscillation phase
φjk =
∆m2jk L
2E
(2.9)
and ∆m2jk = m
2
j −m2k.
Note that this result was derived by using the non-relativistic Schrödinger equation and plane
wave functions. However, it can be shown that one yields the same result by using the
relativistic Dirac equation and wave packages [8].
In most neutrino oscillation experiments the oscillation can be approximated by an interference
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between two neutrino flavors and two mass eigenstates. In this case the transformation matrix
is reduced to a 2× 2 matrix U ′ [7]:
U ′ =
(
cosθ sinθ
−sinθ cosθ
)
(2.10)
with a single mixing angle θ and no phase. The oscillation probability Pαβ (for α 6= β) and
survival probability Pαα is simplified to
Pαβ = sin
2(2θ) sin2(φ) (α 6= β) (2.11)
Pαα = 1− sin2(2θ) sin2(φ) (2.12)
with an oscillation phase
φ =
∆m2 L
4E
= 1.27 · ∆m
2 [ eV2] · L [ km]
E [ GeV]
(2.13)
and ∆m2 = m22 −m21.
The oscillation probability Pαβ shows an oscillation with an amplitude of sin2(2θ), a frequency
proportional to ∆m2 and a dependence of the ratio of the traveling distance L and neutrino
energy E. This theoretical formalism contains 6 free parameters: three mixing angles, the
phase δ and two squared mass differences2 ∆m2jk. Their determination and recent results are
presented in the next section.
2.2. Measurements of Neutrino Oscillation Parameters and
Recent Results
In order to measure neutrino oscillation parameters there are two types of experiments: ap-
pearance and disappearance experiments. In an appearance experiment one uses an neutrino
source emitting a known neutrino flavor να and tries to measure the occurrence of a differ-
ent neutrino flavor νβ . In contrast, in a disappearance experiment one tries to measure the
reduction of the neutrino flux emitted by the neutrino source. In both cases the location of
the neutrino detector to measure the oscillation with respect to the neutrino source is most
important to archive the highest sensitivity. As the oscillation probability is depending on
L/E (cf. equation 2.11 and 2.12) the detector location also depends on the energy of the
neutrinos. The highest sensitivity in particular on the mixing angle is archived by locating
the detector close to an oscillation maximum at sin2(φ) = 1. For the lower limit of L/E  1
no oscillation effect can be observed as the neutrinos do not have time to interfere. In case of
the opposite limit of L/E  1 the uncertainties of E and L lead to a superposition of several
oscillation terms sin2(φ) so that only the average of 〈sin2(φ)〉 = 0.5 is observed [7]. Thus, the
result becomes nonsensitive to the oscillation frequency ∆m2. Another important aspect is
that in case of a measurement at a single distance L and a discrete neutrino energy the mixing
angle θ and the mass squared difference ∆m2 are degenerated. Each experimental result can
be explained by an infinite number of θ-∆m2-pairs. Therefore, the experimental results are
usually plotted in a two-dimensional θ-∆m2 plane. Only by considering spectral information
or combining the results of several experiments with different neutrino energies and traveling
distances the single parameters can be extracted.
2Note that in case of two known squared mass differences, the third one can be determined by the additional
condition ∆m221 + ∆m
2
32 −∆m231 = 0
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2.2.1. Experimental Results of θ12 and ∆m
2
21
The oscillation parameters θ12 and ∆m221 describe the oscillation between electron and muon
neutrinos νe ←→ νµ. This oscillation channel was the first one that has been measured by a
deficit of the solar electron neutrinos. In fact, the solar neutrino deficit has been a problem
over years, which introduced the possibility of neutrino oscillations in the first place. The
deficit was discovered between the observed electron neutrino rate compared to the predicted
rate according to the . According to this model, in the sun electron neutrinos are created in
various fission reactions as summarized in table 2.1. The neutrino energies for all reactions
are shown in figure 2.1.
reaction label flux ( cm−2s−1)
p+ p→ 2H + e+ + νe pp 5.95 · 1010
p+ e− + p→ 2H + νe pep 1.40 · 108
3He + p→ 4He + e+ + νe hep 9.3 · 103
7Be + e− → 7Li + νe 7Be 4.77 · 109
8B→ 8Be∗ + e+ + νe 8B 5.05 · 106
Table 2.1.: Fission reactions in the sun creating electron antineutrinos [9].
Figure 2.1.: Energy spectra of solar neutrinos [10]. The unit of the neutrino flux regarding
continuum spectra is cm−2s−1MeV−1 at the surface of the earth. The unit of the
discrete energies is cm−2s−1 at the surface of the earth.
During the last years many experiments, like the Chlorine experiment [11], Gallex/GNO [12],
SAGE [13] and Super-Kamiokande [14] measured the electron neutrino flux and confirmed the
deficit. Since only a deficit of the electron neutrino flux was measured, it was not possible
to distinguish whether the deficit was due to an incorrect standard model of the sun or due
to neutrino oscillations. The first experiment that was able to prove the neutrino oscillation
6
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hypothesis was the SNO experiment [15]. The SNO detector is a neutrino detector filled
with heavy water (D2H) that was able to distinguish between the electron neutrino flux Φe
and the combined flux Φµτ of the muon and tau neutrinos via three different detection pro-
cesses: elastic scattering (ES) processes of all neutrinos with shell electrons, charge-current
(CC) interactions of electron neutrinos with deuterium nuclei and neutral-current (NC) inter-
actions of all neutrinos with deuterium nuclei. Theoretical calculations lead to the following
correlations between the measured fluxes and the fluxes of the different neutrino flavors of
ΦES = Φe + 0.156 Φµτ , ΦCC = Φe and ΦNC = Φe + Φµτ . The results of the SNO experiment
confirmed the neutrino flux predicted by the standard model of the sun (cf. figure 2.2a).
In order to explain the reduction of the solar electron neutrino flux theoretically the MSW-
effect describing neutrino interaction in matter has to be taken into account. It considers
electron neutrinos created inside the sun, which interact with electrons on their way to the
surface of the sun. Furthermore, the electron neutrino flux reduction could also be explained
by an oscillation into tau neutrinos. However, the mixing angle θ13, which represents the am-
plitude of this oscillation channel, is comparatively low so that the solar neutrino oscillation
is dominated by νe → νµ.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.2.: (a) Results of the SNO experiment [15]. (b) Comparison of the results of solar
neutrino experiments and the results of the KamLAND experiment using electron
antineutrinos [16].
Beside oscillation measurements using solar neutrinos, the νe ←→ νµ oscillation channel was
also analyzed by the reactor neutrino experiment KamLAND [16]. In contrast to solar neutri-
nos, the KamLAND detector searched for a disappearance of electron antineutrinos, emitted
by 53 Japanese nuclear power plants at a flux weighted average distance of ∼ 180 km. With
a peak energy3 of the detected neutrinos of ∼ 3.8 MeV and ∆m221 as stated in equation 2.14,
the oscillation phase (cf. equation 2.13) becomes φ = 4.5. The results presented by the Kam-
LAND collaboration are consistent with the ones of the solar neutrino experiments (cf. figure
2.2b).
3This value is obtained from the expected prompt energy spectrum for a no oscillation scenario presented in
[16].
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According to [17]4 a global-fit including the latest results of all relevant experiments yield
sin2θ12 = 0.30± 0.013 ∆m221 = (7.50± 0.185) · 10−5 eV2 . (2.14)
2.2.2. Experimental Results of θ23 and ∆m
2
32
The oscillation parameters θ23 and ∆m232 describe the oscillation channel of νµ ←→ ντ . This
channel was first detected by the Super-Kamiokande detector by measuring the flux of at-
mospheric neutrinos [18]. Atmospheric neutrinos are created by cosmic ray interactions with
nuclei of the atmosphere of the earth. These interactions produce pions, which decay mainly
by the process of pi+ → µ+νµ (and its charge-parity conjugated process). The created muons
again decay by the process of µ+ → e+νeνµ (and its charge-parity conjugated process). This
leads to a ratio Rµ/e of muon to electron neutrinos of approximately 2 [18]. The resulting
neutrino energies are in the region between 100 MeV and 10 TeV [19]. The traveling distance
of the neutrinos depends on their flight direction (cf. sketch in figure 2.3): On the one hand, if
the neutrino direction has a small zenith angle the average traveling distance is in the order of
∼ 10 km [19]. On the other hand the average traveling distance is in the order of the diameter
of the earth of ∼ 104 km [5] if the neutrinos are traveling through the earth.
Figure 2.3.: Sketch of atmospheric neutrinos propagating through the earth [20]: The travel
distance of the neutrinos is depending on the incoming neutrino direction, which
is described by the zenith angle θ.
The Super-Kamiokande detector is able to distinguish between electron and muon neutrinos.
Furthermore, the incoming neutrino direction can be reconstructed. In [19] the collaboration
presented a deficit on the neutrino ratio Rµ/e depending on the neutrino energy and the zenith
angle. The results are consistent with the two flavor oscillation hypothesis of νµ → ντ .
Besides oscillation measurements using atmosphere neutrinos, the oscillation channel νµ ←→
ντ has been analyzed by several long baseline , like KEK [21], T2K [22] and MINOS [23, 24].
4The here presented results are the ones labeled as Free Fluxes + RSBL in table 1. They consider short
baseline reactor data regarding all included reactor neutrino experiments.
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All of them use a muon neutrino beam produced at an accelerator facility. For now the MINOS
experiment yield the highest sensitivity for this oscillation channel. The MINOS experiment
can be operated in two modes: one with a muon neutrino beam and the other with a muon
antineutrino beam. In both modes the neutrino beam has a peak energy of 3 GeV and a
baseline of 735 km [23, 24]. With ∆m232 as stated in equation 2.15 this leads to an oscillation
phase φ (cf. equation 2.13) of φ = 0.75. The oscillation of νµ ←→ ντ is analyzed by measuring
the disappearance of muon neutrinos and antineutrinos. Furthermore, the MINOS collabora-
tion performed an analysis using atmospheric neutrinos [25]. All of the MINOS analyses yield
consistent results [23, 26]. Furthermore, the MINOS results are consistent with the one of the
Super-Kamiokande and T2K experiment (cf. figure 2.4).
The MINOS collaboration presented best-fit values obtained by a combined analysis of all
neutrino beam data and atmospheric neutrinos of [26, 27]
sin2(2θ23) = 0.957
+0.035
−0.036 |∆m232| = (2.39+0.09−0.10) · 10−3 eV2 . (2.15)
A highly relevant question in this context is, whether θ23 is equal to the maximum mixing
angle of pi4 . A global analysis excluded a maximum value at the level of 1.7− 2σ [17]. In this
case it is not possible to distinguish whether θ23 is located in the first or the second octant,
i.e. the sign of θ23− pi4 is unknown [17]. Furthermore, all current experiments are not sensitive
to the sign of ∆m232 [17]. That means that the hierarchy
5 of the neutrino masses is not fully
determined.
Figure 2.4.: The results on θ23 and |∆m232| of the MINOS experiment [27]: The plot shows the
90 % confidence level contours for the neutrino oscillation parameters assuming
identical oscillation parameters for neutrinos and antineutrinos. The black line
uses all neutrino beam data and atmospheric neutrinos. An analysis based on this
data sample yields the best-fit values (star) stated in 2.15. The red line uses only
data of the muon neutrino beam. The results are compared with the results of
the Super-Kamiokande (blue) and the T2K experiment (green).
5In case of m1 < m2 < m3 one speaks of the normal hierarchy (NH) and in the case of m3 < m1 < m2 one
speaks of the inverted hierarchy (IH).
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2.2.3. Experimental Results of θ13 and δCP
In the last years three reactor neutrino experiments have been built to measure θ13: Double
Chooz [28, 1], Daya Bay [29, 30] and RENO [31]. The challenge of all experiments was to
achieve a maximum sensitivity because former experiments pointed to a value of θ13 very
close to zero. In particular the question whether θ13 is not zero is highly relevant. Only in
this case the oscillation phase δCP could introduce CP-violation in the leptonic sector. All
three experiments are based on the disappearance concept of measuring the oscillated electron
antineutrino flux emitted by reactors of nuclear power plants. In contrast to the KamLAND
experiment, which uses the same technique, the neutrino detectors are located at distances
between 1 − 1.6 km from the reactor cores. At this distance the oscillation channel νe → νµ
becomes negligible, so that a neutrino flux reduction is only described by the oscillation chan-
nel νe → ντ . The oscillation phase φ (cf. equation 2.13) at a distance of 1 km is φ = 0.78 for
a peak energy6 of the detected neutrinos of 3.8 MeV and |∆m231| as stated in equation 2.16.
Furthermore, this oscillation channel is analyzed by the accelerator experiments MINOS [24]
and T2K [32]. As already described in the previous section, both experiments use a muon
neutrino beam. Therefore, they are not directly sensitive to νe ←→ ντ . They become sensi-
tive to this channel by measuring the disappearance of muon neutrinos and the appearance of
electron neutrinos and using the three-flavor oscillation formalism.
All reactor neutrino and accelerator experiments yield consistent results (cf. figure 2.5). Re-
cently the Day Bay collaboration presented the most precise value [30] of
sin2(2θ13) = 0.089 ± 0.010 (stat.) ± 0.005 (syst.) (2.16)
at |∆m231| = 2.32 · 10−3 eV2. They excluded a zero value with 7.7σ .
The CP-violating phase δCP in currently fully unknown [17].
2.3. Open Questions and Future Agenda
A global analysis performed on data of all neutrino oscillation experiments yield a precise
knowledge of θ12, θ23, θ13, ∆m221 and |∆m232| [17]. Apart from increasing the accuracy of
all parameters which have been determined so far the future agenda of neutrino oscillation
physics will be to clarify the still unresolved parameters: the sign of θ23− pi4 , the value of δCP
and the sign of ∆m232, i.e. the mass hierarchy. In general, there are a lot of different ideas to
determine these parameters by improving current or designing new experiments. Therefore,
in the following only some general aspect shall be discussed.
Many ideas are based on muon neutrino beams generated at accelerator facilities. Also a
new generation of muon neutrino beams generated at Neutrino Factories [33, 34] are under
discussion. The parameter determination could be performed by a combination of the muon
disappearance and electron appearance channel. In this case the discovery potential of each
parameter strongly depends on the values of the other two parameters [17, 35]. According
to [17] a combination of the current reactor neutrino and accelerator experiments have in
principle the potential to determine the octant of θ23. However, the current data does not
have the required sensitivity. In order to be sensitive to the sign of ∆m232 and therefore
to the mass hierarchy a long baseline experiment is required where neutrino oscillations are
6This value is obtained from the expected prompt energy spectrum for a no oscillation scenario presented in
[1].
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Figure 2.5.: Comparison of θ13 measurements [1] of Double Chooz [28, 1], Daya Bay [29],
RENO [31], MINOS [24] and T2K [32]. For MINOS and T2K the oscillation
phase δ has been fixed to δ = 0.
affected by the MSW-effect [4]. The MSW-effect arises from the interaction of neutrinos
with electrons of the matter. The additional CC interaction of electron neutrinos with the
electrons leads to an asymmetric effect of electron neutrinos compared to all other neutrinos
and antineutrinos [7]. A potential discovery channel for the sign of ∆m232 is the electron
appearance channel νµ → νe. In case of the positive sign of ∆m232 the MSW-effect would
enhance the appearance channel νµ → νe while νµ → νe stays unchanged [36]. In case of the
inverted hierarchy (∆m232 < 0) the appearance channel νµ → νe would be suppressed. A non-
zero value of δCP would lead to a symmetry breaking between neutrino oscillation processes
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and their charge-parity conjugated processes, which is called CP-violation. A CP-violating
process is only observable in appearance channels. Thus, δCP could be measured by analyzing
e.g. the electron neutrino appearance probability and its charge-parity conjugated process:
P (νµ → νe) 6= P (νµ → νe).
For now almost all neutrino oscillation experiments show consistency with the three-flavor
neutrino oscillation formalism. However, the LSND experiment presented an unexpected
excess of electron antineutrinos in a muon antineutrino beam at a short baseline of 30 m [37].
They analyzed the excess in terms of the two-flavor neutrino oscillation formalism and yield a
mass squared difference ∆m2 in the region of 0.2− 10 eV2. A possible solution to explain the
high ∆m2 compared to the other oscillation experiments is to introduce a new sterile neutrino
[38]. As the width of the Z0-boson yields the existence of only three neutrino flavors [39], the
sterile neutrino can not couple on weak W± and Z0 bosons. In order to verify the LSND results
the MiniBooNE experiment [40] and SciBooNE [41] has been built. A combined analysis of
the MiniBooNE and SciBooNE discovered no unexpected electron neutrino appearance in
νµ → νe [41]. In the charge-parity conjugated channel νµ → νe the MiniBooNE experiment
discovered an unexpected excess of electron antineutrinos [40], but only with a sensitivity of
1.5σ . Therefore, further measurements are needed.
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Chapter 3
The Double Chooz Experiment
Figure 3.1.: Picture of the CHOOZ-B nuclear power plant showing also the position of the near
and far detector of the Double Chooz experiment (taken from [42] and modified).
The Double Chooz experiment is a reactor electron antineutrino experiment to measure the
neutrino mixing angle θ13. As the value of θ13 is close to zero, the experiment is designed as
precision experiment by reducing background events and minimizing systematic uncertainties.
The basic concept is a disappearance experiment which measures neutrino oscillation effects
by measuring electron antineutrino disappearance after a certain propagation distance.
The Double Chooz experiment is located in the Ardennes region, in the northeast of France.
As electron antineutrino source two nuclear reactor cores of the CHOOZ-B nuclear power
plant each with a thermal power of 4.27 GWth are used (cf. figure 3.1). The experiment
itself consists of two identical neutrino detectors, filled with liquid scintillator. The near-
detector will be installed at a distance of about 400 m from the two reactor cores. Its goal is
to measure the almost unoscillated neutrino flux. The far-detector is installed at a distance
of about 1.05 km from the two reactor cores, in order to measure the oscillated neutrino flux.
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Based on equation 2.8 the survival probability Pee of electron antineutrinos is calculated to
[43]
Pee = 1− 4 sin2(θ13) cos2(θ13) sin2
(
∆m231 L
2Eν
)
(3.1)
−cos4(θ13) sin2(2θ12) sin2
(
∆m221 L
2Eν
)
+2 sin2(θ13) cos
2(θ13) sin
2(θ12) ·
[
cos
(
∆m231 L
2Eν
− ∆m
2
21 L
2Eν
)
− cos
(
∆m231 L
2Eν
)]
.
At the far-detector location the survival probability can be simplified to
Pee ≈ 1− sin2(2θ13) sin2
(
1.27 · ∆m
2
31 [ eV
2] · L [ km]
Eν [ GeV]
)
. (3.2)
The location of both detectors with respect to Pee as function of the neutrino traveling distance
L per neutrino energy Eν are sketched in 3.2 for a neutrino energy of 3 MeV, sin2θ12 = 0.30,
sin2θ13 = 0.023, ∆m221 = 7.5 ·10−5 eV2 and ∆m231 = 2.47 ·10−3 eV2 (the oscillation parameters
are taken from a global fit analysis recently presented in [17]).
By comparing the neutrino flux measured by the near-detector and far-detector, the neutrino
disappearance and therefore θ13 can be determined. Using two identical detectors, many sys-
tematic uncertainties can be substantially reduced by comparing the measured data of the
two detectors.
Figure 3.2.: Survival probability Pee of electron antineutrinos (cf. equation 3.1). The oscil-
lation parameters are taken from a global fit analysis recently presented in [17]:
sin2θ12 = 0.30, sin2θ13 = 0.023, ∆m221 = 7.5·10−5 eV2 and ∆m231 = 2.47·10−3 eV2.
The shown Double Chooz detector positions are valid for a neutrino energy of
3 MeV and a distance of 400 m and 1.05 km between the detectors and the two
reactor cores.
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The Double Chooz experiment is planned to take data for a total of 5 year, separated into
two data taking periods: In April 2011 the far-detector was successfully commissioned and
started taking physics data. The near-detector is currently under construction and is planned
to start taking physics data in the middle of 2014 [44].
3.1. Reactor Cores as Neutrino Source
The two reactor cores B1 and B2 at the Électricité de France (EDF) Centrale Nucléaire de
Chooz provides the neutrino source of the Double Chooz experiment. Each reactor core is a
pressurized water reactor with a thermal power of 4.25 GWth [1].
In the nuclear reactor cores electron antineutrinos are created dominantly via beta-decay of the
fission products of the following four isotopes: 235U, 239Pu, 238U and 241Pu. The antineutrino
reference spectra Sk(E) for the kth isotope used for the neutrino oscillation analysis are shown
in figure 3.3. The spectra of 235U, 239Pu and 241Pu are derived from measurements of the beta
spectra of their fission products [45, 46, 47]. For 238U a calculation using the 238U decay chain
is used [48]. To convert the beta spectrum into antineutrino energy the conversion scheme
presented in [49] is used, including off-equilibrium effects as presented in [50].
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Figure 3.3.: Antineutrino reference spectra Sk(E) created by the different isotopes 235U, 239Pu,
238U and 241Pu [51]. The unit of Sk(E) is the number of created neutrino events
per fission and MeV for the corresponding isotope.
In order to calculate the neutrino flux emitted by the two reactor cores the fractional fusion
rates αk of the kth isotope during the different burn-up stages needs to be well known. As the
calculated neutrino flux, derived from a detailed reactor core simulation, is one of the main
inputs to the neutrino oscillation analysis, a more detailed description on how to obtain αk
will be presented in chapter 6.
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3.2. Neutrino Signal
The electron antineutrinos are detected inside the liquid scintillator filled target region of each
detector via the inverse beta-decay on hydrogen (H):
νe + p→ e+ + n
The threshold energy of the νe for an inverse beta-decay is ∆ + me = 1.804 MeV, whereas
∆ = mn −mp = 1.293 MeV denotes the mass difference between the neutron and the proton.
The relation between the neutrino energy Eν and the total positron energy Ee+ is given by
[1]:
Ee+ =
1
2
(√
m2n − 4mp
(
−Eν + ∆ + ∆
2 −m2e
2mp
)
−mn
)
. (3.3)
Here, mp, mn and me are the masses of the proton, neutron and positron, and θe+ is the
angle between neutrino and positron momentum. According to [52] the energy relation can
be approximated to
Eν = Ee+ + ∆ +O(Eν/mn) (3.4)
The positron is propagating through the scintillator, transferring its kinetic energy into scintil-
lator light, until it annihilates with an electron. In first order, the annihilation process creates
two gammas with a total energy of twice the electron mass. The gammas are absorbed by
the scintillator transferring its total energy into scintillator light. Therefore, the total visible
energy Evis given by the detected scintillator light can be expressed as
Evis = Ee+ +me ' Eν −∆ +me = Eν − 0.78 MeV (3.5)
According to [53] the cross-section of the inverse beta-decay is given by
σIBD(Eν) = Ee+ K
√
E2
e+
−m2e , (3.6)
with the relation between Ee+ and Eν as stated in equation 3.3. The constant K depends
directly on the neutron lifetime and is extracted from [54] as K = 0.961 · 10−43 cm2 MeV−2.
The expected neutrino event rate ND(∆Eν) for a certain neutrino energy interval ∆Eν and
a detector D with a distance L to the reactor cores can be calculated as1
ND(∆Eν) =
NDp
4piL2
Pth
〈Ef 〉
∑
k
αk
∫
∆Eν
σIBD(Eν)Sk(Eν) 
D(Eν)Pee(Eν , L,∆m
2
13, θ13) dEν .
(3.7)
Here, αk is the fractional fusion rate and Sk(Eν) is the antineutrino reference spectrum of the
kth isotope. NDp is the number of free protons in the target, 
D(Eν) is the detection efficiency
and Pee(Eν , L,∆m213, θ13) is the survival probability of the electron antineutrino. Pth is the
thermal power of the reactor cores and 〈Ef 〉 is the mean energy released per fission.
In figure 3.4 the resulting neutrino energy spectrum calculated for one of the Double Chooz
detectors for θ13 = 0 is sketched.
The time difference between positron creation and its annihilation with an electron is of the
order of O( ns) [57]. Compared to this rather short time, the time until the neutron created
1This equation is a combination of two equations taken from [55] and [1].
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Figure 3.4.: Sketch of the neutrino energy spectrum measured by one Double Chooz detectors
for θ13 = 0 taken from [56].
by the inverse beta-decay is captured on a nucleus is rather long. The average capture time of
a neutron on hydrogen (H) is about 180µs. In this case, the excited nucleus emits one gamma
with an energy of about 2.2 MeV [58, 59]. For the Double Chooz detector the target region is
filled with a Gadolinium-loaded liquid scintillator. The Gadolinium (Gd) is added to improve
the neutron capture process and to define a fiducial volume. It reduces the average capture
time to about 30µs and emits several gammas with a total energy of about 8 MeV [3, 60, 58].
For the search of neutrino candidates the signal signature is a two-fold coincidence of a prompt
positron signal followed by a delayed neutron capture on Gd. The average energy of radioactive
background events is lower than 3 MeV and due to the shorter capture time, the usage of Gd
strongly reduces the number of accidental background events.
3.3. The Double Chooz Detector
In this section, an overview of the far-detector of the Double Chooz experiment is presented.
The design of the near-detector is similar to the far-detector, only containing an additional
water shielding around the detector.
The Double Chooz detectors were designed to have a minimal contamination of radioactivity
inside the target vessel, in order to reduce the number of accidental background events. To
archive this goal all used materials have been carefully screened in terms of radioactive purity
prior to their installation [1].
A schematic view of the far-detector is shown in figure 3.5. In general, the far-detector
is divided into two optically separated vessels: The inner detector is the inner part of the
detector. Starting from the middle: the neutrino target is surrounded by the gamma catcher
and the buffer region. The inner detector is used to detect neutrino events. The inner veto is
surrounding the inner detector and acts as a veto shield to detect particles, which enter the
inner detector from outside.
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Figure 3.5.: Schematic view of the Double Chooz far-detector (taken from [61] and modified).
3.3.1. Neutrino Target
The neutrino target is a cylindrical acrylic vessel of 2460 mm height, 2300 mm diameter and
8 mm thickness [55, 52, 1]. The vessel wall is transparent for ultra-violet and visible photons.
The volume of 10.3 m3 is filled with gadolinium-loaded liquid scintillator [62]: The liquid
scintillator is a mixture of PXE (C16H18) and dodecane (C12H26) with a volume ratio of
20:80. Although the light yield is reduced by the admixture of dodecane, it improves the
chemical compatibility with the acrylic vessel and increases the number of free protons inside
the target to a C:H ratio of approximately 1:2. The free protons are required for the inverse
beta-decay. In order to reduce the reabsorption effect of the scintillator light and to shift the
light into the sensitivity region of the photomultiplier (PMTs) two wavelength shifter, PPO
and bis-MSB, are added.
The Gadolinium (Gd) is added to the scintillator of the neutrino target with a concentration
of about 1 g/l in order to capture the neutrons, which are created by the inverse beta-decay.
The capture cross-section for neutrons on Gd is about 1.5 · 105 higher than the capture cross-
section on hydrogen (H) [58]. Using Gd instead of H for the neutron captures provides several
advantages for the neutrino oscillation analysis:
 The neutron capture process on H emits a single gamma with an energy of about 2.2 MeV
[58, 59]. This energy is in the same region as the radioactive background, depositing
energies of up to about 3 MeV. The capture process on Gd emits several gammas with
a total energy of about 8 MeV [3, 60, 58]. Hence, by searching for neutrino events with
a neutron capture on Gd, accidental background events are rejected.
 Due to the higher cross-section of the Gd-capture, the average capture time is reduced
from 180µs to about 30µs with respect to H [58]. Therefore, the delayed time window
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to search for neutron capture events for the delayed coincidence can be shortened, which
again reduces the accidental background rate.
 In order to convert the full deposited energy of particle interactions at the edge of the
neutrino target into scintillator light the neutrino target is surrounded by the gamma
catcher. As the scintillator of the gamma catcher also contains free protons, inverse
beta-decays also occur inside the gamma catcher. However, by searching for neutrino
events with neutron capture on Gd, in first order only neutrino events occurring inside
the neutrino target are considered for the neutrino oscillation analysis. Thus, a fiducial
volume and the number of target protons is well defined without considering any vertex
reconstruction of the neutrino event.
3.3.2. Gamma Catcher
The gamma catcher surrounds the neutrino target. It is a hollow cylindrical acrylic vessel of
3560 mm height, 3400 mm diameter and 8 mm thickness [55, 52, 1]. The volume of 22.3 m3
is filled with liquid scintillator, not loaded with Gd [63]. Same as for the neutrino target the
scintillator is a mixture of PXE, dodecane and the wavelength shifter PPO and bis-MSB. To
obtain the same light yield and density like the neutrino target scintillator white oil is added.
The resulting final composition is 30 % dodecane, 66 % oil and 4 % PXE.
The goal of the gamma catcher is to convert the full energy of particles produced at the edge
of the neutrino target into scintillator light.
As the gamma catcher is not filled with Gd, neutrino events occurring in the gamma catcher
will not be considered for the standard neutrino oscillation analysis.
3.3.3. Buffer
The buffer is a hollow cylindrical steel vessel surrounding the gamma catcher, 1050 mm away
from the gamma catcher wall [55, 52, 1]. On the inner wall 390 10-inch photomultiplier
tubes (PMTs) (Type R7081 from Hamamatsu [64]) are homogeneously mounted to detect the
scintillator light. All PMTs are oriented towards the center of the inner detector (cf. figure
3.6).
The 114 m3 buffer region is filled with a mixture of medicinal white oil and n-alkane, which is
transparent for the scintillator light [1]. The goal of the buffer region is to reduce radioactive
background entering the gamma catcher and neutrino target, which is mainly emitted by the
PMTs' photocathode glass.
3.3.4. Inner Veto
The inner veto is a hallow cylinder that surrounds the inner detector, 500 mm away from the
inner detector wall [55, 52, 1]. On the inner wall 78 8-inch photomultiplier tubes (PMTs)
(Type R1408 from Hamamatsu [66]) are installed. The PMT locations are sketched in figure
3.6a. Their grouping and orientations are sketched in figure 3.7.
The 90 m3 inner veto volume is filled with liquid scintillator, a mixture of n-alkanes and linear
alkyl benzene (LAB) with PPO and Bis-MSB as wavelength shifter [1]. The vessel walls are
covered with reflective VM2000 sheets.
The inner veto acts as a veto shield to tag particles, in particular muons and fast neutrons,
entering the inner detector from outside.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.6.: (a) Location of the inner detector and inner veto PMTs: gray represent inner veto
PMTs, blue and red represents inner detector PMTs. (b) Picture of the inner
detector.
Figure 3.7.: Grouping and orientation of the inner veto PMTs [65]. The arrows represent PMTs
with a parallel orientation to the side wall. ⊗ represent PMTs facing towards the
inner veto axis.  represent PMTs facing towards the wall. Ring 0 and 1 are
located on the top, ring 2 in the middle and ring 3 and 4 on the bottom of the
inner veto vessel.
3.3.5. Steel Shielding
The inner veto vessel is surrounded by a 170 mm thick low activity steel shielding in order to
reduce the natural radioactivity of the surrounding rock [55].
3.3.6. Outer Veto
The outer veto is an additional veto detector to tag particularly muons, which enter the inner
detector from outside [55, 52, 1]. With respect to the inner veto and inner detector, the outer
veto is an independently working system with its own data acquisition system. It consists
of several modules, each containing 64 scintillator strips with a multi-anode photomultiplier
tube attached at the end of each strip. Each module is built out of two in the x-y-plane
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orthogonally arranged submodules in order to measure the track of the passing particles.
The outer veto is divided into the lower and the upper outer veto: The lower outer veto is
mounted 15 cm above the steel shielding of the detector (cf. figure 3.5). It covers an area of
13× 7 m2 above the detector's top surface, expect for the connection (chimney) between the
inner detector and the glove box [1]. The coverage area partially exceeds the detector in order
to tag muons, which are passing the surrounding rock close to the detector. For a complete
coverage of the detector's top surface, additional outer veto modules are installed above the
glove box as the upper outer veto (not visible in figure 3.5).
3.3.7. Calibration Systems
For the Double Chooz detector several calibration systems have been installed in order to
calibrate the detector in terms of photomultiplier (PMT) gains, timing offsets and visible
energy scale.
For the inner detector and inner veto a multi-wavelength LED light injection system has been
developed and installed [67, 68]. Optical fibers are routed inside the detector and attached to
the cover of the inner detector and inner veto PMTs. Diffuser plates are equipped at the end
of some fibers in order to spread the LED light inside the detector widely. The other ends of
the fibers are attached to different LEDs of different wavelengths (385 , 425 and 470 nm for
the inner detector, 365 and 475 nm for the inner veto). For each system the light intensity and
trigger rate can be controlled remotely. The light injection systems are used to calibrate the
PMT gains and timing offsets. Therefore, dedicated calibration runs using different wavelength
and light intensities are taken regularly.
Figure 3.8.: Source deployment systems of the inner detector (taken from [69]): The z-axis
system is developed for source deployment inside the neutrino target. The guide
tube is developed for source deployment inside the .
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For the energy calibration two deployment systems have been developed and installed: The
z-axis deployment system [70] and the guide tube system [71] (cf. figure 3.8). Both systems
allow radioactive source deployment inside the inner detector through the chimney. They are
mounted to the glove box on top of the inner detector, from which they are operated.
The z-axis deployment system is designed to deploy radioactive sources inside the neutrino
target. A motorized pulley-and-weight system is used to deploy the sources along the z-axis
at various positions with a precision of 1 mm [1].
For the source deployment inside the gamma catcher, the radioactive source is connected to
a motor-driven wire and routed through a tube system, called guide tube. The guide tube
is designed to allow source deployment especially at the edge region between neutrino target
and gamma catcher and between gamma catcher and buffer. The source position inside the
gamma catcher is known with a precision of 1 cm [1].
To calibrate the visible energy response, the radioactive isotopes listed in table 3.1 were
deployed inside the neutrino target and gamma catcher [72]. The 252Cf source was additionally
used the determine the detector response in terms of neutron collection efficiency on Gd and
H. All sources have an activity in the order of 50 Bq [73].
source particle and visible energy
137Cs γ with 0.662 MeV
68Ge e+ → 2 annihilation γs with 2× 0.511 MeV
60Co γ with 1.173 MeV, γ with 1.333 MeV
252Cf neutron capture peak on H and Gd, 2.223 MeV and ∼ 8 MeV
Table 3.1.: Radioactive isotopes, which were deployed inside the neutrino target and gamma
catcher to calibrate the visible energy response [72, 73].
3.4. Electronics and Data Acquisition
This chapter presents an overview of the electronics and the data acquisition of the inner
detector and inner veto (ν-DAQ) of the near detector. First a general overview is given. In
the following all electronic components and subsystems of the ν-DAQ are explained in more
detail. A detailed description of the trigger system is presented in section 3.5 and [74].
A schematic view of the electronics and the ν-DAQ is shown in figure 3.9. Starting on the left
side the inner detector and inner veto photomultiplier (PMTs) are connected via custom made
splitter boxes [75] to the high voltage supply [76] (HV-supply). The splitter circuits decouple
the PMT signals from the high voltage. The signal output is connected to the custom made
front-end electronics [77] in order to optimizes the PMT signals for digitization, including
amplification, clipping, baseline restoration and coherent noise filtration. Up to 8 PMTs can
be connected to one front-end module. As the grouping of connected PMTs to the front-end
electronics is only relevant for the trigger system, the grouping scheme for the inner detector
and inner veto PMTs are described in section 3.5.3. The PMT signals are transmitted to
the waveform digitizers, called ν-FADC 2. Furthermore, the front-end electronics generates an
analog sum signal of all connected PMTs. Two sum signals are again connected to the stretcher
circuit of one front-end module. The stretcher circuit generates the stretcher signal, which
2flash analog-to-digital converter
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amplitude is proportional to the charge of the connected PMT signals. The stretcher signals
are used as input signals for the trigger system. In order to monitor the stretcher signals
and the trigger system performance the stretcher signals are also transmitted to ν-FADCs for
digitization. Within the trigger system [74] a sum stretcher signal is generated. Based on
the internal sum stretcher signal and the number of active stretcher signals, various trigger
conditions for the inner detector and inner veto are set. Whenever a trigger condition is
fulfilled a trigger signal is transmitted to the ν-FADCs to trigger data storage. The condition
generating the trigger signal is coded in a 32-bit trigger word, which is also transmitted to the
ν-FADCs. It allows a rough online event classification, which can be use to adjust the amount
of data stored on disk for certain event types (online data reducer). Furthermore, the trigger
system provides the common 62.5 MHz system clock for the rest of the ν-DAQ.
Figure 3.9.: Schematic view of electronics and the ν-DAQ (taken from [1] and modified).
3.4.1. PMT, Splitter Box and high voltage supply
For the inner detector 390 10-inch PMTs from Hamamatsu (Type R7081 [64]) are used. A
detailed description of the PMT as well as the results of the specification measurements is
presented in [78, 79, 80, 81]. Before installation each PMT was calibrated to operated with a
gain of 107 . The resulting single photoelectron signals have an amplitude of 4− 5 mV and a
charge of 0.8 pC3. Furthermore, all PMTs were tested to fulfill certain specifications regarding
the single photoelectron resolution, quantum efficiency, transit time spread, afterpulse prob-
ability, dark noise rate and linearity. Each PMT is shielded by cylindrical mu-metal [82] to
reduce effects from the magnetic field of the earth and the detector's steel shielding.
For the inner veto 78 8-inch PMTs from Hamamatsu (Type R1408 [66]) are used. Each PMT
was calibrated to operate with a gain of 2 · 107 [66]. The PMTs and their bases are encapsu-
lated in stainless steel covers.
The splitter boxes are custom made modules to decouple the PMT signal from the high volt-
age supply. For the inner detector and inner veto PMTs the same splitter boxes [75] are used.
For the high voltage, CAEN-A1535P HV supplies [76] are used.
3A gain of 107 leads to a charge of 1.602 pC/photoelectron. But an additional termination in the PMT base
yields a charge reduction by a factor of 2 with respect to the output signal (cf. [78]).
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3.4.2. Front-End Electronics
The front-end electronics are custom made modules [77]. The front-end module is divided into
three circuits: ν-channel, µ-channel and stretcher circuit. Each PMT input signal is passed
to a noise filter to reduce coherent noise. The output is passed to two independent circuits:
the ν-channel and the µ-channel. In the ν-channel the signal is amplified and its baseline is
restored afterwards. All stages result in a total amplification factor of 7.8 . The output of the
ν-channel is transmitted to the ν-FADCs for digitization. Furthermore, the output of each
ν-channel is summed up and passed to the 8-to-1 output channel.
The µ-channel contains the same stages as the ν-channel, but with a different amplification
factor of 0.55 . Presently the output of the µ-channel is not used. However, the µ-channel
output provides signals with a different dynamic range, which can be used to digitize signals
resulting from high energy deposition with a different system than the ν-FADCs. A dedicated
data acquisition system (µ-DAQ) is currently developed.
0 ns
stretcher signal
PMT signal
100 ns50 ns 150 ns 200 ns 250 ns
Figure 3.10.: Sketch of the resulting stretcher signal generated by several PMT signals.
The stretcher circuit has two input channels to which the 8-to-1 outputs of two front-end
modules are connected. Within the stretcher circuit both input channels are summed to one
sum signal. To generate the stretcher signal with an amplitude proportional to the sum signal
charge, the sum signal is continuously integrated over a time window of 70 ns. This is done
by additionally generating an inverted and 70 ns delayed signal. Both, the initial and inverted
signal is passed to an integrator to generate the stretcher output signal. In figure 3.10 a sketch
of the resulting stretcher signal generated by several PMT signals is shown.
The stretcher circuit has two identical output channels. One output channel is used as input
signal for the trigger system. The other is connected to the ν-FADCs for digitization.
If connecting the 8-to-1 sum output channel of the ν-channel to the stretcher input channel,
the total stretcher gain is 5.2 mV/pC. With an inner detector PMT gain of 107 this leads to
a total gain of the stretcher signal of about 4.16 mV/photoelectron.
3.4.3. ν-FADCs and Data Storage
To digitize the waveform of the inner detector and inner veto PMTs and the stretcher signals
flash analog-to-digital converters (FADC) from CAEN (CAEN-Vx1721) are used [83]. Each
card contains 8 channels with 8-bit resolution and a time sampling of 2 ns. All operations are
based on a 62.5 MHz system clock, which is provided by the trigger system. An internal clock
counter is available to cross check the trigger time stamps provided by the trigger system.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.11.: (a) Scheme of the FADC ring buffer [83]. (b) Out of the full digitized time
window (red) only a 256 ns time window (blue), located at the end of the full
time window, is stored on disc.
The memory of each channel is designed as a ring buffer, which is divided into 1024 pages
(cf. figure 3.11a). Each page has a size of 2048 bytes, which corresponds to a time window
of 4.096µs. Digitized data coming from each 8-bit analog-to-digital converter is continuously
stored on one page. Upon arrival of a trigger signal at the ν-FADC card the page is changed
to the next one. The time difference between trigger signal and page change can be delayed
internally. Out of the 4µs waveform, only a time window of 256 ns is stored on disk. The
delay and 256 ns time window is configured such that the most relevant waveform information
and the 256 ns time window is located at the end of the 4µs time window (cf. figure 3.11b).
The event number and the trigger word of the trigger system, which contains information
about the event type causing the trigger signal, are passed via custom made fan-outs [74] to
special inputs of ν-FADCs. Based on this information the FADC cards can adjust the amount
of data which is going to be stored on disk. This feature is called the online data reducer.
By reducing data size for certain event types the maximum speed of the whole DAQ can be
increased.
3.4.4. Trigger Dead Time Monitor System
In order to detect possible dead times of the trigger system, the fixed rate trigger of the trigger
master board (TMB) is used (cf. 3.5.2). It is an independently generated trigger signal with
a fixed frequency of 1 Hz. By counting all fixed-rate-trigger events and checking the time
differences to the previous events, possible dead times can be detected (cf. section 5.7).
Additionally, an independent operating NIM4 gate generator is installed, which generates two
subsequent NIM signals with a time difference of 4µs and a fixed frequency of 1 Hz. These
signals are passed to one of the external trigger input channels of the TMB to trigger the
ν-DAQ. To monitor possible dead times the same analysis is performed as for the fixed-rate-
trigger events. The only difference with respect to the fixed rate trigger is the asynchronous
operation with respect to the trigger system clock which provides an independent check of the
estimation of the dead time.
4nuclear instrumentation standard
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3.5. The ν-DAQ Trigger and Timing System
In this section the ν-DAQ trigger and timing system is described in more detail. It focuses on
features, which are highly important for the analysis of the system performance in chapter 4
and 5. For a more technical documentation of the system the reader may refer to [74].
After two years of data taking, the trigger system is planed to be upgraded. In this section the
system including the upgrade is described. Whenever a feature is introduced by the upgrade
it is marked as such.
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Figure 3.12.: Sketch of the ν-DAQ trigger and timing system [74]. The system is divided
into two levels: three TBs and one TMB. The input signals are provided by the
front-end electronics. The output signals (trigger word, event number, trigger
signal) are transmitted via several fan-outs to the ν-DAQ. Furthermore, the
TMB provides a 62.5 MHz system clock for the TBs and the rest of the ν-DAQ
electronics.
The system is developed as a two level system (cf. figure 3.12): The first level are three
independent working trigger boards (TB) (TB A and TB B for the inner detector, one TB IV
for the inner veto) and the second level is one trigger master board (TMB). All analog input
signals provided by the front-end electronics are connected to the TBs. Within each TB the
input signals are converted into digital signals by discriminators. Based on these digital signals
various logic conditions can be defined in the TBs and TMB to create the trigger signal for the
ν-DAQ. Additionally, external trigger signals can be connected to the system. The condition
creating a trigger signal is coded in 32-bit trigger word. Besides creating a trigger signal for
the ν-DAQ, the trigger system is capable of classifying event types based on the deposited
energy online. This information is also coded inside the trigger word and can be used by the
online data reducer. For each created trigger signal the event number is incremented by one.
The trigger signal, trigger word and event number are sent via several fan-outs to the FADCs
of ν-DAQ. Furthermore, the TMB provides a 62.5 MHz system clock for the TBs and the rest
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of the ν-DAQ electronics and for the data acquisition system of the outer veto. Additionally,
the TMB transmits a outer veto sync signal to the data acquisition of the outer veto with a
frequency of 0.015 Hz. It is used to monitor correct timing between the ν-DAQ and the data
acquisition of the outer veto.
3.5.1. Trigger Board
This section gives a detailed description of the general functionality of the trigger board (TB).
The configuration of the TB as used in Double Chooz is presented in section 3.5.3.
Figure 3.13.: Scheme of the internal signal routing of the TB [74]: The dotted squares indicate
values, which are freely programmable. The gray areas indicate values, which
are stored inside the internal FIFO memory for each event.
Figure 3.13 shows a scheme of the internal signal routing. The TB contains 18 analog input
channels. Each input channel is coupled via a capacitive coupling (AC coupling) to an oper-
ational amplifier. The output is divided into two separated signal lines (group low and high).
Each signal line is connected to a programmable discriminator. Additionally, the outputs of
all amplifiers are summed up and split into four separated signal lines (sum A,B,C and D).
All sum signals are transmitted thought a shaping circuit to a programmable discriminator.
Each discriminator has a resolution of 12 bits. Due to an additional individual amplification
within the shaping circuit, the dynamic range is different for each sum discriminator. The
dynamic range of each sum discriminators is listed in appendix B.1.
Besides the analog input channels the TB contains one digital input channel, which is not
used in the Double Chooz configuration.
Inside the TB the 62.5 MHz system clock, provided by the TMB, is transformed to the sync
clock with a period of 32 ns. All discriminator outputs and the digital input channels are passed
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to the input status synchronization to create digital sync signals, which are synchronous to
the sync clock. The width of each sync signal is a multiple of 32 ns, depending on the discrim-
inator output, with a minimum of 64 ns. All further operations on the TB are based on the
sync signals.
After the input status synchronization each sync signal is passed to an input rate counter,
counting the number of passing signals, and to the trigger logic unit. Furthermore, each chan-
nel can be defined as a member of a multiplicity group. For the high group channels three
independent multiplicity groups and for the low group channels one multiplicity group are
available. For each multiplicity group an individual multiplicity condition can be set, which is
defined as the minimum number of simultaneously active channels in order to output a signal.
The signal output of each multiplicity unit is passed to the trigger logic unit.
The trigger logic unit is divided into 32 content addressable memory (CAM) units. Within
each CAM unit logical AND or AND conditions can be set for each input signal. The output
of four CAMs are combined in a logical OR, creating one bit of the 8-bit TB trigger word out-
put signal. Furthermore, the output of the first three bits is sent out as NIM output signal.
All output signals (TB trigger word and NIM signals) can be delayed in steps of 16 ns. The
feature of delaying the TB trigger word output signal was introduced by the system update
mentioned in the introduction of this section.
Trigger Board Data
The TB contains an internal FIFO memory (first-in first-out), which is capable to store up
to 128 events simultaneously. An event is stored whenever the TB receives an external trigger
acknowledgement signal. Furthermore, the TB can be operated in a self-triggering mode,
in which the trigger acknowledgement signal is generated internally with a programmable
frequency. For each event the following data is stored:
input status: The input status represents the discriminator status for each sum and group
discriminator when the event is stored. It can be delayed in steps of 16 ns with respect
to the trigger acknowledgement signal arrival time. In the experiment, it is adjusted
to obtain the information at the time, at which the trigger condition is fulfilled. This
adjustment depends on the transit time through the TB and TMB and the cable length
between the boards.
input rate counter: For each sum and group discriminator the corresponding input rate
counter counts the switching rate between two consecutive trigger acknowledgement
signals. After storing the input rate counter values in the FIFO all counters are reset to
zero.
time difference counter: The time difference counter counts the time difference in steps of
16 ns to the previous arriving trigger acknowledgement signal.
event number: For each arriving trigger acknowledgement signal the event number is incre-
mented by one and stored in the FIFO.
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3.5.2. Trigger Master Board
This section gives a description of the functionality of the trigger master board (TMB). The
configuration of the TMB as used in Double Chooz is presented section 3.5.3.
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Figure 3.14.: Scheme of the internal signal routing of the TMB [74]: The dotted squares
indicate values, which are freely programmable. The gray areas indicate values,
which are stored inside the internal FIFO memory for each event.
Figure 3.14 shows a scheme of the internal signal routing. The TMB contains two 20-pin
input connector sockets, to which in total four TB trigger word signals can be connected.
Furthermore, seven external trigger input channels provide the possibility to inject external
digital input signals. These inputs are used to connect detector calibration systems to the
trigger system.
The external trigger input channels are passed to an input status synchronization unit before
entering the trigger logic unit to provide further clock-synchronous operations. In comparison
to the TB the input status synchronization of the TMB is based on a sync clock with a period
of 16 ns. The width of the resulting sync signals is always a multiple of 16 ns, depending on
the external trigger input signal width, with a minimum of 32 ns. For an individual time
adjustment of the different calibration systems, each output signals of the input status syn-
chronization unit can be individually delayed in steps of 16 ns before entering the trigger logic
unit.
The input signals coming from the TBs are connected to the trigger logic unit without passing
the input status synchronization, because they are already synchronized with respect to the
common system clock.
The trigger logic unit of the TMB is identical to the TB trigger logic unit. It is divided
into 32 content addressable memory (CAM) units. Within each CAM unit logical AND or
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AND conditions can be set for each input signal. The output signals are processed in three
independent circuits: trigger 1 signal circuit, trigger 2 signal circuit and trigger word circuit.
Trigger 1 Signal Circuit
The trigger 1 signal circuit generates the trigger 1 signal to trigger the ν-DAQ.
Each CAM output signal is passed to an individual counter unit, called scaler count. For each
counter a corresponding scaling factor can be set. Whenever the counter reaches the scaling
factor a signal is forwarded. The output of each scaler count can be enabled for the trigger
1 signal generation via the trigger 1 mask. The trigger 1 signal is generated by a logical OR
of all enabled scaler count outputs. In order to generate the next trigger 1 signal, all enabled
scaler count outputs contributing to the trigger 1 signal generation have to be simultaneously
inactive for at least one clock cycle.
Before sending out the trigger 1 signal it is passed to the high level logic unit, which provides
additional special triggers:
fixed rate trigger: If the fixed rate trigger is enabled, a trigger signal is released with a freely
programmable frequency and independently of the TMB input signals.
follow up trigger: To enable the follow up trigger a time window between 32 ns and 528 ns is
set. If one of the Scaler Count outputs stays active for the set time window, a second
trigger signal is released at the end of the time window. This function can be used to
prevent data loss for events lasting longer than the recorded FADC data window.
close in time trigger: To enable the close in time trigger a time window between 32 ns and
528 ns is set. If an additional trigger condition is fulfilled within the set time window
after the last trigger signal, the corresponding trigger signal is delayed to the end of the
time window. This function can be used for events, which are close in time, to avoid
overlapping of the recorded FADC data.
inhibit release trigger: An inhibit signal can be set to disable all TMB and TB input channels.
Besides these special triggers a dead time after each generated trigger 1 signal can be set inside
the High Level Logic unit. During that time no further trigger 1 signals can be generated.
Before sending out the trigger 1 signal, it can be delayed in steps of 16 ns. Whenever a trigger
signal is released, an internal trigger acknowledgement signal is generated, causing data storage
inside the internal FIFO memory. Additionally, an external trigger acknowledgement signal
is sent out to each TB causing also data storage inside the TBs.
Trigger 2 Signal Circuit
The trigger 2 signal circuit controls the trigger 2 signal output.
Each CAM output signal is connected to the circuit and can be enabled individually via the
trigger 2 mask. The trigger 2 output signal is generated by the logical OR of all enabled CAM
output signals. The circuit is working independently from the other circuits and does not
create trigger acknowledgement signals for data storage.
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Trigger Word Circuit
The trigger word circuit controls the 32-bit trigger word output signal. The trigger word
provides detailed information about the condition creating the trigger signal.
The output of the first 28 CAMs define the first 28 bits of the trigger word. Each bit can be
enabled individually via the trigger word mask. The last four trigger word bits contains the
information whether the event was triggered by one of the special triggers. In the first firmware
version used in the first data taking period the trigger word contains only the information of
the clock cycle in which the condition creating the Trigger 1 signal is fulfilled. With the
firmware upgrade, mentioned in the introduction of this section, it is possible to create each
trigger word bit by the logical OR of the current and next subsequent clock cycle.
Trigger Master Board Data
The TMB contains an internal FIFO memory (first-in first-out), which is capable to store
up 128 events simultaneously. The following data is stored whenever a trigger 1 signal and a
internal trigger acknowledgement signal is generated:
input status: The input status represents the signal status of all input channels. Compared
to the TB the time delay with respect to the Trigger 1 release only depends on the
transit time through the TMB. Therefore, the input status delay is fixed within the
TMB firmware.
CAM output: The CAM output represents the output status of each CAM.
scaler count: The scaler count represents the current value of each Scaler Count unit.
clock counter: The clock counter counts the number of clock cycles. When the counter
reaches the maximum, the counter restarts from zero.
event number: For each generated Trigger 1 signal the event number is incremented by one
and stored inside the FIFO.
trigger word: The trigger word is a 32-bit signal sent out at the trigger word output. It
contains information about the condition which generates the trigger signal.
3.5.3. Trigger Configuration in the Double Chooz Experiment
In this section the configuration of the trigger system for the Double Chooz experiment is
described. As already mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, the system is planned
to be upgraded after two years of data taking. As the main focus of this thesis is set to
performance studies for the first data taking period from 13th of April 2011 to 30th of March
2012, this section only describes the trigger system configuration for this time period.
Two of the three independently working TBs (TB A, TB B) are used for the inner detector.
One half of the 390 inner detector photomultiplier (PMTs) is connected to one inner detector
TB, using 13 of the 18 TB input channels. This leads to 16 PMTs per stretcher module for 12
input channels and 3 PMTs per stretcher module for one input channel. The connected PMTs
are grouped geometrically in an alternating way such that each inner detector TB observes
the same detector volume (cf. figure 3.15a). This concept introduces high robustness to the
system: The final trigger signal for the ν-DAQ will be generated by the logical OR of all
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TBs. Hence, if one of the two inner detector TBs fails by any reason, the ν-DAQ can still
be operated based on the other inner detector TB however with a higher efficiency threshold.
Furthermore, the redundancy concept of two inner detector TBs provides the possibility to
monitor and determine the system performance. This possibility is discussed in more detail
in chapter 5.
The third TB is used for the inner veto, wherein all inner veto PMTs are connected to the inner
veto TB. The PMTs connected to one TB input channel are also grouped together into local
groups. Furthermore, several TB input channels are grouped together to five topology groups
(cf. figure 3.15b): top, up, lateral, down and bottom. The number of PMTs per TB input
channel varies between three and six, depending on the topology group (cf. figure 3.15b).
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Figure 3.15.: (a) PMT grouping for the inner detector TBs [65]: PMTs with the same color
are connected to the same TB. PMTs connected to one TB input channel are
grouped together into local groups. (b) PMT grouping for the inner veto TB
[74]: PMTs connected to one TB input channel are grouped together into local
groups. Several TB input channels are grouped together to five topology groups:
top, up, lateral, down and bottom.
Inner Detector Trigger Boards
For the inner detector TBs all four sum thresholds and one multiplicity condition based on
the low group thresholds are used to classify four different inner detector event types:
prescaled events: The prescaled events are classified by exceeding the lowest sum threshold,
called prescaled sum threshold. It is set below the neutrino-like threshold to an energy
equivalent of about 0.1 MeV. These events are prescaled by a factor of 1000 in the TMB
for each inner detector TB independently, i.e. only every 1000th event can create a
stand-alone trigger signal. The prescaled events can be used for trigger efficiency studies
(cf. section 5.1).
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neutrino-like events: The classification of neutrino-like events is based on a combination of
the neutrino-like sum threshold and a multiplicity condition. The neutrino-like thresh-
old is set to an energy equivalent of about 0.3 MeV, which is well below the minimum
deposited energy of the inverse beta-decay of about 1.022 MeV. The low group threshold
of each input channel is set to 80 % equivalent of the neutrino-like threshold. Almost all
group channels are defined as members of the multiplicity group. The multiplicity con-
dition is set to two. Channel 7 of each inner detector TB is taken into account, because
only 3 PMTs are connected to this channel. The neutrino-like events are defined by a
logical AND of the neutrino-like threshold and the multiplicity condition. All events
fulfilling this condition create a trigger signal for the ν-DAQ.
neutron-like events: The neutron-like events are classified by the neutron-like sum threshold.
The threshold is set to an energy equivalent of about 5 MeV. In the first data taking
period the online data reducer (cf. section 3.4) was disabled. Therefore, neutron-like
events are handled similar as neutrino-like events.
muon-like events: The muon-like events are classified by the muon-like sum threshold. The
threshold is set to an energy equivalent of about 50 MeV. Like the neutron-like events
the muon-like events are handled similar as neutrino-like events.
The condition for each event type defines one bit of the TB trigger word, which is passed to
the TMB and later coded in the TMB trigger word.
Inner Veto Trigger Board
For the inner veto TB three sum thresholds are used used to classify three different inner veto
event types:
prescaled events: The prescaled events are classified by exceeding the lowest sum threshold,
called prescaled sum threshold. It is set below the neutron-like threshold to an equiv-
alent of about 70 photons. Like the prescaled threshold of the inner detector TB, it is
prescaled by a factor of 1000 in the TMB. The prescaled events can be used for trigger
efficiency studies of the inner veto (cf. section 5.1).
neutron-like events: The neutron-like events are classified by the neutron-like sum thresh-
old. The threshold is set to an equivalent of about 220 photons. It defines the read-out
threshold for the inner veto. At this position fast neutrons and muons start to dominate
with respect to the low energy radioactive background.
muon-like events: The muon-like events are classified by a logical AND between the muon-
like sum threshold and a multiplicity condition. The muon-like sum threshold is set to
an equivalent of about 1100 photons. The high group threshold of each input channel
is set to the equivalent of the muon-like sum threshold. All thresholds are used for
the multiplicity condition. The condition is set to four. As the online data reducer is
disabled for the first data taking period (cf. section 3.4), muon-like events are handled
similar as neutron-like events.
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The condition of each event type defines one bit of the TB trigger word. It is passed to the
TMB and then coded in the TMB trigger word.
Trigger Master Board
All three TB trigger words and seven external trigger signals are processed by different CAM
units without applying any additional logical AND or AND conditions. The resulting bit
pattern for the TMB trigger word is the following:
bit 0-3: TB A: prescaled, neutrino-like (read-out), neutron-like (flag), muon-like (flag)
bit 6-9: TB B: prescaled, neutrino-like (read-out), neutron-like (flag), muon-like (flag)
bit 12-14: TB IV: prescaled, neutron-like (read-out), muon-like (flag)
bit 20-26: external trigger signals
bit 28-31: fixed rate trigger, follow up trigger, close in time trigger, inhibit release
All other bits are not used.
In the trigger 1 signal circuit unit the three prescaled conditions of the three TBs are scaled
by a factor 1000. Furthermore, the trigger output of the outer veto system is connected to
one of the external input channels. But the outer veto trigger is only used as a flag in the
trigger word. It is disabled in the trigger 1 signal circuit and therefore is not able to create a
stand-alone trigger signal. All other channels are enabled in the Trigger 1 circuit to generate
a trigger signal.
Whenever a trigger signal is generated, an artificial dead time of 128 ns is set, because elec-
tronic problems have been detected whenever trigger signals were generated with shorter time
difference.
The fixed rate trigger is set to a rate of 1 Hz. All other high level logic triggers are disabled.
3.6. Detector Simulation
This section presents an overview of the simulation software of the Double Chooz detectors.
The software is divided into two simulation packages. The first one is the detector simula-
tion DCGLG4sim [84]. It allows to simulate the propagation of particles though a simulated
detector model, including the energy loss and absorption of the particle as well as scintilla-
tor light emission. Furthermore, it simulates the photoelectrons production induced by the
scintillator photons at the photocathodes of the photomultiplier tubes (PMT). The output
of DCGLG4sim is a collection of created photoelectrons at each PMT. This output is passed
to the second simulation stage, the readout simulation software RoSS [1]. It simulates the
resulting PMT response (waveform) and its digitization. Furthermore, it includes a detailed
simulation of the ν-DAQ trigger system (cf. section 3.5). The RoSS output has the same
data format as the experimental data. Furthermore, it contains truth information used or
generated at various simulation stages, like the true deposited energy or the particle vertex.
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3.6.1. Detector Simulation: DCGLG4sim
The detector simulation DCGLG4sim [1, 84] is a simulation package based on the Geant4
toolkit [85, 86]. Geant4 is a toolkit widely used in the field of elementary particle, nuclear and
accelerator physics to simulate particle interactions and propagation in matter. The general
working principle of Geant4 is the following: A particle with defined properties, like charge,
mass, energy and momentum, is released in a defined tracking volume. The track of the
moving particle is divided into small segments. For each segment all implemented interactions
and processes and the resulting energy and momentum changes are simulated. If a secondary
particle is created, the same simulation procedure as for the mother particle is performed.
This procedure continues until all particles are absorbed, loose all of their energy or leave the
tracking volume.
In DCGLG4sim the tracking volume includes a detailed description of the detector geometry
[1]. In particular the geometry, position and orientation of the photomultiplier tubes, their mu-
metal shield and the vessels of the detector are modeled with an accuracy of about 1 mm [1].
The implemented processes include electromagnetic and neutron interactions. The neutron
interaction processes are customized for a more accurate description of neutron thermalization
processes below 4 eV. The optical model to create optical photons includes erenkov radiations
and scintillator light emission. The scintillator light emission process is also customized. It
includes a detailed model of the scintillator light yield, spectrum, re-emission probability,
wavelength-dependent attenuation length and quenching effects based on Birk's-law [87]. The
interaction processes at the photocathodes of the photomultiplier tubes is simulated based
on a dedicated model of a bialkali photocathode [88], including the collection efficiency at
its position dependence of the interacting optical photon. Here, PMT-to-PMT variations are
taken into account. Each generated photoelectron is collected for each PMT and passed to
the readout simulation RoSS.
3.6.2. Readout Simulation Software: RoSS
The readout simulation software RoSS [1] was developed to simulate the response of the data
acquisition system of the inner detector and the inner veto. The inputs of each event are a
collection of created photoelectrons at each PMT. RoSS generates a resulting analog waveform
based on the PMT properties, taking PMT-to-PMT variations into account. The waveform
shape is based on a Landau distribution [89]. By summing up all single photoelectron wave-
forms for a certain PMT the corresponding sum waveform is generated. The PMT properties
have been determined in lab measurements before PMT installation [80, 79, 81, 78].
The simulation of the response of the front-end electronics with respect to the stretcher circuit
is mostly independent from the PMT waveform simulation [90]. In a lab measurement the
resulting stretcher signal of a single photoelectron was digitized to use as a sample signal for
the simulation [90]. The PMT properties describing the PMT transit time and the gain are
used to consider the correct timing and scaling of the stretcher signals. Summing up all signals
of all PMTs connected to the same front-end module generates the resulting sum stretcher
signal.
Within the trigger boards, all connected stretcher signals are summed up to an analog sum
signal and passed to a shaping circuit. The output signal, called discriminator signal, is sent
to four discriminators, which outputs contribute to the trigger logic. To simulate the shaping
circuit a discriminator signal of a single photoelectron was digitized in a lab measurement to
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be used as a sample signal [90]. In order to generate sum discriminator signals the same proce-
dure as for the stretcher signal simulation is performed but based on the discriminator sample
signal. The simulation of the stretcher and discriminator signals considers channel-to-channel
variations.
The simulation of the trigger system includes the response of the group and sum discrimina-
tors, input status synchronization and its corresponding clock-synchronously operation, and
the structure of the content addressable memory of the trigger logic unit (cf. section 3.5.1).
Furthermore, the digitization by the ν-FADCs of the PMT waveforms and stretcher signals
with an 8-bit current resolution and 2 ns time sampling is simulated.
3.7. Event Reconstruction and Energy Calibration
This section presents an overview of the most important reconstruction algorithms for the
neutrino oscillation analysis: the pulse reconstruction algorithm RecoPulse [91], the vertex
reconstruction algorithm RecoBAMA [92] and the energy calibration algorithm [93]. In the
following subsections each algorithm is described in detail.
3.7.1. Pulse Reconstruction: RecoPulse
In order to reconstruct the digitized photomultiplier (PMT) waveforms the pulse reconstruc-
tion algorithm RecoPulse [91] was developed. The algorithm is divided into three steps: (1)
baseline reconstruction, (2) the reconstruction of the charge and timing characteristics (like
pulse start time, pulse end time, time of the maximum amplitude) and (3) the reconstruction
of the number of photoelectrons (PEs). Furthermore, it analyzes each waveform in terms of
certain quality conditions and flags them as good waveform if all conditions are fulfilled.
This includes quality checks on the waveform itself, like whether the waveform is saturated or
if any oscillations or other kind of abnormal behavior have been observed. Furthermore, qual-
ity checks are performed on reconstructed parameters (like the position of the reconstructed
baseline, the sign of the reconstructed charge,...) in order to verify a correct baseline and
charge reconstruction.
Baseline Reconstruction
The FADC time window is adjusted such that within the first 20 − 40 ns no PE signals of
the triggered event are expected. Hence, for the baseline reconstruction the first 20 ns (10
samples) of each PMT waveform is used to calculate the average baseline B and the standard
deviation σB.
Additionally, for fixed rate trigger events (cf. section 3.5.2) the baseline and standard de-
viation is calculated using the full FADC window (256 ns). Since these events are triggered
independently from any energy deposition, rarely no PE signals are expected within the full
FADC window.
For the further pulse reconstruction the baseline reconstructed from the first 20 ns of each
event is used. However, if the standard deviation σB is much larger than the average value, it
indicates that a fraction or a full PE signal is within the 20 ns time window. In this case the
baseline B of the previous fixed rate trigger is used [94].
Due to the digitization and a rather small baseline fluctuation, the reconstructed baseline can
be biased: Assuming the correct baseline position is located in between two digital counts,
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e.g. at an equivalent of 210.3 DUI5. Furthermore, assuming the baseline fluctuation is close
to 0 DUI. Due to the digitization the FADC would always measure the baseline position to
be at 210 DUI, which would lead to a bias with respect to the correct position.
The real baseline fluctuations of the PMT waveforms are sufficient small to result in a visible
bias of the reconstructed baseline. This bias also affects the PE reconstruction (cf. subsection
Photoelectron Reconstruction).
Charge and Timing Reconstruction
For the charge reconstruction RecoPulse provides three different types of algorithms (cf. figure
3.16). In general, the charge Q is calculated as the integral of the time window, in which the
waveform is expected:
Q =
∑
i
(B − Ii) · 2 (3.8)
Here, B is the reconstructed baseline and Ii is the digitized current of the i-th bin. The factor
2 is the bin width of ∆tbin = 2 ns. The resulting unit is DUQ (digital unit of charge), which
is defined as [Q] = DUQ = DUI · ns.
Figure 3.16.: Different pulse reconstruction algorithms available in RecoPulse [91]:
Left: peak window algorithm integrates all samples with an amplitude above a
user defined threshold.
Middle: maximum window algorithm integrates a user defined time window
around the maximum amplitude.
Right: sliding window algorithm searches for the maximum integral of a user
defined time window.
The peak window algorithm integrates all time samples with an amplitude above a user de-
fined threshold. The threshold is optimized by taking the average standard deviation σB of the
baseline into account, in order to reduce the effect of only summing up baseline fluctuations.
The maximum window algorithm determines the time of the maximum amplitude. For charge
reconstruction a user defined asymmetric window around the maximum amplitude is inte-
grated.
For the sliding window algorithm a fixed time window size is defined. The optimal window
size was determined to 112 ns, which is mainly based on the width of the single PE signal.
Then, the algorithm searches for the time window position which maximizes the integral. The
5The unit of the digitized current DUI (digital unit of current)
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search is repeated until no charge of a PE signal is reconstructed anymore. To distinguish
whether the reconstructed charge is cause by a PE signal or baseline fluctuation, two criteria
are applied on the waveform within the 112 ns time window: The maximum amplitude has
to be ≥ 2 DUI and the reconstructed charge q has to be ≥ σB ×
√
Ns, where Ns denotes
the number of integrated samples (Ns = 56 for a time window of 112 ns) and σB denotes
the standard deviation of the baseline fluctuation. Only reconstructed charges fulfilling these
criteria are included in the total charge calculation for each sub-detector (inner detector or
inner veto).
Comparing results of the different algorithms, it turns out that the sliding window algorithm
is the most accurate one [94]. Hence, the sliding window algorithm is used as default algorithm
for the charge and all further reconstructions.
For all waveforms for which a charge is reconstructed, the pulse start time Tstart, the time of
maximum amplitude Tmax and the pulse end time Tend are reconstructed. The pulse start and
end time are defined at that time when the pulse exceeds 20 % of the maximum amplitude. In
order to corrected for PMT-to-PMT time offsets calibration data of the light injection system
are used.
Photoelectron Reconstruction
In order to reconstruct the number of PEs contained by the i-th PMT waveform, the re-
constructed charge qi is divided by the PMT gain Gaini ([Gaini] = DUQ/PE) [95]. The
individual PMT gains are obtained using calibration data of the light injection system and
the default pulse reconstruction algorithm of RecoPulse. To study and include possible run
time variation during the data taking period, dedicated calibration runs with different light
intensities were taken each week.
Figure 3.17.: PMT gain as function of reconstructed charge for a representative channel (black
dots) [95].
In general, the gain is a PMT's characteristic and its linearity was well tested for all inner detec-
tor PMTs before detector installation [78]. Hence, in case of an ideally working reconstruction
algorithm, the expected gain would be constant for all reconstructed charges. However, the
obtained gain for each PMT shows a nonlinear behavior for small charges (cf. figure 3.17).
Due to the bias of the baseline reconstruction (cf. subsection Baseline Reconstruction) the
reconstructed charge is also biased. As the resulting absolute bias on the charge is constant
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for each reconstructed waveform, the relative bias is non-constant, resulting in a non-linear
behavior of the gain versus the reconstructed charge.
For the PE reconstruction, the gain distribution is separated into two regions (cf. figure 3.17):
In the first region before the vertical intersection line, the distribution is assumed to be linear
with negative slope (green line, labeled as slope). The second region after the vertical inter-
section line is assumed to be constant (constant green line, labeled as g0).
The total number of PEs for each sub-detector (inner detector and inner veto) is defined as
PE =
∑
i
PEi =
∑
i
qi
Gaini(qi)
. (3.9)
For the sum only PEs of good flagged waveforms are taken into account (cf. introduction of
section 3.7.1).
3.7.2. Vertex Reconstruction Algorithm: RecoBAMA
The vertex reconstruction algorithm RecoBAMA is an algorithm to reconstruct the vertex
of a localized energy deposition inside the inner detector. The information presented in this
subsection is taken from [1].
The algorithm is based on a likelihood function, which calculates the probability that an
energy deposition at a certain vertex position and light intensity results in a certain charge
and arrival time distribution for the different inner detector PMTs:
Assuming a localized energy deposition for which all scintillator photons are created at the
same vertex position (x0, y0, z0) and at the same time t0, this event is characterized by the
following set of variables:
X = (x0, y0, z0, t0,Φ) . (3.10)
Here, Φ is the amount of scintillator photons per solid angle ([Φ] = PE/sr).
For the i-th PMT the mean number of created PEs µ(pred)i can be predicted as
µ
(pred)
i = Φ i ΩiAi (3.11)
Here, i is the quantum efficiency of the PMT, Ωi is the solid angle of the PMT surface at a
distance ri from the vertex position and Ai is the light transmission efficiency.
The mean time tcali , at which the PEs are created, can be predicted as
t
(pred)
i = t0 +
ri
cn
, (3.12)
where cn is the effective speed of light in the medium.
A likelihood function is defined as
L(X) =
∏
qi=0
fq(0;µ
(pred)
i )
∏
qi>0
fq(qi, µ
(pred)
i ) ft(ti; t
(pred)
i , µ
(pred)
i ) . (3.13)
Here, qi is the charge and ti is the PE creation time of the i-th PMT. fq represents the
probability of measuring a charge qi for a given number of created PEs µ
(pred)
i . ft represents
the probability of measuring a time ti for a given time t
(pred)
i and a given number of created
PEs µ(pred). These probability functions fq and ft were obtained using Monte Carlo studies
and were verified with detector data.
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The first product in equation 3.13 considers only PMTs with no reconstructed charge, the
second product considers all PMTs with a reconstructed charge.
By minimizing the negative log-likelihood function for the vertex position, the best possible
data set X is obtained:
F (X) = −lnL(X) = −
∑
lnfq(qi;X)−
∑
lnft(ti;X) = Fq(X) + Ft(X) . (3.14)
The vertex position can also be obtained just by minimizing Fq(X) or Ft(X). Applying a
combined analysis by minimizing F (X),Fq(X) and Ft(X), the accuracy and stability of the
algorithm is improved.
3.7.3. Energy Reconstruction
The energy calibration and reconstruction is only performed for the inner detector. Due
to inhomogeneously distributed inner veto PMTs and the anisotropic light propagation the
reconstructed PEs are not fully proportional to the deposited energy, making an accurate
energy reconstruction impossible.
The reconstructed visible energy (Evis) for the inner detector is an estimator for the total
deposited energy. It is based on the reconstructed PEs (defined in equation 3.9), the vertex
position (ρ, z) determined by RecoBAMA (due to the cylindrical symmetry of the detector,
the energy deposition depends on ρ =
√
x2 + y2 and the hight z) and the time t, which refers
to the runtime of the experiment [1]:
Evis = PE
d(ρ, z, t) · fdu(ρ, z) · fds (t) · fdMeV , (3.15)
where fu, fs and fMeV are correction factors which takes the spatial uniformity, runtime
stability and the PE-to-MeV calibration. The index d refers to the type of data (detector or
Monte Carlo data) into account. As the final oscillation analysis includes a comparison of the
positron energy spectrum of detector and Monte Carlo data, the same energy calibration is
performed for both data types to allow the most accurate comparison of the visible energy
scale.
The PE response with respect to the deposited energy depends on the position because of
several effects: The scintillation process which converts the energy of a particle into optical
photons depends on the mean free path of the particle. On the one hand, if the particle is
created near the edge of the gamma catcher, a fraction of the particle's energy might not be
converted into optical photons. On the other hand, optical photons might be reabsorbed by
the scintillator, depending on the traveling distance to the inner detector PMTs. Due to a
different composition of the neutrino target and gamma catcher scintillator this effect differs
even between these two sub-volumes. To correct this effect correction maps containing the
position depended correction factor fdu(ρ, z) are created independently for both detector and
Monte Carlo data (cf. figure 3.18 for detector data). As reference position the center of the
detector is used, i.e. fu(0, 0) = 1. To determine the relative PE response the capture peak on
Hydrogen (H) of neutrons from spallation and antineutrino events are used. This event type
provides a precise reference energy. It is distributed over the full volume (neutrino target and
gamma catcher) and can be extracted from normal physics runs which allows to take possible
runtime variations into account.
The runtime stability depends on two effects and has only to be derived for detector data: At
first, the PE response can vary due to a change of the PMT gains or the scintillator response.
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Figure 3.18.: Energy correction map in cylindrical coordinates (ρ,z) for detector data [1]. The
z-axis is the correction factor fu(ρ, z). The center of the detector is used as
reference position (fu(0, 0) = 1). The capture peak on H of neutrons from
spallation and antineutrino events is used as reference energy.
Secondly, the number of PMT channels which are used for the total PE calculation has varied
slightly: From time to time certain channels had been identified to always record no-good-
flagged waveforms. These effects were induced by technical problems, which were fixed in
general in less than one day. However, these channels were temporally not used for the total
PE calculation. Both effects are combined in one correction factor fds (t). The effect itself is
determined using the capture peak on Gadolinium (Gd). By using the capture peak on Gd,
almost all events are located inside the neutrino target, which reduces the dependency on the
position. During one year of data taking a small monotonic rise of the PE response of about
+2.2 % has been discovered (cf. figure 3.19a). As reference time t0 the date of the first Cf
source deployment, on which the absolute energy calibration is based, is used, i.e. fs(t0) = 1.
The factor fMeV for converting PE into MeV is based on calibration data of a Californium (Cf)
source deployment at the center position (ρ = 0,z = 0). Using the capture peak on H from
spallation neutrons of the Cf source leads to a conversion factor of 229.9 PE(0, 0, t0)/MeV
and 227.7 PE(0, 0, t0)/MeV for detector and Monte Carlo data, respectively.
Including all correction factors of equation 3.15 the corresponding energy scale stability is
shown in figure 3.19b using the capture peak position on H of neutrons from spallation and
antineutrino events.
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Figure 3.19.: (a) Runtime stability of the PE response [1]. The temporal PE response variation
is shown, using the neutron capture peak position on Gd of spallation neutrons.
The calculated energy does not include the temporal correction factor fds (t).
(b) Runtime stability of the energy scale Evis [1]. The capture peak position
on H of neutrons from spallation and antineutrino events is shown, including all
correction factors (cf. equation 3.15).
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Chapter 4
The Trigger System: Requirements
and Performances
The Double Chooz trigger and timing system has been developed to trigger the data acquisition
of each Double Chooz detector in a highly efficient and robust way. The hardware of the
system has already been detailed described in section 3.5. This chapter describes the system
requirements and performances within the ν-DAQ for the first data taking period.
In order to discuss the performance and whether the goals of the design concept have been
achieved, first the design concept and main features of the system are summarized. In the
following section, an algorithm is presented, which was developed to validate a proper system
functioning. The next section presents a timing effect arising from the stretcher signal timing
and the resulting impact on the internal event classification of the trigger system.
The last two sections discusses the data sample and a reconstruction algorithm for the sum
stretcher signals, on which the final analysis regarding the trigger efficiency determination is
based. This is presented in the following chapter 5,
analogue
sum signal
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Figure 4.1.: Schematic principle of the trigger system logic for the inner detector (taken from
[74] and modified): The trigger decision of the inner detector is a combination of
four discriminators based on the sum stretcher signal and a multiplicity condition
based on the group stretcher signals.
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The trigger and timing system has been designed to trigger the data acquisition for the inner
detector and inner veto in the most efficient and robust way. The main focus is put on the
trigger efficiency of neutrino events occurring in the inner detector. To achieve this goal, two
redundancy concepts have been introduced to the inner detector trigger condition and logic:
Two redundant inner detector trigger boards (TBs): For the inner detector, two indepen-
dently operating TBs (TB A and B) are installed. By connecting half the inner detector
photomultiplier (PMTs) in an alternating way to each inner detector TB, both TBs
observe the same detector volume. The final inner detector trigger condition is based
on a logical OR of both TB's conditions. Therefore, a high robustness is introduced,
because if one of the boards fails by any reason to generate a trigger signal, the other
board is able to do this. Furthermore, a cross-check between both boards provides the
possibility to determine the efficiency of the system.
Two redundant inner detector conditions: The read-out condition defined in each TB to
generate a trigger signal is a combination of two conditions (cf. figure 4.1): The sum
stretcher signal, which is proportional to the deposited energy, has to exceed the read-
out threshold (energy condition) and the number of active groups, which are based on
the group stretcher signals, has to be greater than two (multiplicity ≥ 2). For a fixed
group threshold and small energy depositions, the number of active group thresholds is
also proportional to the deposited energy. Thus, both conditions are redundant.
However, the group thresholds and multiplicity conditions are set such that they do
not reduce the effective threshold of the energy condition for regular physics events.
The additional multiplicity conditions have been introduced to reject signals, which are
caused by a single, not properly operating PMT.
The trigger condition and logic for the inner veto is implemented in one TB and only depends
on an energy condition. Although the inner veto is less important as neutrino events only
occur inside the inner detector, an efficiently triggering inner veto is important to identify
background events.
Apart from generating a trigger signal for the ν-DAQ, the system is designed to perform an
online event classification. Based on this classification, the amount of data recorded to disk can
already be reduced online in order to increase the ν-DAQ readout speed. For this purpose,
three and two sum thresholds are used in the inner detector and inner veto, respectively.
The sum thresholds of the inner detector TBs are used to distinguish between neutrino-like,
neutron-like and muon-like events (cf. figure 4.1). The sum thresholds of the inner veto TB
are used to distinguish between neutron-like and muon-like events.
Note that all results presented in the following sections are performed on data taken during
the first data taking period before the trigger system upgrade (cf. section 3.5) was installed.
4.1. Trigger System Quality Control
For data validation purposes, in particular of the physics runs, the so called pseudo-online
monitoring system has been developed. It is a collection of basic analysis algorithms, which
are applied to each taken physics run. In general, dedicated spectra, like the measured inner
detector charge spectrum or the distribution of start times of the photomultiplier (PMT)
pulses, are compared with spectra of previously taken and already validated physics runs.
In order to monitor and validate whether the trigger system is operating correctly, an algorithm
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called TrigQC (trigger quality control) has been developed and included into the pseudo-online
monitoring system. For each triggered event, all information of the FIFO memories of the
trigger boards (TBs) and trigger master board (TMB) (cf. section 3.5) is stored inside the
regular data stream. A lot of the trigger information are redundant, which allows to cross-
check this data in order to validate correct system functioning. In the following, all consistency
tests included in TrigQC are summarized:
 Redundant trigger system and ν-FADC data: The TMB trigger word and event number
are sent to the ν-FADCs and stored by them. Furthermore, each ν-FADC contains an
internal clock counter. The trigger word, event number and clock counter of each system
is compared with each other.
 Redundant TB and TMB data: Each TB and the TMB contains a clock counter and
generates its own event number for each triggered event. This redundant data of each
board is compared with each other.
 TMB scaling unit: Every time a scaler count of one of the TMB CAMs reaches the
set scaling compare factor, the corresponding condition generates a stand-alone trigger
signal and the corresponding trigger word bit is active. By comparing the scaler count
value with the set scaling compare factor each time the corresponding trigger word bit
is active, the correct functioning of the scaling unit can be validated.
 Redundant status information: Each TB and the TMB provide status information about
several input and output channels, like TB input status, TMB input status, TMB CAM
output and TMB trigger word. Based on the defined trigger system configuration, this
status information is redundant. To check the consistency of this status information,
the full trigger system configuration is modeled inside TrigQC.
 Empty channels: Several input channels and CAM lines of each TB and the TMB are
not used. All information regarding these channels are checked to be inactive.
During the full data taking period neither a mismatch between redundant trigger data nor
unreasonable data have been discovered.
4.2. Timing Effect and Event Classification
In this section, a critical timing effect, resulting from the general principle of operation of the
trigger system, is discussed. It has a strong impact on the event classification and therefore
needs to be considered in the efficiency studies of the system.
The input signals of the trigger system are generated by a continuous integration of the photo-
multiplier (PMT) signals within the front-end modules. Due to the timing of the scintillator,
different transit times of the PMTs, the shape of the PMT pulses and an integration time
(stretcher time) of about 70 ns, the rise time of the corresponding stretcher signals can be
up to 100 ns. After the input status synchronization within the trigger boards (TBs), the
trigger system is working in 32 ns clock cycles. At the end of each clock cycle, the system
checks whether a trigger condition is fulfilled. In case of a positive condition, a trigger signal is
generated and the status of each condition of the current clock cycle is encoded in the trigger
word.
This principle of operation leads to a partly incorrect event classification as sketched in figure
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Figure 4.2.: Sketch of timing effect causing wrong event classification.
4.2: At the end of the red marked clock cycle, the neutrino-like and neutron-like condition is
fulfilled, causing a trigger signal to be generated. However, the muon-like condition will only
be fulfilled at the next clock cycle, which will not be encoded in the trigger word. Although
the signal amplitude is high enough to fulfill the muon-like condition, it will only be flagged
as neutron-like event in trigger word.
A similar effect is caused due the different arrival times of the inner veto and inner detector
PMT signals at the front-end electronics. The inner veto PMT signals arrive about 60 ns later
than the inner detector PMT signals. This causes a different arrival time of the stretcher sig-
nals at the trigger system. Assuming an event with an energy deposition in the inner detector
and the inner veto, like it is sketched in figure 4.2, no trigger for the inner veto would have
been flagged, although the amplitude is high enough to fulfill the muon-like condition.
The effect of the wrong event classification is visible in figure 4.3, in which the rate of each
trigger word bit is shown for a representative physics run (black). The gray lines indicate
expected bit rates, which are based on a charge integration calculation using FADC data.
Even the rate of neutrino-like bits shows a discrepancy between measured and expected rate.
This classification is affected if the neutrino-like condition of one board generates the trigger
signal and the condition of the other board is fulfilled in the next clock cycles. In comparison,
the effect on the inner detector neutron-like and muon-like events show a relatively higher
discrepancy. The largest discrepancy is visible for the inner veto neutron-like and muon-like
events, because they are additionally affected by the late arrival times of the inner veto PMT
signal.
In conclusion, figure 4.3 demonstrates that the relation between maximum stretcher ampli-
tude, as an indication of the deposited energy, and the information stored in the trigger word
is not necessarily correct; Only the information of the first fulfilled condition that generates
the trigger signal is reliable. However, in general it is not trivial to extract this information
out of the data.
A further problem is related to the late arrival times of the inner veto PMT pulses. This
causes a temporal shift of the inner veto PMT pulses within the FADC window if an event
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Figure 4.3.: Rate of the trigger word bits for a representative physics run (black). The gray
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Figure 4.4.: Start time of inner veto PMT pulses within the FADC window of a regular physics
run: all events (black), events only triggered by the inner veto (dark gray) and
events triggered by the inner detector (light gray).
was triggered only by the inner veto or by the inner detector: The temporal position of the
FADC window is defined by the trigger release time. If a particle deposits energy in both the
inner veto and inner detector, the event is most likely triggered by the inner detector PMTs,
since these PMT pulses arrive earlier. In contrast, if a particle deposits energy only in the
inner veto, the trigger signal is generated by the inner veto PMTs, causing a trigger release
time to be later than in the first case. Therefore, the temporal position of the FADC window is
shifted causing the start times of the PMT pulses to appear earlier within the FADC window.
This effect is visible in figure 4.4, which shows the start time of the inner veto PMT pulses
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for a normal physics run for all events (black), events triggered only by the inner veto (dark
gray) and events triggered by the inner detector (light gray). A shift of about 60 ns between
the mean start time of both event types is visible.
To improve the event classification and timing effect, two new features have been developed
for a trigger system upgrade (cf. section 3.5): The information encoded in the trigger word
is now based on a logical OR between the status of two subsequent clock cycles. In order to
improve the effect due to the late arrival times of the inner veto PMT signals, the TB output
signal (TB trigger word), which is passed to the TMB, can be delayed.
4.3. Data Samples and Default Cuts
In this section, the data samples used for all further analyses on the system performance,
including the trigger efficiency analysis, are presented. Furthermore, a set of default cuts used
for the analysis is described and discussed.
The group stretcher signals, which are the main input signals of the trigger system, are digi-
tized by ν-FADCs. In order to reconstruct the stretcher signals, the reconstruction algorithm
TrigMon has been developed. More details on this algorithm are described in section 4.4. Most
of the analyses regarding the system performance are based on the reconstructed stretcher sig-
nals.
For the performance studies, regular physics runs are used as the performance of the trigger
system is most relevant for these runs. In order to reduce the computing time only a sub-
sample of all physics runs is selected. To obtain a representative subsample, one physics run
(1 hour) per day is randomly selected. A dedicated list of all selected runs can be found in
appendix A, labeled as RL_TrigMon_all.
For certain kinds of analyses, in particular for computing time consuming analyses, a sub-
sample of the complete run list RL_TrigMon_all is used. Whenever an analysis is only
performed on such a subsample, it is marked as such. The list of runs fore these subsamples
are also listed in appendix A.
During detector commissioning some unwanted electronic effects and unphysical events have
been detected, in particular for the inner detector. It turned out that these effects also affects
the performance of trigger system. In order to remove any impact, the following set of default
cuts are defined:
General ∆t-cut of ∆t > 2µs: Each event with a time difference less then 2µs to the previous
event is rejected.
Muon veto time of ∆tµ > 1 ms: After each muon, a veto time of 1 ms is applied. A muon
is defined as event depositing more than 72 photoelectrons (PE) (which corresponds to
about 5 MeV) in the inner veto or more than 30 MeV in the inner detector.
Light noise cut of MQTQ < 0.09 and RMS(tstart) < 40 ns: The variableMQTQ is defined
as the ratio between the maximum charge detected by an inner detector photomultiplier
(PMT) and the total inner detector charge. The variable RMS(tstart) is the standard
deviation of the inner detector PMT start times.
The impact of these cuts, particularly with respect to the trigger system performance, will be
explained more detailed in the following subsections. If not specified otherwise, these default
cuts are applied for all further analyses.
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In general, these cuts are based on cuts defined for the neutrino candidate selection (cf. section
6.1.1). A study on how these cuts can further be optimized with respect to the detector readout
efficiency will be presented in section 5.6.
4.3.1. General ∆t-cut
The goal of this cut is to reject events with overlapping FADC-windows. As described in
section 3.4.3, for each triggered event a 256 ns FADC window is stored. If two events are
triggered within a time difference of 256 ns, the two event windows overlap. In this case, the
total 256 ns window is stored for the first event. For the second event, only a time window of
256 ns minus the time difference to its previous event is stored.
In order to eliminate any influence caused by shortening the second FADC window, all events
with a short time difference to the previous event are rejected. In general a ∆t-cut of less
than 256 ns would be sufficient. However, for the neutrino candidate selection a dead time of
2µs after the prompt signal is applied. Thus, the ∆t-cut for the trigger performance studies
was set to the same value.
4.3.2. Muon Veto Time
During detector commissioning it was discovered that a huge charge input into the stretcher
circuit of the front-end electronics causes a huge positive overshoot of the stretcher signal after
the main signal. In figure 4.5 a screenshot taken with an oscilloscope is shown: The negative
main stretcher signal is followed by a huge positive overshoot. It takes about 5µs until the
baseline is back to normal.
Due to the higher number of inner detector PMTs connected to one stretcher circuit with
respect to the inner veto, this effect has mainly been observed for inner detector stretcher
signals.
Figure 4.5.: Oscilloscope screenshot of an overshoot at the front-end electronics taken from
[96]. Dark blue: PMT signal, light blue: stretcher signal, green: trigger signal for
the ν-DAQ. The time scale is 4µs per digit.
Since the group stretcher signals are the input signals to the trigger boards (TBs), the rise of
the stretcher baseline effects the internal baseline of the TBs. The capacitive coupling (AC-
coupling) of the TB input channels does not compensate the baseline changes in this short
time range. Hence, the internal baseline is rising as well, which again causes the effective
group and sum discriminator thresholds to rise. Additionally, the huge amount of positive
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current passing the capacitor of the AC-coupling might also change the internal baseline in
an unforeseeable way even after the stretcher baseline is back to normal.
The only events depositing enough energy inside the inner detector to cause front-end over-
shoots are muon events. To evaluate the overshoot effect with detector data, the baselines
of all inner detector group stretcher signals following a muon event are reconstructed using
the first 20 ns of each FADC window. For the muon definition, the same conditions as used
for the neutrino event selection are chosen: each event depositing more than 72 PE (which
corresponds to about 5 MeV) in the inner veto or more than 30 MeV in the inner detector is
defined as muon event.
In this context another effect following high energy depositions has to be taken into account
regarding the baseline reconstruction: afterpulse effects of the inner detector PMTs. This
effect has been investigated before the inner detector PMT installation in the context of inner
detector PMT calibration [78, 80]. According to [80] afterpulses can occur up to 12µs after
the initial PMT pulse and its occurrence probability is proportional to the number of initially
created photoelectrons. Thus, afterpulse effects are important to be considered particularly
after high energy depositions, i.e. muon events. For events with an afterpulse contamination
afterpulses do occur rather randomly within the FADC window. Thereby, the probability
that a photoelectron signal occurs within the first 20 ns is increased, resulting in a bias of the
reconstructed baseline.
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Figure 4.6.: (a) Reconstructed baseline of all inner detector stretcher signals versus the time
difference to the previous muon. The z-axis represents the number of events. (b)
Same as (a), but for a larger time range.
In figure 4.6 the reconstructed baselines for all inner detector group stretcher signals versus
the time difference to the previous muon is shown. Looking particularly at small time differ-
ences up to 15µs large variations of the reconstructed baselines are visible. On the one hand,
baselines are shifted towards higher values due to the front-end overshoot. On the other hand,
they are shifted towards lower values due to afterpulse effects.
Locking at a wider time range (cf. figure 4.6b) a positive shift is visible up to 200µs. After
200µs only negative baseline shifts are visible, which are caused by randomly appearing PE
signals in the first 20 ns of each FADC window.
In order to remove any impact of the front-end overshoot and possible effects following muon
events, a veto time after each muon is applied. Based on figure 4.6b a muon veto time of
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about 200µs would be sufficient. However, the effect on the internal TB baseline shift due to
the AC-coupling is not included in this observation and might last for a longer time range. In
order to be conservative, the same muon veto time of 1 ms as used for the neutrino candidate
selection is applied.
4.3.3. Light Noise Cut
During the detector commissioning it was discovered that the inner detector PMTs can cause
spontaneous light emission, also called light noise. The emitted light is bright enough to
trigger the ν-DAQ itself, contributing a significant fraction of about 25 % to 40 % of the total
trigger rate of 120 Hz to 150 Hz. Due to the high rate, these events would contribute highly
to the accidental background of the neutrino candidates, if not tagged and rejected from the
physics data. Hence, it is of interest to understand the mechanism of the light emission, in
order to develop the most efficient strategy to tag and reject these events.
Several lab measurements and analyses of detector data have been performed to understand
the emission mechanism and event topology. According to [97] the most likely explanation is
a light emission by the epoxy of the PMT base in combination with an electric field. Analyses
of detector data indicate that in case of an light noise event most of the light is detected by
one PMT, probably the one emitting the light. Furthermore, the temporal topology of light
noise events differs from regular physics event: For normal physics events the first optical
photons arrive at each PMT photocathode approximately at the same time, only distorted
by different propagation distances and the timing of the scintillator. For light noise events it
was discovered that the light emission can last for more than 1µs [97]. Thereby, the variation
between the different arrival times of the optical photons at the PMT photocathodes is much
wider.
Based on the observations described above, two default conditions are defined to identify light
noise events for the neutrino selection. If one of the following conditions is fulfilled, the event
is tagged as light noise event:
MQTQ > 0.09: The variable MQTQ is defined as the ratio between the maximum charge
detected by an inner detector PMT and the total inner detector charge. Since waveforms
of an light noise event might be flagged as not-good waveform1 due to its abnormal
topology, the charge variables used forMQTQ are based on all reconstructed waveforms,
including also the ones flagged as not-good.
RMS(tstart) < 40 ns: The variable RMS(tstart) is the standard deviation of the start times
of the inner detector PMT pulses.
Both cuts were optimized and tested with Monte Carlo studies not to reject physics events.
Due to the different temporal topology, light noise events also affect the response of the
trigger system. The stretcher amplitude is proportional to the integrated charge of about
70 ns. Since the arrival time distributions of the optical photons for physics events are similar,
the correlation between the stretcher amplitude and the charge contained by the 256 ns FADC
window is linear. However, the arrival time distribution for light noise events can differ with
respect to physics events and also with respect to different light noise events. Hence, the
correlation between stretcher amplitude and charge changes. This effect is shown in figure
4.7, in which the amplitude of the sum stretcher signals of TB A versus the charge detected
1The not-good flag is the one defined by the waveform quality control of RecoPulse (cf. section 3.7.1)
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Figure 4.7.: (a) Correlation between sum stretcher amplitude of TB A and charge detected by
all PMTs connected to TB A including light noise events. (b) Same as (a) but
excluding light noise events.
by all PMTs connected to TB A is plotted: On the one hand, figure 4.7b shows a linear
correlation between stretcher amplitude and charge, for which light noise events are excluded.
On the other hand, the distribution in figure 4.7a including light noise events shows additional
populations for small amplitudes but high charges and a broadening of the linear distribution.
As described in section 3.5, the main readout trigger condition is based on the sum stretcher
amplitude of each TB. If the correlation between the amplitude and the charge changes,
the effective readout condition with respect to the inner detector charge and reconstructed
energy, respectively, changes as well. In order to remove this effect and any other possible
impact related to light noise events, for all further analyses the above defined light noise cuts
are applied.
4.4. Stretcher Reconstruction Algorithm: TrigMon
In order to monitor and analyze the trigger system performance, the group stretcher signals
are as well digitized by ν-FADCs. For the reconstruction of the group stretcher signals the
pulse reconstruction algorithm RecoPulse is used, but excluding the photoelectron and energy
reconstruction.
The main readout conditions as well as the flagging conditions for different event types defined
by the trigger system are mainly based on the sum stretcher signals, which are generated inside
the trigger boards (TBs). In order to construct and analyze the sum stretcher signals using
the digitized group stretcher signals, the stretcher reconstruction algorithm TrigMon has been
developed. This section will give an overview of this algorithm.
TrigMon is divided into four steps: sum stretcher signal construction, baseline reconstruction,
shape reconstruction and signal reconstruction to determine signal characteristics, like start
time, maximum amplitude and so on.
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4.4.1. Sum Stretcher Construction
In the first step, the sum stretcher signal is constructed for each TB by summing up all digitized
waveforms of all connected group stretcher signals. With a baseline position of each group
stretcher signal of about 210 DUI, the resulting sum stretcher signals have a baseline position
at about 2730 DUI for each inner detector TB (13 group stretcher signals are connected to
each inner detector TB) and 3780 for the inner veto TB. The dynamic range is 3328 DUI for
each inner detector TB and 4608 DUI for the inner veto TB.
Additionally, for each group stretcher signal it is checked whether the waveform is saturated.
In this case, the resulting sum stretcher signal is flagged as saturated waveform. Since these
sum stretcher signals are corrupted, they are rejected for all further analyses.
4.4.2. Baseline Reconstruction
To reconstruct the baseline the average baseline B of the first 20 ns (10 samples) and the
standard deviation of the baseline fluctuation σB of each waveform is calculated. If no cuts
are applied the distribution of the reconstructed baselines is exemplary shown in 4.8a for all
TB A sum stretcher signals.
As already verified in section 4.3.2, the deviations are partly caused by effects induced by
muon events. Note that even in case of a front-end overshoot, causing an actual baseline
shift, the reconstructed baseline might still be biased with respect to the internal TB baseline,
because the AC-couping of the TB input channels.
Additionally, a shift of the reconstructed baselines towards smaller values has been identified
to be caused by light noise events. As photoelectron signals of light noise events are appearing
rather randomly within the FADC window, the probability of having a photoelectron signal
within the first 20 ns is higher than for regular physics events.
If the default cuts are applied and all saturated waveforms are rejected, the resulting baseline
distribution of all sum stretcher signals of TB A is shown in figure 4.8b. Still some deviations
towards higher values are visible. It turns out that these values are reconstructed for events
which have a quite short time difference (O(10µs)) to its previous event. The baseline shift
is probably also caused by small front-end overshoots, which are not excluded by the muon
veto time.
In later analyses the impact of the default cuts shall also be determined. Hence, the deter-
mination of an accurate baseline estimator even for events, which are rejected by the default
cuts, is essential.
In RecoPulse the baseline of the previous fixed-rate-trigger event is used in case of a badly
reconstructed baseline (ection 3.7.1). The quality condition for the reconstruction is based on
the standard deviation σB of the average baseline B. An identical approach for the stretcher
signals is not possible, because particularly for events effected by a front-end overshoot the bias
of the baseline is not detectable by a high standard deviation. Thus, for each sum stretcher
signal the baseline reconstructed from the previous fixed rate event is always used for the
further stretcher reconstruction.
Since fixed rate events can occur randomly at a short time range after events causing an front-
end overshoot, a ∆t-cut with respect to the previous event of ∆t > 50µs is applied. The cut
value is defined at which the most deviated values are rejected and no further improvements
are obtained by increasing the cut value further.
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Figure 4.8.: Reconstructed baseline of TB A sum stretcher signals excluding (a) and including
(b) default cuts. The baseline is calculated using the first 20 ns of each waveform.
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Figure 4.9.: Reconstructed baseline of inner detector and inner veto sum stretcher signals using
fixed rate trigger events ((a) TB A (b) TB B (c) TB IV).
The results of the reconstructed baselines of the inner detector sum stretcher signals and in-
ner veto sum stretcher signal using the fixed-rate-trigger events with ∆t > 50µs are shown in
figure 4.9.
Comparing the baseline distribution of both inner detector sum stretcher signals, both distri-
butions show a peak with a mean value of 2729 DUI and a root-mean-square (RMS) in the
order of 1.2 DUI. Assuming uncorrelated baseline fluctuation among all group channels, the
RMS per group channel is 1.2 DUI/
√
13 = 0.33 DUI.
The distribution of the inner veto sum stretcher signal has a mean value of 3780 DUI. Ad-
ditionally to a peak, the distribution shows some deviations towards lower values. Further
analysis indicates that this is caused by photoelectron signal appearing in the time window,
which are used for the baseline reconstruction. Unfortunately it is not possible to remove
this effect by applying additional cuts. Calculating the RMS including only values around
the mean peak results to a value of 1.4 DUI. The corresponding RMS per group channel is
1.4 DUI/
√
18 = 0.33 DUI, which is consistent with the inner detector group channels.
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4.4.3. Shape Reconstruction
As already mentioned in the hardware description of the trigger system (cf. section 3.5.1) the
sum stretcher signals are passed to a shaping circuit inside the TBs before they enter the sum
discriminators. The analysis that will be presented in section 5.2 to determine the readout
efficiency of the inner detector, is based on the sum signals entering the sum discriminators.
Because the stretcher signals are digitized before they are passed through the TB internal
shaping circuit, but the efficiency analysis is sensitive to the shape of the discriminator sig-
nals, an algorithm has been developed to reconstruct the shape generated by the shaping
circuit.
The shape reconstruction algorithm has been developed in the course of a master thesis [90].
For more details on the lab measurements, which have been performed to measure the effect
of the shaping circuit and to test the principle of the algorithm, the reader may refer to [90].
Figure 4.10.: Setup to determine the impact of the TB shaping circuit taken from [90]. The
PMT, front-end module (FEE) and TB is of the same type as used for the inner
detector of the experiment.
In order to determine the impact of the shaping circuit a setup as sketched in figure 4.10 has
been built. The photomultiplier (PMT) is of the same type (R7081) as used for the inner
detector. As light source the PMT photocathode is illuminated by a custom-made LED. The
PMT signal is connected to a front-end module of the same type as used in Double Chooz.
In order to amplify the corresponding stretcher signal, both 8-to-1 outputs are connected to
the stretcher module. One stretcher output is connected to the oscilloscope to monitor the
stretcher signal shape. The other output is connected to a FanOut-module in order to feed
more than one stretcher signal into the TB. An additional delay-module provides the possi-
bility of delaying one or more stretcher signals before passing them to the TB. In order to
measure the impact of the shaping circuit, a probe is attached to the electric circuit right
before the discriminator signal is passed to the discriminators. The output of the probe is also
connected on the oscilloscope to monitor the discriminator signal shape.
First the photocathode is illuminated by single photoelectron signals (SPE signals). To yield
SPE signals, the LED is operated with an intensity such that only one out of ten LED trig-
gers yields a PMT signal. As the generation of a photoelectron follows Poisson statistics, the
resulting PMT signal contains mostly single photoelectrons. From the FanOut-module four
identical stretcher signals (without any delay) are passed to the TB. The average of several
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SPE stretcher and discriminator signals is digitized by the oscilloscope. Afterwards, electronic
fluctuations are removed, the shape is smoothed and the amplitude is scaled to one. The
resulting stretcher and discriminator signals are shown in figure 4.11a.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.11.: (a) Generated stretcher template signal (black) and discriminator template sig-
nal (gray) of an SPE signal (taken from [90] and modified). (b) Results of a test
measurement to verify the reconstruction principle (taken from [90] and modi-
fied): The small black signal is a 4-PE discriminator signal (sum of four SPE
signals without any delay), measured by the oscilloscope. The big black signal
is a sum of two 4-PE discriminator signals with a delay of 15 ns between the two
signals, measured by the oscilloscope. The light gray signal is an oine gener-
ated sum of two 4-PE signals without any delay. The dark gray signal (overlaid
by the big black signal) is an oine generated sum of two 4-PE signals with a
delay of 15 ns.
The generated stretcher and discriminator signals are used as template signals for the shape
reconstruction algorithm. Furthermore, these templates are used for the detector readout
simulation RoSS (cf. section 3.6.2).
The general idea of the shape reconstruction algorithm is sketched in figure 4.12: The stretcher
signal is reconstructed by adding up template stretcher signals at certain times. The obtained
time information is then used to construct a sum discriminator signal by adding up template
discriminator signals.
In order to verify, whether the reconstruction principle is consistent with the operation prin-
ciple of the shaping circuit, some additional measurements have been performed: First, the
number of stretcher signals passed to the TB are varied, also applying different delays up to
15 ns between the single stretcher signals. Next, a discriminator signal is constructed oine
by adding up the corresponding number of single discriminator signal including the applied
delays. This oine constructed discriminator signal is compared with the discriminator signal
measured by the oscilloscope. One example is shown in figure 4.11b: The small black signal
is a 4-PE discriminator signals (sum of four SPE signals without any delay), measured by the
oscilloscope. The big black signal is a sum of two 4-PE discriminator signals with a delay of
15 ns between them, measured by the oscilloscope. The light gray signal is an oine generated
sum of two 4-PE signals without any delay. The dark gray signal is an oine generated sum
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+
+ + + + +
TSS(t1) + TSS(t2)+...
stretcher signal reconstuction:
StretcherSignal = 
(TSS = template stretcher signal)
(t1,t2,...) + +
+ + + +
discriminator signal construction:
DiscSignal = TDS(t1) + TDS(t2) + ...
(TDS = template discriminator signal)
Figure 4.12.: Sketch of the working principle of the shaping reconstruction algorithm: The
stretcher signal is reconstructed by adding up template stretcher signals at cer-
tain times. The obtained time information is then used to construct a sum
discriminator signal by adding up template discriminator signals.
by two 4-PE signals with a delay of 15 ns. A comparison between the big black and light gray
signals shows a good agreement between both signals. Additionally, the disagreement of the
light gray signal with respect to the big black and dark gray signal demonstrates the impact
of the delay.
All additionally performed measurements result in a similar good agreement between mea-
sured and oine generated signals.
To test the reconstruction algorithm, all physics events passing the previously defined de-
fault cuts of the runs listed in RN_TrigMon_GC (cf. appendix A) are used. Furthermore,
a Monte Carlo sample has been generated, containing 5000 photons with energies between
0.0 MeV and 1.5 MeV homogeneously distributed inside the neutrino target.
By reconstructing the stretcher signal, a comparison between the measured and the recon-
structed stretcher signal provides the possibility to check how well the algorithm works. Fur-
thermore, the Monte Carlo data contain true sum discriminator signals generated by the
trigger system and front-end electronics simulation. A comparison of the true and the re-
constructed discriminator signals provides an additional test for the Monte Carlo data.
First, the analysis based on the physics data is presented. In order to investigate the con-
sistency of the measured and reconstructed stretcher signal along the shape of the signal,
the amplitude ratio (AR) is defined as the ratio of amplitude A at time t and the maximum
amplitude Amax of the measured stretcher signal. In figure 4.13 the AR is plotted versus the
amplitude difference ∆A between reconstructed amplitude Areco and measured amplitude A
at time t.
The average amplitude difference ∆A and the root-mean-square RMS(∆A) calculated for
the full AR-range provide a benchmark for the performance of the algorithm. In order to
account for different numbers of entries along the AR-axis, all bins within one AR-slice (all
bins with the same AR-value but different ∆A-values) are normalized by the integral of the
full AR-slice. Without the normalization, ∆A and the RMS(∆A) would be biased.
Another important aspect is the symmetry with respect to the ∆A-axis. In the later presented
analysis to determine the inner detector trigger efficiency, the reconstructed discriminator sig-
nals will be separated into different AR regions. If the shape reconstruction would result
into different ∆A for different AR regions, the results of this analysis would be biased. To
investigate this effect, the average amplitude difference ∆AAR for each AR-slice is calculated.
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Figure 4.13.: Shape difference between measured and reconstructed stretcher signals using
physics data for (a) TB A (b) TB B and (c) TB IV. On the x-axis the amplitude
ratio (AR) of the measured stretcher signal is plotted. On the y-axis the ampli-
tude difference between reconstructed stretcher amplitude Areco and measured
stretcher amplitude A at time t is plotted.
The root-mean-square RMS(∆AAR) among all ∆AAR is a good indicator for the symmetry
of ∆A along the AR-range.
In particular the distributions of the inner detector stretcher signals show a different behavior
for AR smaller and greater than 0.6 . Therefore, each distribution is separated into an AR-
range between 0 − 0.6 and 0.6 − 1 . All characteristics for both AR-ranges and all stretcher
signals are listed in table 4.1. Looking at the characteristics of the inner detector TBs (TB
A and TB B), both distributions show similar results: ∆A and the RMS(∆A) is smaller for
AR > 0.6 . By comparing RMS(∆AAR) between both AR-ranges, both distributions show
a higher symmetry with respect to the ∆A-axis for AR > 0.6 . In conclusion, the recon-
struction algorithm shows a better agreement between measured and reconstructed shapes for
AR > 0.6 .
For the interpretation of the results of TB V, one has to take into account that the template
signals, on which the algorithm is based, were measured using an inner detector PMT. Fur-
thermore, the reconstruction algorithm has been tuned to yield the best results for the inner
detector signals, since the performance analyses for the inner detector are more important
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∆A [DUI] RMS(∆A) [DUI] RMS(∆AAR) [DUI]
AR-range 0.0-0.6 0.6-1.0 0.0-0.6 0.6-1.0 0.0-0.6 0.6-1.0
TB A 0.74 0.13 1.74 1.28 0.58 0.03
TB B 0.83 0.19 1.80 1.39 0.58 0.05
TB V 2.05 0.17 1.80 1.89 1.00 0.47
Table 4.1.: Characteristics of the shape difference distributions between measured and recon-
structed stretcher signals for different AR-ranges using physics data (cf. figure
4.13). ∆A is the average amplitude difference and RMS(∆A) is the root-mean-
square of the considered AR-range. RMS(∆AAR) is the root-mean-square of the
average amplitude difference ∆AAR of each AR-slice.
with respect to the neutrino oscillation analysis. Looking at the characteristics of TB V, a
similar tendency as for the inner detector TBs is visible. ∆A and RMS(∆AAR) show smaller
values for AR > 0.6 . The results of RMS(∆A) are similar for both AR-ranges. Comparing
the absolute values of the inner detector TBs and TB V the reconstruction algorithm shows
a worse performance for the inner veto stretcher signals.
The same analysis as for the experimental data is performed for the Monte Carlo data. As the
Monte Carlo data contains also true discriminator signals as generated by the trigger and
front-end electronics simulation, a similar analysis but based on the true and reconstructed
discriminator signals is performed. Both analyses are only performed for the inner detector
signals, because the Monte Carlo data contain only energy depositions inside the neutrino
target. The resulting distributions are shown in figure 4.14. In order to calculate the char-
acteristics of the distribution all distributions are again separated into the same AR-regions
for a better comparison of the results obtained with physics data. All characteristics for the
stretcher and discriminator signals of both inner detector TBs are listed in table 4.2. Since
both TBs are simulated with the same properties in the simulation, the results of both TBs
are almost identical.
∆A [DUI] RMS(∆A) [DUI] RMS(∆AAR) [DUI]
AR-range 0.0-0.6 0.6-1.0 0.0-0.6 0.6-1.0 0.0-0.6 0.6-1.0
TB A stretcher signal 0.87 0.15 1.58 1.33 0.68 0.06
TB B stretcher signal 0.88 0.15 1.56 1.33 0.66 0.06
TB A discriminator signal 0.64 0.24 0.69 0.77 0.20 0.08
TB B discriminator signal 0.64 0.24 0.67 0.77 0.18 0.07
Table 4.2.: Characteristics of the shape difference distributions between true and recon-
structed stretcher signals for different AR-ranges using Monte Carlo data (cf. figure
4.14). ∆A is the average amplitude difference and RMS(∆A) is the root-mean-
square of the full AR-range. RMS(∆Ai) is the root-mean-square of the average
amplitude difference ∆AAR of each AR-slice.
Referring to the stretcher signals, the reconstruction algorithm results in a better agreement
between measured and reconstructed signals for AR > 0.6 , which is identical to the analysis
results using physics data. Furthermore, all values are in the same order when comparing the
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Figure 4.14.: Shape difference between of sum stretcher signals using Monte Carlo data.
(Top) Shape difference between measured and reconstructed stretcher signals for
(a) TB A and (b) TB B. The amplitude ratio (AR) of the measured sum stretcher
signal is plotted on the x-axis. On the y-axis the amplitude difference between
reconstructed stretcher amplitude Areco and measured stretcher amplitude A at
time t is plotted.
(Bottom) Shape difference between true and reconstructed discriminator sig-
nals for (c) TB A and (c) TB B. The amplitude ratio (AR) of the true dis-
criminator signal is plotted on the x-axis. On the y-axis the amplitude difference
between reconstructed discriminator amplitude Areco and true discriminator
amplitude A at time t is plotted.
results of Monte Carlo and physics data.
Referring to the discriminator signals, ∆A andRMS(∆AAR) show better results for AR> 0.6 .
Surprisingly, the RMS(∆A) becomes larger for > 0.6 .
In conclusion, the shape reconstruction algorithm yields consistent results for physics and
Monte Carlo data. This demonstrates the high quality of the detector and particularly the
trigger system and front-end electronics simulation. The reconstruction algorithm itself shows
a better agreement between measured and reconstructed stretcher signal for for AR > 0.6 ,
i.e. for amplitudes closer to the maximum of the signal. An analysis based on Monte Carlo
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data demonstrates, that this effect results also in a better agreement between reconstructed
and true discriminator signal for amplitudes closer to the signal's maximum.
4.4.4. Signal Reconstruction
Based on the reconstructed baseline and shape, the last reconstruction step is the deter-
mination of signal characteristics. It includes the determination of the signal start time, the
maximum discriminator amplitude and its corresponding time. The start time is defined when
the signal exceeds more than four times the standard deviation of the baseline fluctuation σB.
Additionally, the charge and number of PEs reconstructed by RecoPulse of all PMTs connected
to the corresponding sum discriminator signal is summed and stored.
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Chapter 5
Trigger Efficiency Analysis
In order to determine θ13 with a high precision, the efficiency of the trigger system to trigger the
data acquisition, particularly neutrino events, needs to be determined with highest possible
accuracy. This chapter presents the trigger efficiency analysis. The main focus is set on
the readout efficiency of the inner detector, since neutrino events are detected by the inner
detector.
In the first section the basic concept of determining the trigger efficiency is presented. It
points out problems arising from the timing effects and the resulting impact on the event
classification of the system (cf. section 4.2). For this reason two independent analysis strategies
to determine the inner detector readout efficiency has been developed: The first method, using
the digitized stretcher signals, is a quite complex method, but results in a high accuracy. The
second method uses a very simple approach, but results in a higher uncertainty. In order to
validate both methods the analysis performed on Monte Carlo events is presented in the next
section. The following section presents an analysis to determine the readout efficiency of the
inner veto. It is based on a similar strategy as used in the second method to determine the
inner detector readout efficiency. All efficiency analyses are performed for events passing the
default cuts presented in section 4.3. The cut values are mainly based on the cuts for the
neutrino candidate selection. In section 5.6 the impact of the cut values with respect to the
inner detector readout efficiency is analyzed. Furthermore, it is investigated, whether the cut
values can be further optimized regarding the inner detector readout efficiency. Section 5.7
presents an analysis to determine a dead time of the trigger system induced by muon events.
As a muon veto time is defined oine for the neutrino candidate selection, this dead time
does not effect the neutrino oscillation analysis per se. However, it might have an impact on
background studies to determine background events. In the last section all obtained results
are summarized and discussed.
5.1. Basic Concept
In general, the trigger efficiency T is defined as the quotient of the number of triggered
events NT and the number of all events Nall. The index T represents the trigger condition of
interest, e.g. to trigger the inner detector or the inner veto. As all trigger decisions are based
on the deposited energy, T is a function of the energy or a proportional parameter E, like
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the stretcher amplitude, charge or number of photoelectrons:
T (E) =
NT (E)
Nall(E)
. (5.1)
The efficiency T is an estimator of the probability p to trigger an event. The probability p
follows binomial statistics with a discrete probability function B(NT |p,Nall) of measuring NT
triggered events out of a total of Nall events:
B(NT |p,Nall) =
(
Nall
NT
)
pNT (1− p)Nall−NT . (5.2)
This leads to a statistical uncertainty of T of
σ =
√
T · (1− T )
Nall
. (5.3)
The main trigger condition for each trigger board (TB) is based on a discriminator operating
on the analogue sum stretcher signal, which is proportional the parameter E. For an ide-
ally working discriminator (with a resolution σ = 0) and a perfect proportionality between
stretcher amplitude and the parameter E, the efficiency distribution is expect to follow a
Heaviside-function Θ(E − µ). Here, µ denotes the threshold position. However, as no dis-
criminator is working ideally and each proportionality is subject to statistical fluctuation, the
expected efficiency distribution is following a convolution between a Heaviside function and a
Gaussian function, which results in the following function:
(E) =
α
2
(
1 + erf
(
E − µ√
2σ
))
. (5.4)
Here, α denotes the maximum efficiency, which is not necessarily one, and σ denotes the width
of the step-function. Note, that σ depends on the resolution of the discriminator and statistical
fluctuation of the proportionality between the stretcher amplitude and the parameter E. This
includes also reconstruction effects to determine E. If the trigger condition of interest is more
complex than just depending on a single discriminator, the resulting efficiency distribution
might differ from the one stated in equation 5.4.
For the trigger efficiency with respect to neutrino events, the efficiency ID of the inner detector
readout condition is the one of interest. It is a logical AND between the inner detector
readout threshold (neutrino-like threshold) and the multiplicity condition (cf. figure 4.1). In
the following the term trigger efficiency of the inner detector or inner detector efficiency
always refers to this condition.
The main challenge to determine an efficiency is to obtain the unknown total number of events
Nall. To solve this, at first two probabilities P (T ) and P (S) are defined as trigger probabilities,
fulfilling a certain trigger condition T and S, respectively. The conditional probability P (T |S)
of T given S, is given by the quotient between the joint probability P (T ∧ S) and P (S):
P (T |S) = P (T ∧ S)
P (S)
. (5.5)
We assume the condition T to be the one of interest. Hence, the efficiency of interest T is an
estimator of probability P (T ). Furthermore, an efficiency ′ is defined as quotient between the
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number of events NT∧S (fulfilling condition T and S) and the number of events NS (fulfilling
only condition S). Therefore, ′ is an estimator of P (T |S).
In case of two statistically independent conditions S and T , i.e. P (T ) = P (T |S), the estimators
′ and T are equal, leading to
P (T ) = P (T |S) ⇒ T (E) = ′(E) = NT∧S(E)
NS(E)
. (5.6)
In other words, a subsample of events NS is defined by an independent trigger condition S
with respect to the trigger condition of interest T . Thus NS is a well representative subsample
of Nall. Hence, T is calculated similar to equation 5.1, but only considering a subsample of
Nall. Note, that in case of a statistical dependency between T and S, T is biased if obtained
by equation 5.6. Furthermore, equation 5.1 can also be used to determine e.g. a threshold
efficiency, which is only a part of the full readout condition.
In order to calculate the inner detector efficiency three different subsamples are available,
defined by three different trigger conditions S:
prescaled subsample: For the prescaled subsample all events Npre fulfilling the inner detector
prescaled condition are considered. The prescaled condition is a combination of the
inner detector prescaled threshold and a scaling condition. Only if an event exceeds
the prescaled threshold and would also create a stand-alone trigger signal due to the
scaling condition, it is considered. If the prescaled threshold is set well below the inner
detector readout threshold, the prescaled condition results in 100 % efficiency for the
region, in which the inner detector readout efficiency becomes non-zero. In this case
the prescaled condition is statistically independent with respect to the inner detector
readout condition to calculate the inner detector readout efficiency using equation 5.6:
ID(E) =
Npre∧ID(E)
Npre(E)
. (5.7)
Here, ID can be replaced by A or B, if analyzing only the efficiency of a single inner
detector TB.
As the readout condition is a logical OR of both inner detector TBs, the condition
for the prescaled subsample is also a logical OR of both inner detector TBs prescaled
condition. If only the efficiency of a single inner detector TB is analyzed, of course only
the corresponding single TB's prescaled condition is considered.
inner veto subsample: For the inner veto subsample all events NIV triggered by the inner
veto readout condition (neutron-like threshold) are considered. Although in case of an
energy deposition in the inner veto and inner detector both are most likely induced by
the same particle, the amount of deposited energy in both volumes are assumed to be
uncorrelated. Therefore, the fulfillment of the inner veto trigger condition is assumed to
be statistically independent with respect to the inner detector trigger condition. Hence,
no bias for the inner detector efficiency is expected by using equation 5.6:
ID(E) =
NIV ∧ID(E)
NIV (E)
, (5.8)
whereas ID can be replaced by A or B, if analyzing only the efficiency of a single inner
detector TB.
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cross-check subsample: The idea of the cross-check subsample is based on the single effi-
ciency. The efficiency of a single TB is determined by using all events triggered by the
other TB:
A(E) =
NA∧B(E)
NB(E)
, (5.9)
as an example for TB A. The inner detector readout efficiency, which is a logical OR of
both TBs (A and B), is calculated using the following equation:
ID(E) = A∨B(E) = A(E) + B(E)− A∧B(E)
= A(E) + B(E)− A(E) · B(E)
=
NA∧B(E)
NA(E) ·NB(E) · (NA(E) +NB(E)−NA∧B(E)) . (5.10)
Compared to the other subsamples, the conditions of TB A and B are assumed not to be
statistically independent, which leads to a bias of the single TB efficiencies (cf. equation
5.9). Furthermore, replacing A∧B with A · B in equation 5.10 is also only valid for
statistically independent conditions. Both effects might cause a non negligible bias of
the calculated inner detector efficiency.
To determine the inner veto readout efficiency two subsamples, similar to the one of the inner
detector, are available: A prescaled subsample, triggered by the inner veto prescaled condi-
tion, and an inner detector subsample, triggered by the inner detector readout condition.
Unfortunately, the timing effect and the resulting impact on the event classification, which
has been discussed in section 4.2, has a strong impact on the trigger efficiency determination.
The system response, i.e. the fulfillment of certain trigger conditions, can only be obtained
by the trigger system data, in particular by the trigger master board trigger word. This in-
formation is only valid for the clock cycle, at which end the trigger signal is generated. If a
condition would be fulfilled in a later clock cycle, it is not encoded inside the trigger word
leading to incomplete information of the trigger word. This is particularly relevant whenever
several conditions are fulfilled to trigger the ν-DAQ, which is always the case by generating
a subsample for the efficiency analysis. Furthermore, in case of an energy deposition close to
the readout threshold the impact is assumed to be even stronger, because of the long rise time
of the stretcher signal until reaching the readout threshold.
In order to take this effect into account, two independent approaches for the inner detector
trigger efficiency analysis have been developed:
 analysis based on the digitized stretcher signals
 analysis using the inner detector and prescaled spectra
With respect to the inner veto trigger efficiency, it turns out that at least one inner veto group
stretcher signal of almost all events fulfilling the inner veto readout condition saturates the
FADC cards. As for these events the reconstruction of the inner veto sum stretcher signal
is not reliable, an efficiency analysis using the stretcher signals is not possible. Therefore an
analysis using the inner veto readout and prescaled spectra is performed to determine the
inner veto readout efficiency.
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5.2. Inner Detector Readout Efficiency Analysis Using Stretcher
Signals
In this section an analysis to determine the inner detector readout efficiency based on the
digitized stretcher signals is presented. In order to include the shaping circuit of the TBs, all
further analyses related to the sum discriminators are based on the so called sum discriminator
signals generated by TrigMon. First a general overview of the analysis strategy is given. The
following sections presents each analysis step more in more detail.
As all trigger conditions are based on the group and sum discriminators, first the efficiency of
each relevant discriminator is determined by equation 5.6 using different subsamples. To obtain
the correct trigger word information with respect to the stretcher amplitude, the discriminator
efficiency is determined as function of the maximum stretcher amplitude A within the clock
cycle, at which end the trigger signal is generated:
D(A) =
ND∧S(A)
NS(A)
. (5.11)
The time stamp of the end of the clock cycle end is called trigger release time (TRT). The
condition D represents the discriminator of interest, the condition S defines the subsample.
Note that the efficiency obtained by equation 5.11 is valid for each stretcher amplitude. The
reason to look at the stretcher amplitude at TRT is to obtain the correct trigger data in-
formation. Next, for each event an expected trigger efficiency i related to the maximum
stretcher amplitudes is calculated using the previously determined discriminator efficiencies.
At this stage the trigger system timing is irrelevant, because the system response, i.e. the
trigger efficiency, is not based on the trigger data anymore. The average efficiency 〈(E)〉 is
calculated to
〈(E)〉 =
∑
i i δi(E)∑
i δi(E)
. (5.12)
Here, E denotes a parameter proportional to the deposited energy. The factor δi(E) considers
only events with a deposited energy in the range of E ±∆E. In this case δi(E) is defined to
be one, and zero otherwise. The parameter ∆E is defined by the bin width of the histograms,
which are used to plot the efficiency distributions.
5.2.1. Trigger Release Time Determination
The FADC window of the stretcher and photomultiplier (PMT) signals and in particular its
temporal position is defined by the arrival time of the trigger signal generated by the trigger
system. That means that the trigger release time (TRT ), which is the time stamp when the
trigger condition generating the trigger signal is fulfilled, is a fixed time stamp within the
FADC window.
As the transit time of the stretcher signals between the front-end electronics and the different
TBs are designed to be equal, the TRT within each stretcher signal's FADC window with
respect to the different TBs are assumed to be equal as well. However, the reconstruction
algorithm TrigMon, which generates the sum discriminator signals, introduces a global time
offset to the reconstructed sum signal and therefore also to the related TRT . Thus, the TRT
related to the group stretcher and to the sum discriminator signals are assumed to be different.
As the inner detector readout condition is mainly based on the sum discriminators, the main
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focus of this analysis is set to the determination of TRTs related to the sum discriminator
signals. A fraction of the full run list (listed in RN_TrigMon_TRT, cf. appendix A) is used,
because this analysis is CPU time consuming. Furthermore, only events passing the default
cuts (cf. section 4.3) are taken into account.
First, the neutrino-like discriminator efficiency ν is determined using equation 5.11:
ν(A(t)) =
Nν∧IV (A(t))
NIV (A(t))
. (5.13)
The condition of interest ν is the response of the inner detector TB neutrino-like discriminator
(obtained by the TB input status). Since TRT is an unknown parameter at this stage, it is
set to an arbitrary but fixed time t. The used subsample is the inner veto subsample NIV .
On the one hand, compared to the prescaled subsample it provides much more statistics. On
the other hand, compared to the cross-check subsample no bias is expected for the obtained
efficiency. However, the cross-check subsample will be used in order to cross-check the results.
The hereby determined efficiency distribution is fitted with an the error-function stated in
equation 5.4. Because all efficiency distributions result in a maximum efficiency of 100 %, α
is set to α = 1 for each fit. An example is shown in figure 5.1a for TB A and a stretcher
amplitude A at t = 138 ns.
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Figure 5.1.: (a) Discriminator efficiency of the neutrino-like threshold of TB A according to
equation 5.13. The inner veto subsample is used and the time to look at the
stretcher amplitude is set to t = 138 ns. The solid line represents an fit of an error-
function (cf. equation 5.4). The results are listed in the legend. (b) Obtained
threshold position µ versus different times t of TB A sum stretcher signal.
The same analysis is performed for different times t. Due to the FADC sampling of 2 ns, the
time t can only be set to an odd number.
At the time t of interest, the sum discriminator signals follow a monotonously rising shape.
Hence, by increasing the time t the obtained threshold position µ increases as well. This effect
is visible in figure 5.1b. Due to the different gradient along the shape of the discriminator
signal, the slope of the threshold position distribution shown in figure 5.1b changes if con-
sidering only a certain region of the shape of the discriminator signal. Different regions are
investigated by defining the amplitude ratio (AR) as the amplitude at time t per maximum
amplitude. Applying the same analysis as before, but only taking for example discriminator
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amplitudes with an AR in a region between 0.1 and 0.2 into account, the slope of the thresh-
old position distribution will differ compared to an analysis of taking only an AR between 0.9
and 1.0 into account. However, no matter which AR range is used, at t = TRT each analysis
results in the same threshold position µ.
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Figure 5.2.: TRT determination with respect to the sum discriminator signals: Threshold
position µ versus different times t for different AR for (a) TB A and (b) TB B.
In figure 5.2 the analysis results taking different AR regions into account are shown for the
sum discriminator of TB A and TB B. As expected, all threshold position distributions for AR
greater than 0.6 do intersect at one point. In contrast the threshold position distributions for
AR smaller than 0.6 do not intersect at that point. This effect is explainable considering the
shape reconstruction included in TrigMon. As already demonstrated by the reconstruction
results in section 4.4.3 the algorithm tends to results in a bad reconstruction for AR < 0.6 .
Therefore, the inconsistency of the TRT analysis for AR < 0.6 is most likely due to a bad
shape reconstruction. The analysis results taking AR < 0.4 into account are not shown in
figure 5.2, as they show even more inconsistent results. In all further analyses amplitudes with
an AR < 0.6 will not be taken into account.
Comparing the results of both inner detector TBs, TB B shows an intersection point at a
slightly higher time t. Since t can only be set with a precision of the FADC sampling time of
2 ns, TRTs with respect to the sum discriminator signals is determined to
TRTs = 142 ± 1 ns , (5.14)
which is consistent for the results of both inner detector TBs.
The same analysis is performed using the cross-check subsample. Although the cross-check
condition is not assumed to be fully statistical independent from the neutrino-like threshold
condition, this analysis yields the same TRTs for both inner detector TBs as using the inner
veto subsample .
In order to determine TRTg with respect to the group stretcher signals, the same analysis
as for the sum discriminator signals is performed. As this analysis is even more CPU time
consuming a smaller run list, called RN_TrigMon_GC (cf. appendix A), is used. Only
events passing the default cuts (cf. section 4.3) are considered. To obtain enough statistics,
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the group threshold efficiency determination is based on the cross-check subsample:
l(A(t)) =
Nl∧cc(A(t))
Ncc(A(t))
. (5.15)
The condition of interest l is the response of the low group threshold (obtained by the TB input
status), which contributes via a multiplicity condition to the inner detector readout condition.
Ncc represents the cross-check subsample: If e.g. a group channel of TB A is analyzed, Ncc
represents all events triggered by TB B. As the analysis of the sum discriminator signals yields
the same results no matter which subsample is used, no bias on TRTg with respect to the
group stretcher signals are expected by using the cross-check subsample.
Based on equation 5.15 the discriminator efficiency distributions are determined for each inner
detector TB group channel. The signals' shapes are separated into three different AR regions:
0.0 − 0.3 , 0.3 − 0.6 and 0.6 − 1.0 . Because all threshold positions are located close to the
baseline, particularly efficiency distributions for times t lower than TRTg do not follow a clear
error-function as stated in equation 5.4. The attempt to fit an error-function is shown in figure
5.3a. The high value of χ2 per ndf (ndf = number of degrees of freedom) indicates a bad
consistency between the distribution and the fit function. Therefore, the threshold position µ
is determined by a numerical method: Both time bins between which the distribution exceeds
50 % are determined. The threshold position is approximated by a linear interpolation between
these time bins.
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Figure 5.3.: (a) Discriminator efficiency of a representative low group channel (TB A, Ch 12)
according to equation 5.15. The cross-check subsample is used and the time to
look at the stretcher amplitude is set to t = 153 ns. The solid (red) line represents
a fit of an error-function (cf. equation 5.4). (b) Obtained threshold position µ,
using a numerical interpolation, versus different times t and different amplitude
ratios of a representative low group channel (TB A, Ch 12).
The results for a representative channel are shown in figure 5.3b. Considering all group
channels of both inner detector TBs, each intersection point is within 155 and 159 ns. Thus,
TRTg with respect to the group stretcher signals is determined to
TRTg = 157 ± 2 ns . (5.16)
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5.2.2. Neutrino-like Discriminator Efficiency
The analysis to determine the neutrino-like discriminator efficiency ν is performed using the
full run list (listed in RN_TrigMon_all, cf. appendix A). Only events passing the default
cuts described in section 4.3 are considered. Furthermore, the analysis of the shape recon-
struction algorithm (cf. section 4.4.3) and the analysis to determine the trigger release time
TRTs indicates a bad reconstruction for amplitudes lower than 60 % of the maximum ampli-
tude (AR < 0.6 ). Hence, all discriminator amplitudes with an AR < 0.6 are rejected as well.
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Figure 5.4.: Sketch to approximate the efficiency distribution of ν at TRTs = 142 ns: Due to
the 2 ns sampling of the FADC window a sufficient amplitude determination for
the corresponding efficiency distribution is only possible at the TRTs-boundaries
at 141 ns and 143 ns (dotted gray curves, − and +). To determined the efficiency
distribution ν at TRTs = 142 ns, each bin is calculated by the mean values of −
and + (solid gray curve, a). Due to this approximation the resulting distribution
is widened with respect to the true efficiency distribution (solid black curve, t).
As explained in the previous section a sufficient discriminator amplitude can only be obtained
for odd times, because of the 2 ns sampling of the FADC window. This causes a problem for
the determination of the neutrino-like discriminator efficiency ν at TRTs = 142 ns. The lower
and upper bound of TRTs has been determined to 141 ns and 143 ns, for which an accurate
discriminator amplitude determination is possible. For both boundaries an efficiency distri-
bution − and + is determined by equation 5.11. To determine ν each bin is approximated
by the average value between the corresponding bins of − and + (see sketch in figure 5.4).
Doing this approximation, the resulting threshold position µ yields a good approximation of
the true position. However, the width of the step function is widened.
Based on this approximation ν is determined for both inner detector TBs using all three
subsamples (prescaled, inner veto and cross-check). The results are shown in figure 5.5. The
errors are statistical errors calculated by equation 5.3.
For each inner detector TB and used subsample the corresponding efficiency distribution
reaches 100 % at about 40 DUI. If an efficiency is determined to be 100 %, the resulting error
is 0 by definition. However, an error of 0 is unphysical. In order to approximate a more
realistic error σ100 for all bins of 100 % efficiency, a new efficiency estimator 100 is defined by
incrementing the number of subsample events NS by one:
100 =
NT∧S
NS + 1
⇒ σ100 =
√
100 · (1− 100)
NS + 1
(5.17)
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Figure 5.5.: Neutrino-like discriminator efficiency ν of (a) TB A and (b) TB B using three
subsamples: light gray=prescaled, dark gray=inner veto, black=cross-check. Each
error is a statistical error calculated by equation 5.3. The solid lines represent
fitted error-functions with a fixed amplitude α = 1. The results for µ and σ are
the same as stated in table 5.1.
With this approximation used for each individual bin the error at higher amplitudes would
increase as the statistics decreases. Thus, the approximated errors would be overestimated
due to decreasing statistics. To compensate this effect, the resulting error σ100 is defined as
the minimal error out of all calculated errors for bins of 100 % efficiency. The resulting dis-
tribution for TB A is shown in figure 5.6a (same effects are visible for TB B). The efficiency
distribution using the prescaled subsample shows a large error for bins of 100 % efficiency. It
is caused by the very low statistics of this subsample. The errors using the inner veto and
cross-check subsample are in the order of 10−4 and 10−6 , respectively.
Each efficiency distribution including the error estimation for bins of 100 % efficiency is fitted
with an error function (cf. equation 5.4). The results are listed in table 5.1. Comparing the
errors of all fit parameters among the different subsamples shows that the cross-check subsam-
ple has the highest amount of statistics, followed by the inner veto subsample. The maximum
efficiency α of all subsamples are consistent with 100 % efficiency. The same fit procedures are
performed with a fixed maximum efficiency of α = 1. The results show no significant charge
for the other parameters. The obtained values of µ for a single TB using the cross-check
subsample show a systematic shift towards a lower value with respect to the prescaled and
inner veto subsample. Comparing µ of the prescaled and inner veto subsample, they show
consistent results within 2σ. However, one has to keep in mind that all subsamples have an
overlap, which results in a correlation between the distributions and consequently between
the obtained errors. Comparing both inner detector TBs the threshold position of TB B is
about 1.5 DUI higher than the one of TB A. Before including the systematic uncertainty of
TRTs it is hard to compare σ as it is biased due to the previously described approximation
to determine ν for an even TRTs.
Another important aspect of the inner veto subsample, which is not visible in figure 5.5, is the
amount of subsample events with high inner detector energies. The probability of fulfilling
the inner veto readout condition is affected by the later arrival times of the inner veto pho-
toelectrons at the front-end electronics and the trigger system (cf. section 4.2). Only if the
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TB A
α µ [DUI] σ [DUI]
prescaled subsample 0.998± 0.008 34.16± 0.18 2.00± 0.16
inner veto subsample 1.000± 4 · 10−5 33.841± 0.013 1.928± 0.012
cross-check subsample 1.000± 1 · 10−6 33.437± 0.002 1.903± 0.002
TB B
α µ [DUI] σ [DUI]
prescaled subsample 1.001± 0.009 35.55± 0.17 2.07± 0.15
inner veto subsample 1.000± 4 · 10−5 35.279± 0.013 1.853± 0.012
cross-check subsample 1.000± 1 · 10−6 34.938± 0.002 1.833± 0.002
Table 5.1.: Fit results of ν for both inner detector TBs including only statistical errors and
using three subsamples. α denotes the maximum efficiency, µ denotes the threshold
position and σ denotes the width of the step function (cf. equation 5.4).
inner detector condition is fulfilled rather late the inner veto readout condition can be fulfilled
and encoded inside the TMB trigger word. This is especially the case, if the inner detector
energy deposition is close to the inner detector readout threshold, as the inner detector read-
out threshold is expected to be exceeded rather late due to the long rise time of the stretcher
signals. Therefore, the inner veto readout condition provides a good data sample for inner
detector energies close to the readout threshold. However, for inner detector energies greater
than about 2 MeV no events remain in the inner veto subsample.
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Figure 5.6.: (a) Neutrino-like discriminator efficiency of TB A including error estimation for
bins of 100 % efficiency. The solid lines represent fitted error-functions (the results
are listed in table 5.1). (b) Neutrino-like discriminator efficiency of TB A including
systematic uncertainty of TRTs.
Next the uncertainty with respect to TRTs is considered. The resulting systematic uncertainty
for each bin of ν is calculated by the difference between − and ν , and between + and ν ,
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respectively. The resulting distribution for TB A including only the systematic uncertainty of
TRTs is shown in figure 5.6b.
To evaluate the impact on µ and σ, both efficiency distributions − and + are fitted with
an error function. The resulting differences between the fit parameters with respect to ν are
listed in table 5.2. As expected µ increases as the time to look at the discriminator amplitude
increases. σ is always lower for − and +. This effect is expected because of the approximation
of ν by calculating the average value between − and +. The differences among both TBs are
in the same order with respect to the same subsamples. The prescaled subsample is showing
the largest impact, followed by the inner veto subsample and the cross-check subsample.
TB A
µ− µ− [DUI] µ− µ+ [DUI] σ − σ− [DUI] σ − σ+ [DUI]
prescaled subsample 0.56 -0.68 0.26 0.00
inner veto subsample 0.44 -0.46 0.09 0.01
cross-check subsample 0.30 -0.30 0.04 0.00
TB B
µ− µ− [DUI] µ− µ+ [DUI] σ − σ− [DUI] σ − σ+ [DUI]
prescaled subsample 0.60 -0.57 0.13 0.05
inner veto subsample 0.46 -0.46 0.08 0.03
cross-check subsample 0.30 -0.30 0.03 0.01
Table 5.2.: Differences of the fit results between ν and − and between ν and +. The un-
derscores − and + denote the fit parameters of − and +. For α no significant
changes are detected.
The total errors of α, µ and σ for each subsample are calculated by a quadratic sum of the
statistical and systematic error. As the systematic uncertainty of TRTs causes only negative
deviations of σ, only the negative total error includes an systematic error. Here, the maxi-
mum deviation is used. The results are listed in table 5.3. In particular for the inner veto
and cross-check method, the errors are dominated by the systematic errors caused by the
systematic uncertainty of TRTs. Comparing the fit results among the different subsamples,
all parameters are consistent within 1σ. However, one has to keep in mind that in particular
the errors caused by the systematic uncertainty of TRTs are assumed to be correlated.
The inner detector readout efficiency determination in section 5.2.4 will be based on the here
determined discriminator efficiencies. In order to be independent from any fit procedure,
which might not describe the distributions correctly, the distributions themselves are going to
be used.
The distributions including only statistical uncertainties indicate a systematic deviation among
the different subsamples. It is not possible to distinguish, whether this deviation is caused by
a slightly incorrect determined TRTs or due to a bias cause by a statistical dependency of the
condition generating the subsample. Hence, the final efficiency distribution is a combination
of all distributions considering the deviation between the different subsamples as systematic
uncertainty.
Another systematic effect, which has not been considered so far, is an uncertainty or bias
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TB A
α µ [DUI] σ [DUI]
prescaled subsample 0.998± 0.008 34.16+0.70−0.58 2.00+0.15−0.30
inner veto subsample 1.000± 4 · 10−5 33.84+0.46−0.44 1.928+0.012−0.091
cross-check subsample 1.000± 1 · 10−6 33.44+0.30−0.30 1.903+0.002−0.040
TB B
α µ [DUI] σ [DUI]
prescaled subsample 1.001± 0.009 35.55+0.59−0.62 2.07+0.15−0.20
inner veto subsample 1.000± 4 · 10−5 35.28+0.46−0.46 1.853+0.012−0.081
cross-check subsample 1.000± 2 · 10−6 34.94+0.30−0.20 1.833+0.002−0.030
Table 5.3.: Fit results of ν for both inner detector TBs including statistical and systematic
error and using three subsamples. α denotes the maximum efficiency, µ denotes
the threshold position and σ denotes the width of the step function (cf. equation
5.4).
caused by the discriminator signal reconstruction. A possible way to investigate this effect is
by using Monte Carlo data. The Monte Carlo based analysis of the shape reconstruction in
section 4.4.3 shows a global offset between true and reconstructed amplitudes in the order of
0.24 DUI and a standard deviation (RMS) in the order of 0.77 DUI (cf. table 4.2). To consider
the impact of these results, one has to keep in mind the following aspect: The obtained dis-
criminator efficiencies are determined and therefore valid for the reconstructed discriminator
signals. In the second step of the trigger efficiency analysis, these discriminator efficiencies
are applied on the same reconstructed discriminator signals. This way a global offset of the
discriminator amplitudes is canceled out. However, fluctuations between the true and re-
constructed amplitudes (indicated by the RMS) might introduce a visible effect on the final
trigger efficiency result. The determination of the impact of this effect is not trivial at this
stage. To evaluate the impact the full analysis is performed on a Monte Carlo data sample,
presented in section 5.4.
In general, for the final discriminator efficiencies the prescaled subsample is used as baseline,
because the statistical dependency between the prescaled and neutrino-like condition is ex-
pected to be minimal. The resulting total error of each bin is calculated by the quadratic sum
of the statistical errors, the systematic uncertainty of the TRTs and the maximum deviation
with respect to the other two subsamples.
For the error of bins of 100 % efficiency an additional aspect has to be considered: If an inef-
ficiency appears for an inner detector energy deposition well above the inner detector readout
threshold, this would be rather caused by an electronic or detector related misbehavior than
an incorrect operating discriminator. In this case, the same effect could also result in an ineffi-
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ciency of the subsample, if the prescaled or cross-check condition is used. Thus, the inefficiency
would not be detected. The probability that this effect also results in an inefficiency of the
inner veto subsample is assumed to be smaller, as the inner veto TB is more independent on
the inner detector TBs than the inner detector TBs among each other. Therefore, the error
of the 100 % efficiency bins are defined by the inner veto subsample.
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Figure 5.7.: Final neutrino-like discriminator efficiency ν of (a) TB A and (b) TB B. The
gray error band is the quadratic sum of the statistical error, systematic error
caused by the uncertainty of TRTs and the deviation with respect to the other
two subsamples.
The resulting final distribution ν for TB A and TB B is shown in figure 5.7. The gray error
band is the quadratic sum of the statistical error, systematic error caused by the uncertainty
of TRTs and the deviation with respect to the other two subsamples.
Note, that the final discriminator efficiency distributions are average efficiency distributions
of the used event sample. With respect to the final neutrino analysis presented in chapter 6,
the used run list is a representative subsample of the full run list. Furthermore, the applied
default cuts (defined in section 4.3) are based on the neutrino selection criteria. In conclusion,
the final efficiency distributions are valid for the events used in the final neutrino analysis.
In the following run time variations and position dependence of the discriminator efficiency
are analyzed. In case of run time variations or position dependence these effects are already
included in the efficiency analysis based on the above mentioned argumentation.
Run Time Variation
In order to investigate runtime variations, the inner veto subsample is used including only sta-
tistical uncertainties. Although the absolute efficiency distribution of the inner veto subsample
is affected by the TRTs uncertainty and probably by a small systematic deviation (indicated
by the deviation with respect to the prescaled subsample), relative variations among the run-
time can be investigated.
Compared to the prescaled subsample, which is set as baseline for the final efficiency distri-
bution, the inner veto subsample provides much more statistics. Hence, possible run time
variations can be detected more efficiently by reducing statistical fluctuations. Compared to
the cross-check subsample the inner veto subsample shows less systematic deviation with re-
spect to the prescaled subsample. This way the results are more comparable with the results
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determined in the previous section.
All analyzed runs of the full run list (RN_TrigMon_all) are grouped together on a monthly
basis and the resulting efficiency distributions are fitted with an error function. The results
for TB A and TB B are visible in figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8.: Run time variations of neutrino-like discriminator efficiencies of both inner de-
tector TBs: The data points represent the threshold positions µ and width σ for
each month. The black horizontal line represents the final values determined in
the previous section. The gray error bands are the total errors including statistical
errors, TRTs uncertainty and the deviation among the different subsamples.
Looking at µ particularly TB A shows a systematic shift after October 2011. The maximum
deviation between minimum and maximum is 1 DUI. TB B shows also but smaller systematic
variations with a maximum deviation of 0.4 DUI. The systematic variations seem to be cor-
related between both inner detector TBs as the maximum and minimum are located at the
same periods.
A similar systematic effect has been discovered for the gains for the photoelectron calibration
[98]. The reason for this effect has been identified to be caused by power glitches during the
runtime of the experiment. After each power glitch the FADC cards have been reconfigured,
which caused the baselines of the FADC cards to be shifted slightly. The same baseline shift
does probably affect the FADC cards for the stretcher signal digitization, which leads to a
variation of the determined threshold position.
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The width σ of both TBs seem to be stable within their statistical fluctuations. However, in
particular for TB A σ seems to be correlated with µ. In general a baseline shift would only
cause a shift of the threshold position µ but not of the width σ. However, the sum stretcher
signal in generated out of a sum of several group stretcher signals. If the baseline shift differs
among the different group stretcher signals, this would also effect the width σ.
Vertex Position Dependency
In this subsection an analysis is presented to determine whether the discriminator efficiency is
depending on the vertex position of the used events. In general, the obtained efficiency distri-
butions are characteristics of the corresponding discriminators. Therefore, the discriminator
response should not depend on how the input signal is generated, i.e. no position dependency
is expected.
For this analysis the cross-check subsample is used including only statistical uncertainties. Al-
though the absolute efficiency is affected by additional systematic effects, relative variations
among different positions can be investigated. In comparison to the inner veto subsample, the
systematic effect due to the statistical dependency of the used subsample is assumed to be
larger. However, the inner veto subsample is not usable: All particles tagged by the inner veto
condition are entering the inner detector from the outside. These particles deposit their energy
rather on a track than at a localized position, for which a reasonable vertex reconstruction
is not possible. The prescaled subsample provides to little statistics in order to investigate
position dependencies.
Due to the cylindrically symmetry of the detector, the discriminator efficiency is plotted versus
the ρ-position (ρ2 = x2 + y2) and the z-position (cf. figure 5.9a, 5.9b for TB A and 5.10a,
5.10b for TB B). The color of the histogram denotes the efficiency. The distributions are
zoomed in to the regions of interest. A bin of  = −1 is set if no subsample event is detected
due to low statistics.
In the region of the threshold position some fluctuations along the position-axes are visible for
both TBs. To investigate whether these fluctuations are caused by statistical effects, a χ2(A)
is calculated for each amplitude using the following equation:
χ2(A) =
∑
P
(ν(A,P )− ν(A))2
σstat(A,P )
(5.18)
Here, ν(A,P ) and σstat(A,P ) denote the discriminator efficiency and its statistical uncer-
tainty at an amplitude A and position P . ν(A) denotes the average discriminator efficiency
of all positions at an amplitude A (identical to ν(A) of the previous section). The sum is cal-
culated for all positions, including underflow and overflow bins, and events without any vertex
reconstruction. The resulting distributions of χ2/ndf for both positions (ρ,z) are plotted in
figure 5.9c, 5.9d for TB A and 5.10c, 5.10d for TB B.
The χ2 distributions of both TBs with respect to the ρ-position and the z-position show max-
imum values in the order of χ2/ndf ∼ 30 and χ2/ndf ∼ 7 . These χ2 values are too high
in order to explain the efficiency fluctuations along the position-axes by statistical effects. In
conclusion all χ2 distributions indicate a position dependence of the efficiency distributions
for both inner detector TBs.
As a possible explanation for this unexpected result, one has to consider a possible statistical
dependency between the used trigger condition. An indication for this effect is already given
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Figure 5.9.: Neutrino-like discriminator efficiency dependence with respect to the ρ- and z-
position of TB A:
(Top) The discriminator efficiency is plotted versus the (a) ρ- and (b) z-position.
The color denotes the efficiency. An efficiency of -1 is set, whenever no subsample
event is detected for this bin.
(Bottom) The corresponding distributions of χ2/ndf according to equation 5.18
are shown ((c) for the ρ- and (d) for the z-position).
by the slightly systematic deviation of the efficiency distributions using the cross-check sub-
sample compared to the other two subsamples. In case of statistical dependency, it cannot be
excluded that the statistical dependency is also position depending.
To check these results, the same analysis is performed using the prescaled subsample. How-
ever, by comparing the average systematic effect of the position dependence, indicated by the
analysis of the cross-check subsample, with the statistical uncertainty of the prescaled sub-
sample, the systematic effect is in the order of one magnitude lower. Therefore, the results of
the prescaled subsample show no evidence for a position dependency. Furthermore, it demon-
strates that in case of a position dependence not introduced by the cross-check sample itself,
the effect is negligible with respect to the other uncertainties.
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Figure 5.10.: Neutrino-like discriminator efficiency dependence with respect to the ρ- and z-
position of TB B:
(Top) The discriminator efficiency is plotted versus the (a) ρ- and (b) z-position.
The color denotes the efficiency. An efficiency of -1 is set, whenever no subsample
event is detected for this bin.
(Bottom) The corresponding distribution of χ2/ndf according to equation 5.18
are shown ((c) for the ρ- and (d) for the z-position).
5.2.3. Group Discriminator Efficiency
The group discriminator efficiency analysis is based on the same analysis strategy and data
sample as used for the determination of the trigger release time TRTg: For each inner detector
TB group channel an efficiency distribution l is determined using equation 5.15 at a trigger
release time of TRTg = 157 ns. The group discriminators are only analyzed using the cross-
check subsample. Compared to the sum discriminators, the statistical dependency between
subsample and group threshold is assumed to be negligible.
An efficiency distribution for a representative channel including only statistical errors is shown
in figure 5.11a. The only systematic error is caused by the uncertainty of TRTg of ±2 ns. To
propagate this uncertainty two efficiency distributions − and + are determined at 155 ns
and 159 ns. The bin-wise deviation of − and + with respect to l are defined as resulting
systematic uncertainty. A total error is calculated by the quadratic sum of the systematic
and statistical errors. The resulting efficiency distributions will be used in the inner detector
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Figure 5.11.: (a) Discriminator efficiency of a representative low group channel (TB A, Ch 12)
including only statistical errors. The cross-check subsample used and TRTg is
set to TRTg = 157 ns. The solid (red) line represents a fit of an error-function
(cf. equation 5.4). (b) Discriminator efficiency of a representative low group
channel (TB A, Ch 12) including total errors.
trigger efficiency analysis presented in section 5.2.4. The result of a representative channel is
shown in figure 5.11b.
Comparing both errors in figure 5.11a and 5.11b, the statistical error can be neglected.
As described in section 5.15 the obtained efficiency distributions do not follow a clear error-
function. The results of an error-function fit are shown in figure 5.11a. A high χ2 value
indicates a bad agreement between efficiency distribution and fit function. Therefore, the
threshold position µ and the width σ is calculated by a numerical approximation: The two
time bins between which the efficiency distribution exceeds 50 % are determined. A linear
interpolation between these two time bins yields an approximation of the threshold position
µ. Assuming the efficiency curve to follow an error-function in the first order, the x-values at
x− = µ−σ and x+ = µ+σ are 16 % and 84 %. These x-values are approximated by the same
interpolation as used for the threshold position. σ is then approximated as σ = (x+ − x−)/2.
µ and σ are calculated for all inner detector TB channels and all three distributions l, − and
+. The deviations of − and + with respect to l are defined as systematic uncertainty. The
results are shown for both inner detector TBs in figure 5.12.
Comparing all threshold positions, each of them is located at around 2.2 DUI. The neutrino-
like threshold positions of both TBs are located at around 35 DUI. Considering the different
amount of connected photomultiplier (PMTs) (195 PMTs at each sum discriminator and 16
PMTs at each group discriminator), the group thresholds are located at about 77 % equivalent
with respect to the neutrino-like threshold.
σ of each group channel is about 0.95 DUI. Only channel 5 and 6 of TB A show a lower value
of about 0.65 DUI.
To channel 7 of both inner detector TBs only 3 PMTs are connected. Therefore, no threshold
is set and the channel is not take into account for the multiplicity condition of the inner
detector readout condition (cf. section 3.5.3).
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Figure 5.12.: (Top) Threshold position µ of all TB group channels of (a) TB A and (b) TB B
including systematic uncertainty derived from the uncertainty of TRTg.
(Bottom) Width σ of all TB group channels of (c) TB A and (c) TB B including
systematic uncertainty derived from the uncertainty of TRTg.
5.2.4. Inner Detector Readout Efficiency
The analysis is performed for the full run list (listed in RN_TrigMon_all, cf. appendix A).
Only events passing the default cuts (cf. section 4.3) are taken into account.
For each event the probability of an active discriminator is calculated for each discriminator
contributing to the inner detector readout condition. The calculation is based on the pre-
viously determined discriminator efficiency distributions and the maximum group stretcher
and sum discriminator amplitudes. Based on the discriminator probabilities, the probability
is calculated that the readout condition of a single inner detector TB is fulfilled. It includes
the neutrino-like threshold condition as well as the multiplicity condition. The expected inner
detector readout efficiency (i)ID for the i-th event is then calculated by a logical OR of both
inner detector TB readout probabilities.
Note that at this stage the inner detector readout efficiency calculation is independent from
the trigger system timing effects, because the trigger system response is not obtained by the
system itself but calculated on the previously determined characteristics of the system.
The final neutrino analysis (cf. section 6) is based on the energy scale E as defined in sec-
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tion 3.7.3. Therefore, the average efficiency distribution 〈(E)〉 is calculated by the sum of all
efficiencies (i)ID as a function of E:
〈ID(E)〉 =
∑
i 
(i)
ID δi(E)∑
i δi(E)
. (5.19)
Here, the factor δi(E) considers only events with a deposited energy in the range of E ±∆E.
In this case δi(E) is defined to be one, and zero otherwise. The parameter ∆E is defined by
the bin width of the histograms, which are used to plot the efficiency distributions.
The statistic uncertainty of 〈(E)〉 is calculate by the standard deviation of 〈(E)〉 divided by
the square root of the number of events. The uncertainty of the discriminator efficiencies are
propagated by determining two distributions 〈ID(E)〉− and 〈ID(E)〉+. These distributions
are calculated by using the discriminator efficiency distributions with lower and upper errors
subtracted and added, respectively. Comparing both uncertainties, the statistical uncertainty
is negligible. However, a total uncertainty is calculate by the quadratic sum of both uncer-
tainties.
An important aspect of calculating 〈(E)〉 is the used event sample. If the event sample in-
cludes all triggered events the resulting efficiency distribution is biased, as most of these events
are triggered by the condition of interest. Events not fulfilling the readout condition are not
taken into account. Therefore, only prescaled events are used for the calculation as this event
sample is a good representation of all events, including also events not triggered by the inner
detector readout condition.
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Figure 5.13.: (a) Comparison of the inner detector readout efficiency distribution using dif-
ferent event samples. The gray data points include only prescaled events. The
black data points include all neutrino-like triggered events. (b) Inner detector
readout efficiency distribution using prescaled events. The solid line represents
a fit by an error-function.
In figure 5.13a the resulting efficiency distributions are shown for both event samples. For
energies > 0.4 MeV both event samples yield fully consistent results. However, before the
efficiency becomes > 99 % at about 0.4 MeV, a big deviation among both event samples is
clearly visible.
Although the calculated efficiency using the full event sample is biased in the threshold region,
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it provides a good cross-check for energies > 0.4 MeV. The major advantage compared to the
prescaled subsample is much higher statistics (about a factor of 500 higher). For all prescaled
events with an energy > 0.6 MeV each discriminator efficiency is calculated to 100 %. Due to
the uncertainty of the neutrino-like discriminator efficiency at 100 % efficiency in the order of
10−4, the resulting inner detector readout efficiency uncertainty is ∼ 10−8. In comparison, for
a very small fraction of events of the full event sample efficiencies < 100 % are calculated for
energies > 0.6 MeV. This results in an average inner detector readout efficiency of 0.999998
with an uncertainty of about 10−6 . Due to higher statistics of the full event sample the inner
detector readout efficiency of 0.999998± 1 · 10−6 is used as reference for energies > 0.6 MeV.
To obtain a threshold position µ and a width σ the efficiency distribution 〈(E)〉 is fitted with
an error-function (cf. figure 5.13b). The fit yields
µ = 0.320± 0.002 MeV
σ = 0.043± 0.001 MeV . (5.20)
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Figure 5.14.: Vertex position of the prescaled events used for the inner detector readout effi-
ciency analysis.
For this analysis many events occur outside the neutrino target (cf. figure 5.14). Due to the
position dependency of the energy scale, the calculated inner detector readout threshold is
shifted towards higher energies as more events occurring outside the neutrino target are taken
into account. Hence, the determined inner detector readout threshold is biased towards higher
energies with respect to the neutrino candidates, which do only occur inside the neutrino tar-
get. A more realistic efficiency distribution is determined by using a different energy scale
E0. E0 denotes the energy assuming a vertex position at the center of the detector, i.e. the
position dependency of the visible energy scale is not considered. The efficiency distribution
of both energy scales are shown in figure 5.15. The shift of the threshold position towards
higher energies caused by the position dependency of E is clearly visible.
For the neutrino oscillation analysis the inner detector readout efficiency as function of E0
is defined as baseline. To consider small position dependencies of the neutrino candidates,
the deviation between both energy scales is used as systematic uncertainty. A total error is
calculated by the quadratic sum.
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Figure 5.15.: Comparison of the inner detector readout efficiency distributions of the regular
energy scale E (gray data points) and the energy scale E0 (black data points)
assuming a vertex position at the center of the detector.
The resulting inner detector readout efficiency distribution with respect to the neutrino can-
didates is shown in figure 5.16. The asymmetry of the total error (gray error band) derives
from the position dependency of the energy scale.
To obtain a threshold position µ and a width σ, the efficiency distribution of E0 is fitted with
an error function. The fit yields
µ = 0.301± 0.003 MeV
σ = 0.036± 0.001 MeV . (5.21)
As expected, the threshold position µ is lowered by 19 keV compared to the regular energy
scale (cf. equation 5.20). Since the position dependence does not result in a global energy
offset, but in a non-linear energy shift, the width σ is also lowered by 7 keV.
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Figure 5.16.: Final inner detector readout efficiency distribution with respect to the neutrino
candidates using stretcher signals. The gray error band represent the total er-
ror including statistical effects, uncertainty of the discriminator efficiencies and
position dependency of the energy scale.
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Run Time Variation
To investigate run time variations the runs are group together on a monthly basis. For each
group the corresponding inner detector readout efficiency is determined as function of the
energy scale E0. Note that each efficiency distribution is based on the same discriminator
efficiency distributions. Therefore, all detected run time variations represent only a variation
of the correlation between stretcher amplitude and visible energy, but not a variation of the
actual discriminator threshold positions.
Each efficiency distribution is fitted with an error-function. The results are shown in figure
5.17. The threshold positions µ are stable within their errors. Furthermore, they are in a
good agreement with the fit value obtained by analyzing the full run list (black line with gray
error band). Also the σ are stable within their errors and agree with the fit value obtained by
analyzing the full run list (black line with gray error band).
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Figure 5.17.: Run time variations of the inner detector readout efficiency as function of the
energy scale E0. The data points represent the threshold position µ and width
σ of each month. The black horizontal line with gray error band represents the
fit value obtained by analyzing the full run time (cf. 5.21)
Vertex Position Dependency
To investigate the position dependency the same analysis as for the discriminator efficiency is
performed: The inner detector readout efficiency is plotted versus the cylindrical coordinates
ρ (ρ2 = x2 + y2) and z. In order to evaluate whether fluctuations are caused by statistical
effects, a χ2 statistic is calculate bin-wise according to equation 5.18. The efficiency distri-
butions are determined for the energy E0 in order to exclude the position dependency of the
energy scale. The results are shown in figure 5.18.
All values of χ2/ndf are close to or below one. This indicates that all fluctuations are caused
by statistical effects, i.e. no systematic position dependency is observed.
Additionally, the same analysis is performed for the regular energy scale E including its posi-
tions dependency. The results are shown in figure 5.19. The systematic position dependency
is already visible in the efficiency distributions (cf. figure 5.19a and 5.19b). Furthermore, the
larger values of χ2/ndf confirm this observation.
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Figure 5.18.: Inner detector readout efficiency of the energy scale E0 with respect to the ρ-
and z-position: (Top) The inner detector readout efficiency is plotted versus the
(a) ρ- and (b) z-position. The color denotes the efficiency. An efficiency of -1 is
set, whenever no subsample event is detected for these bins.
(Bottom) The corresponding distribution of χ2/ndf according to equation 5.18
are shown for (c) the ρ- and (d) the z-position.
5.2.5. Impact of the Multiplicity Condition
The multiplicity condition (minimum number of active group discriminators) is a redundant
condition with respect to the neutrino-like threshold. A logical AND between both conditions
leads to an effective energy threshold. For the inner detector readout condition the group
thresholds and multiplicity conditions were set not to affect the neutrino-like threshold, such
that the neutrino-like threshold is equal to the effective threshold. The only goal of the multi-
plicity condition is to reject events triggered by single faulty operating PMTs. In fact, during
the detector commissioning the multiplicity condition has been identified to be a powerful tool
to reject light noise events online [96].
The impact of the multiplicity condition with respect to the inner detector readout efficiency
of the neutrino candidates are analyzed in this section at three different levels: First, it is an-
alyzed with respect to the sum discriminator signals of the inner detector TBs. Furthermore,
it is analyzed with respect to the final inner detector readout efficiency. Thirdly, an analysis is
performed on dedicated physics runs, which were taken with different multiplicity conditions.
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Figure 5.19.: Inner detector readout efficiency of the energy scale E with respect to the ρ-
and z-position: (Top) The inner detector readout efficiency is plotted versus the
(a) ρ- and (b) z-position. The color denotes the efficiency. An efficiency of -1 is
set, whenever no subsample event is detected for these bins.
(Bottom) The corresponding distribution of χ2/ndf according to equation 5.18
are shown for (c) the ρ- and (d) for the z-position.
As the multiplicity (number of active group thresholds) is proportional to the deposited energy,
it is also proportional to the amplitude of the sum discriminator signal. Therefore, an effective
efficiency distribution can be determined as a function of this amplitude. The same analysis
as for the neutrino-like discriminator efficiency is performed, but considering the trigger word
bit of the inner detector readout condition. Instead of considering the input status of the
neutrino-like discriminator, the trigger word bit of the neutrino-like condition includes also
the multiplicity condition (cf. section 3.5.3). For this analysis the same data sample and cuts
as for the neutrino-like discriminator analysis is used. The analysis is performed using all three
subsamples. Exemplary for TB A the effective efficiency distribution using the cross-check
subsample is plotted in figure 5.20a. Compared to the discriminator efficiency distributions
no significant change can be observed. Furthermore, the results of an error-function fit show
no significant changed.
Next, an analysis to evaluate the impact of the multiplicity condition is performed for the
inner detector readout efficiency. As described in section 5.2.4 for each event an expected
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Figure 5.20.: (a) Impact of the multiplicity condition analyzed on the level of the sum discrim-
inator signals: The discriminator efficiency (black data points) and the effective
efficiency (gray data points) are plotted as function of the amplitude of the dis-
criminator signal of TB A using the cross-check subsample. The marker size is
set differently in order to distinguish between both efficiency distributions. The
errors are only statistical errors, which are to small to be visible.
(b) Impact of the multiplicity condition analyzed at the level of the readout effi-
ciency: The readout efficiency including (black data points) and excluding (gray
data points) the multiplicity condition are plotted as functions of the energy
scale E0. The marker size is set differently in order to distinguish between both
efficiency distributions. The error represents the total error.
inner detector readout efficiency (i)ID is calculated based on the sum and group discriminators.
Now, the same analysis is performed but ignoring all group discriminators and therefore the
multiplicity condition. The resulting average inner detector readout efficiency show no differ-
ence to the default one including the multiplicity condition (cf. figure 5.20b).
Furthermore, dedicated physics runs were taken with multiplicity conditions of 3, 4 and 5.
The reason to take these runs was an increasing light noise event rate during the runtime of
the experiment. At the beginning of the data taking the light noise event rate was about
30 Hz. After 2 years the light noise event rate increased by a factor of 2. Because during the
detector commissioning the multiplicity condition had already been identified as powerful tool
to reject light noise events [96], dedicated physics runs were taken with higher multiplicity
conditions to investigate whether a higher multiplicity condition is capable of rejecting even
more light noise events.
To evaluate the impact of different multiplicity conditions with respect to the inner detector
readout efficiency, the inner detector energy spectrum is determine for each run applying the
default cuts and requesting at least one of the two TB readout conditions to be active. To
compare the results with the default configuration (multiplicity ≥ 2), the inner detector energy
spectrum of a regular physics run taken right before the other runs is determined.
The resulting energy spectra are shown in figure 5.21a. In figure 5.21b the rate ratios of the
energy spectra of figure 5.21a are plotted for a multiplicity condition of 3, 4 and 5 with respect
to the default condition (multiplicity ≥ 2). Comparing all distributions non of the applied
multiplicity conditions shows an impact on the resulting energy spectrum. This observation
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indicates that each multiplicity condition lower than 5 has no impact on the effective inner
detector readout threshold for physics events.
In order to demonstrate the impact of the multiplicity condition on light noise events, the same
analysis is performed for an event sample including light noise events. The results are shown
in figure 5.22. For events depositing less than about 0.8 MeV each energy spectrum shows
a reduction of the event rate as the multiplicity condition is risen. For more details on this
topic, also demonstrating the difference between no multiplicity condition and a multiplicity
≥ 2, the reader may refer to [96].
In conclusion, non of the performed analyses indicate an impact on the effective inner detector
readout threshold for physics events by the default multiplicity condition.
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Figure 5.21.: (a) Energy spectra comparison of different multiplicity conditions including only
physics events. (b) Rate ratio of the energy spectra of figure (a) for a multiplicity
≥ 3, ≥ 4 and ≥ 5 with respect to the default condition of a multiplicity ≥ 2.
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Figure 5.22.: (a) Energy spectra comparison of different multiplicity conditions including
physics and light noise events. (b) Rate ratio of the energy spectra of figure
(a) for a multiplicity ≥ 3, ≥ 4 and ≥ 5 with respect to the default condition of
a multiplicity ≥ 2.
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5.3. Inner Detector Readout Efficiency Analysis Using Inner
Detector and Prescaled Spectra
As described in section 5.1 on the general concept to determine the trigger efficiency, the
main problem arises from the partly incorrect event classification of the trigger system. This
effect can cause corrupted trigger condition information (obtained by the trigger word) with
respect to the deposited energy. Note that the incorrect event classification only occurs, if the
condition of interest is not the first fulfilled condition. The general idea of this analysis is to
use only events, for which the trigger word information is valid for the condition of interest.
First two energy spectra are generated:
inner detector energy spectrum Nν(E): For this spectrum only events fulfilling the following
conditions are taken into account:
 trigger condition:
( TBAν ∨ TBBν ) ∧ TBApre ∧ TBBpre ∧ Ext . (5.22)
TBAν and TBBν denote an active neutrino-like condition for TB A and TB B.
TBApre and TBBpre denote an inactive prescaled condition for TB A and TB B.
Ext states that no external trigger condition is active.
 inner veto energy is 0.
The condition of the inner veto energy to be zero is used to remove any events which
were triggered by the inner veto. Instead of just requesting all inner veto trigger con-
ditions to be inactive, the condition on the inner veto energy is safer: The inner veto
trigger condition can be inactive just due to the timing effect of the trigger system (cf.
section 4.2). The number of events not fulfilling an inner veto trigger condition due to
the timing effect is depending on the trigger time. If the trigger is generated by the
inner detector, the trigger time is depending on the inner detector energy, in particular
for events close to the inner detector readout threshold, because of the rise time of the
stretcher signals. Therefore, the number of events rejected by requesting all inner veto
trigger conditions to be inactive will depend on the inner detector energy, which would
bias the inner detector spectrum Nν(E).
By requesting the above defined conditions, the first fulfilled trigger condition has to be
one of the inner detector TBs neutrino-like conditions. Hence, the trigger word infor-
mation of the inner detector readout condition (logical OR between both inner detector
TB's neutrino-like conditions) is valid as it is not compromised by the timing effect.
prescaled energy spectrum Npre(E): For this spectrum only events fulfilling the following
conditions are taken into account:
 trigger condition:
( TBApre ∨ TBBpre ) ∧ Ext . (5.23)
TBApre and TBBpre denote an active prescaled condition for TB A and TB B. Ext
states that no external trigger condition is active.
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 inner veto energy is 0.
The reason for the inner veto energy condition is the same as for the inner detector
spectrum.
Based on the same argumentation as for the inner detector energy spectrum, by re-
questing the above defined conditions the first fulfilled trigger condition has to be one
of the inner detector TBs prescaled conditions. Hence, the trigger word information of
the inner detector prescaled condition (logical OR between both inner detector TB's
prescaled conditions) is valid as it is not compromised by the timing effect.
In case of a prescaled threshold set well below the inner detector readout threshold, the average
inner detector readout efficiency 〈ID(E)〉 can be calculated as
〈ID(E)〉 = Nν(E)
Npre(E)
· 1
Spre
. (5.24)
Here, Nν(E) and Npre(E) are the number of entries of a bin with an energy E. Spre is a
normalization factor between inner detector and prescaled spectrum. It considers the scaling
condition of the single inner detector TB prescaled condition (cf. section 3.5.3). The logical
OR of both inner detector TB prescaled conditions results in an effective scaling factor fpre.
To calculate fpre the reciprocal value of fpre is considered as the probability pA∨B that the
scaling condition of TB A or TB B is fulfilled. The single scaling probability pA and pB of one
of the inner detector TBs is given by the reciprocal value of the single scaling factor of 1000.
Assuming an independent scaling of both inner detector TBs, the effective scaling factor is
given by
1
fpre
= pA∨B = pA + pB − pA · pB = 2
1000
− 1
10002
=
1
500.25
(5.25)
Thus, all events triggered by the inner detector readout condition include a fraction of 1/500.25
events for which also the scaling condition is fulfilled. For the inner detector spectrum the
events fulfilling the prescaled condition are excluded. Therefore, the normalization factor Spre
is given by
Spre = 500.25 ·
(
1− 1
500.25
)
= 499.25 (5.26)
Each spectrum is assumed to follow Poisson statistics. As both spectra are statistically inde-
pendent, the error of ID(E) is calculated by propagating the bin-wise errors of both spectra.
Due to much lower statistics of the prescaled spectrum, the error of ID(E) is dominated by
the error of the prescaled spectrum.
A disadvantage of this method is that only the effective inner detector readout threshold can
be determined. The impact of each TB or the individual group and sum discriminators cannot
be analyzed.
This analysis is performed for the same data sample and default cuts as used for the stretcher
signal analysis. The efficiency distribution is calculated as function of the regular energy scale
E and the energy E0 at center position (cf. figure 5.23). Both efficiency distributions are
fitted with an error-function.
The results for µ and σ show higher values for the regular energy scale E compared to the
energy E0 at the center position. This deviation is caused by the position dependency of the
regular energy scale. The maximum efficiency α for the regular energy scale E and the energy
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Figure 5.23.: Inner detector readout efficiency as function of (a) the regular energy scale E
and (b) the energy E0 at center position. The solid line represent a fit with an
error-function. The fit results are listed in the legend.
at the center position E0 is below 100 % and is only consistent with 100 % within 2.14σ and
2.46σ , respectively. The fit of the full energy range including the threshold region with an
error-function might bias the result of the maximum efficiency α if the distribution does not
follow exactly the expected error-function. In order to be independent from the threshold
region both distributions are fitted with a constant α′ between 0.6− 2.0 MeV. Both fits yield
E : α′ = 0.9885 ± 0.0090 (5.27)
E0 : α
′ = 0.9924 ± 0.0088 . (5.28)
The fit values of α′ of both energy scales E and E0 are consistent with 100 % efficiency within
1.27σ and 0.86σ , respectively.
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Figure 5.24.: Final inner detector readout efficiency distribution with respect to neutrino can-
didates using two energy spectra. The gray error band represent the total error
including statistical effects and position dependencies of the energy scale.
As already described for the stretcher signal analysis, the efficiency with respect to the neu-
trino candidates is underestimated by considering the regular energy scale E (cf. section 5.2.4).
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Hence, the same strategy is performed to obtain a more realistic inner detector readout ef-
ficiency distribution with respect to the neutrino candidates: The distribution of the energy
scale at the center position is used as baseline and the deviation with respect to the regular
energy scale is considered as systematic uncertainty. The resulting distribution is shown in
figure 5.24.
5.3.1. Misbehavior Arising from Light Noise Events
In this subsection a misbehavior of the analysis method described in the previous section is
presented, which was detected including also light noise events. Although this misbehavior
seems not to effect the analysis performed for the default event sample, it shall demonstrate
the limitation of this method.
The same analysis using the prescaled and inner detector energy spectrum is performed in-
cluding also light noise events. The resulting efficiency distribution is shown in figure 5.25a.
Surprisingly, the efficiency distribution exceeds 100 % right after the threshold region, has a
maximum at around 0.9 MeV and then decreases slowly towards 100 %.
In general the misbehavior can be caused by three different effects: inner detector triggered
events get lost or too many prescaled events are considered by the selection criteria, or the
normalization due to the scaling is incorrect. Note that in order to result in the observed
efficiency distribution the effect causing the misbehavior has to be energy or event type de-
pendent. Because the selection of the inner detector and prescaled spectrum excluding light
noise events results in a reasonable efficiency distribution, the underestimation of inner detec-
tor triggered events or overestimation of prescaled events is rather unlikely.
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Figure 5.25.: (a) Efficiency distribution determined by the prescaled and inner detector energy
spectrum and performed on an event sample including light noise events. The
horizontal dashed line represents 100 % efficiency. (b) Energy spectrum of the
considered event sample including and excluding light noise events.
A possible effect to cause an energy or event dependent scaling is sketched in figure 5.26:
Assuming an event with the sketched stretcher signal (gray analogue signal), it would exceed
the prescaled and neutrino-like threshold (dashed horizontal lines) twice during a short time
range. The black digital signals represent the TB internal sync signals on which the internal
TB and TMB operations are based. Due to the dead time (gray area)upon each generated
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Figure 5.26.: Sketch of the effect causing the misbehavior arising from light noise events: The
corresponding stretcher signal (gray analogue signal) exceeds the prescaled and
neutrino-like threshold (dashed horizontal lines) twice during a short time range.
The black digital signals represent the TB internal sync signals on which the
internal TB and TMB operations are based. Due to the dead time (gray area)
after each generated trigger signal the second exceeding of the neutrino threshold
does not generate a second trigger signal. However, the scaler counter responsible
for the scaling of the prescaled condition is incremented twice. Hence, the scaling
is based on another rate than the inner detector readout rate.
trigger signal the second exceeding of the neutrino threshold does not generate a second trigger
signal. However, the scaler counter responsible for the scaling of the prescaled condition is
incremented twice. Therefore the scaling is based on a different rate than the inner detector
readout rate. If this effect does only occur for certain event types with a certain reconstructed
energy, the scaling and therefore the normalization would become energy dependent.
The sketched stretcher signal would be generated by a wide temporal spread of the incoming
photoelectrons. This is rather unlikely for a regular inner detector physics event. However,
for light noise events this kind of event topology has been detected before in lab measure-
ments [97]. In fact, the cut on RMS(tstart) is based on this temporal characteristic. Although
light noise events are spread over the full energy range up to several MeV (cf. figure 5.25b),
the occurrence of this effect is more likely for events close to both thresholds (prescaled and
neutrino-like). This would explain the maximum of this effect at around 0.9 MeV.
Unfortunately, for the time range of interest (dead time upon each trigger signal), no trigger
system information is available. Hence, this explanation cannot be checked and validated.
5.4. Monte Carlo Simulation Studies of the Inner Detector
Readout Efficiency
In this section both analysis methods to determine the inner detector readout efficiency is
tested and validated by using Monte Carlo data generated by the detector simulation. The
advantage of using Monte Carlo data is the knowledge of the simulation's input and the in-
ternally generated parameters on which the simulation is based. This information is called
true information in the following. It is used to determine the true inner detector readout
efficiency. By comparing it with the results of both analyses each method including its error
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estimation can be tested and validated.
As the prescaled spectrum is used in both methods as reference spectrum its performance is
tested in the first section. In the next section the simulation of the discriminators of both inner
detector TBs are tuned to yield the same response as in the experiment. This analysis is based
on the stretcher signal analysis because it allows to evaluate the response of the individual
discriminators. In the following section the full stretcher signal analysis is performed and its
result is compared with the true efficiency distribution in order to validate the method itself.
In the last section the same validation strategy is performed for the two spectra analysis. A
comparison of the final inner detector readout efficiency determined with both methods using
physics data and the true inner detector readout efficiency of the simulation is presented in
section 5.9 as part of a general comparison and discussion of all results obtained in this chapter.
For this study a Monte Carlo data sample of 20000 photons with energies between 0− 2 MeV
is generated. The photons are distributed homogeneously inside the neutrino target. All sim-
ulation parameters, like light yield of the scintillator, characteristics of the photomultiplier
(PMT) and so on, are set to the same values as used for the official neutrino Monte Carlo
data sample used for the neutrino oscillation analysis.
The simulation of the stretcher circuit of the front-end modules including the gain and shape
of the stretcher signals has been tuned in course of a master thesis [90]. The resulting final
configuration considers also channel variations of the front-end electronics. Furthermore, the
correct temporal position of the stretcher and PMT signals within the FADC window was
tuned in this context. Note that the temporal position is directly correlated to the trigger
release time within the FADC window. In [90] a method to tune the position by comparing
directly the measured and by the simulation generated waveforms of the stretcher signal and
their temporal positions is presented. The method yields a trigger release time of
TRTMC = 140 ns . (5.29)
Note that this value is related to the internal discriminator signal generated by the simulation
software. As this analysis method is independent from the shape reconstruction algorithm
TrigMon TRTMC = 140 ns is be used to generate the Monte Carlo data sample.
In comparison the trigger release time determination in section 5.2.1 yields a slightly higher
value of TRTs = 142 ± 1 ns (cf. equation 5.14). In contrast to TRTMC this value is related
to the discriminator signal reconstructed by TrigMon. The deviation among both values is
caused by a global offset introduced by TrigMon.
By using TRTMC for generating the Monte Carlo data sample but using TRTs for the stretcher
signal analysis the consistency of both values as well as the simulation and shape reconstruction
algorithm can be validated.
In order to validate both analysis methods the resulting efficiency distributions is compared
with the true efficiency distribution true. It is calculated by using the true trigger word
information provided by the readout simulation RoSS, which is not affect by the timing effect
of the trigger system. Furthermore, RoSS stores all events no matter whether they generated
a trigger signal or not. Hence, the true efficiency true can be calculated as function of the
energy as
true(E) =
Ntrig(E)
Nall(E)
. (5.30)
Here, Ntrig(E) is the number of events with an energy E, which are triggered according to
the true trigger word information. Nall(E) is the number of all events with an energy E.
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5.4.1. Performance of the Prescaled Spectrum Used as Reference Spectrum
For both analysis methods the prescaled spectrum is used as a reference spectrum to approx-
imate the spectrum Nall of all events (triggered and not triggered). Only if the prescaled
threshold is set well below the neutrino-like threshold this approximation is valid. In the be-
ginning of this section it is investigated whether the prescaled threshold fulfills this condition.
Therefore, a Monte Carlo data sample is generated with a neutrino-like threshold set to the
value, which is tuned in the next section to yield the same discriminator response between
simulation and physics data. Based on the tuned values of the neutrino-like thresholds the
prescaled thresholds are set to an equivalent of 33 %. This is comparable to the configuration
of the experiment. In order to gain maximum statistics the scaling factors (cf. section 3.5.2,
3.5.3) of both inner detector TBs are set to 1.
Based on the Monte Carlo data sample the true inner detector readout efficiency true ac-
cording to equation 5.30 is calculated. Furthermore, the inner detector readout efficiency ′pre
is calculated as
′pre(E) =
Ntrig(E)
Npre(E)
. (5.31)
In contrast to equation 5.30 the denominator Npre(E) is the number of all events triggered by
the prescaled condition. Same as for true the trigger word information of the prescaled and
neutrino-like condition is obtained by the true trigger word.
Comparing the distributions of true(E) and ′pre(E) no difference is observed. Thus, the
prescaled threshold fulfills the required condition.
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Figure 5.27.: Impact on the true inner detector readout efficiency using an event sample
triggered by the inner detector readout condition and triggered by the prescaled
condition. (a) The true inner detector readout efficiency is plotted as function
of the regular energy scale for both event samples. (b) The true inner detector
readout efficiency is plotted as function of the maximum amplitude A of the total
sum discriminator signal (analog sum of the sum discriminator signals of both
inner detector TB's ) for both event samples.
Apart from the threshold position of the neutrino-like and prescaled discriminators one im-
portant aspect that has to be considered in this context, is a dependence of the trigger release
time if an event is triggered by the neutrino-like or by the prescaled condition. Due to the rise
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time of the discriminator signals the trigger signal is generated later if an event is triggered
by a higher threshold. In this case the FADC window is shifted such that the amount of pho-
toelectrons (PEs) within the FADC window and therefor the resulting reconstructed energy
might be biased.
In order to investigate the impact of this effect on the inner detector readout efficiency two
Monte Carlo data samples are generated. For the first data sample the prescaled threshold of
both inner detector TBs is enabled and the scaling factor is set to 1. Hence, all triggered events
are triggered by one of the prescaled thresholds. For the second data sample the prescaled
threshold is disabled such that each event can only be triggered by one of the neutrino-like
conditions. In the next step the true inner detector readout efficiency true according to
equation 5.30 is calculated for both data samples as function of the regular energy scale (cf.
figure 5.27a). By comparing both efficiency distributions the one taking into account the
events triggered by the inner detector readout condition shows a higher efficiency for energies
below 0.25 MeV.
Additionally, the same analysis is performed as function of the maximum amplitude of the
total sum discriminator signal (cf. figure 5.27b), which is calculated as the analog sum of the
sum discriminator signals of both inner detector TBs. In contrast to the results of the regular
energy scale no significant deviations are observed. The reason for the agreement is due to
the fact that even if the FADC window is shifted the maximum amplitude stays within the
FADC window and is therefor identical for both data samples. This demonstrates that the
trigger probability of each event is the same for both data samples, but the energy scale is
shifted due to the effect mentioned above. The fact that the data sample triggered by the
inner detector readout condition shows an efficiency greater than zero for energies lower than
0.2 MeV demonstrates that the energy of some events is shifted towards lower values, i.e. some
PEs get lost by the shift of the FADC window.
This effect is also visible for the results of the two spectra analysis based on Monte Carlo
data (cf. section 5.4.4). However, it was not detected by the same analysis but using physics
data. The mismatch between physics and Monte Carlo data is probably due to a bad energy
calibration of the physics and Monte Carlo data for this low energy range. Since this mismatch
is only visible for energies below 0.25 MeV, for which the trigger efficiency is close to zero, it
is assumed to be negligible particularly with respect to the neutrino oscillation analysis.
5.4.2. TB Discriminator Response Tuning
The analysis to tune the response of the TB discriminators is based on the stretcher signal
analysis and focuses on the response of the neutrino-like discriminators. The discriminator
response of the group channels is evaluated by a comparison with the results of the neutrino-
like discriminators.
In RoSS the threshold position µMC and resolution σMC of each TB discriminator can be
set separately. To be more comfortable for other users of the detector simulation, the each
threshold position is set in units of PEs. As the threshold resolution is a more hardware
related characteristic of the corresponding discriminator, it is set in units of DUI.
To tune the response of the neutrino-like discriminators of both inner detector TBs several
Monte Carlo data samples are generated with different neutrino-like threshold positions and
resolutions. All other Monte Carlo parameters are set as described in the introduction of this
section. For a comparison with the physics data, the same analysis as described in section
5.2.2 is performed for each Monte Carlo data sample to determine the discriminator efficiency.
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As the prescaled subsample is expected to result in the smallest bias, the analysis based on
this subsample is used. To obtain the highest amount of statistics for the Monte Carlo data
sample, the scaling factor of both prescaled conditions is set to 1.
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Figure 5.28.: (Top) Reconstructed threshold position µ versus the set Monte Carlo threshold
µMC for (a) TB A and (b) TB B. The solid lines represent linear fits according
to equation 5.32.
(Bottom) Reconstructed width σ versus the set Monte Carlo resolution σMC for
(c) TB A and (d) TB B. The solid lines represent linear fits according to equation
5.33.
Each obtained efficiency distribution is fitted with an error-function. For the fit procedure
only statistical errors are considered. The results of the threshold position µ and width σ are
plotted for both inner detector TBs versus the set Monte Carlo values in figure 5.28. To obtain
the Monte Carlo values most compatible with the results of the physics data analysis, a linear
fit (red curve) is performed for each distribution. For a more stable fit procedure, the center
of each distribution (µ0 = 35.5 DUI, µ0MC = 37.0 DUI and σ
0 = 2.0 DUI, σ0MC = 1.5 DUI) is
transformed to the center of the coordinate system. The resulting fit function regarding the
distribution of µ is given by
µ(µMC) = m · (µMC − 37.0) + b+ 35.5 . (5.32)
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The resulting fit function regarding the distribution of σ is given by
σ(σMC) = m · (σMC − 1.5) + b+ 2.0 . (5.33)
The fit results are also plotted in figure 5.28. Comparing the fit results of the distributions
of µ among both inner detector TBs, they do not agree within 1σ. This deviation is explain-
able by considering the different stretcher amplitude-to-PE correlations of different front-end
channels. The fit results of σ of both inner detector TBs show consistent results. However,
both distributions do not result in a linear polynom with a slope of 1 and passing the center
of the coordinate system. The higher reconstructed values of σ compared to the Monte Carlo
resolution σMC are assumed to be caused by the digitization of the ν-FADCs and the recon-
struction algorithm TrigMon.
A comparison of the fit results using Monte Carlo data with the reconstructed values of µ and
σ using physics data listed in table 5.1 yields the most suitable Monte Carlo values listed in
table 5.4.
Monte Carlo threshold position µMC [PE] Monte Carlo resolution σMC [DUI]
TB A 35.59 1.40
TB B 37.36 1.44
Table 5.4.: Final Monte Carlo values of the neutrino-like discriminator response of both inner
detector TBs.
The response of the group discriminators is not tuned individually as no impact of the multi-
plicity condition has been discovered for the final inner detector readout efficiency. The Monte
Carlo group threshold µMC,g is defined by considering the average of µMC between both inner
detector TBs and the determined group threshold equivalent of 77 % (cf. section 5.2.3):
µMC,g = 36.475 PE · 0.77 · 16
195
= 2.30 PE (5.34)
Here, the fraction of 16/195 considers the number of 16 PMTs connected to one group channel
and 195 PMTs connected to the sum channel of each inner detector TB.
By defining the group thresholds out of a comparison to the neutrino-like threshold, one has
to consider that for the sum stretcher signals an additional shape reconstruction is performed.
For the threshold position no significant effect is expected. However, the shape reconstruction
algorithm widens the obtained efficiency distribution, which has already been indicated by
the correlation between σ and σMC of the neutrino-like threshold. Therefore, the resolution
σMC,g of the group thresholds is approximated by the average value of σ = 0.95 DUI obtained
by the group efficiency analysis performed on physics data (cf. section 5.2.3).
5.4.3. Validation of the Stretcher Signal Analysis
For this analysis the prescaled thresholds are enabled and the scaling factors are set to 1
in order to increase the statistics for the prescaled subsample, which is used as baseline to
calculate the inner detector readout efficiency.
First the analysis to determine the efficiency of the neutrino-like discriminator is performed
using the true sum discriminator signals, which are generated within RoSS and on which
the trigger conditions are based, in order to exclude any impact of the shape reconstruction.
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The true discriminator signals are stored in the same data format as the PMT and stretcher
signals, including a simulation of the FADC digitization. Note that by using the true dis-
criminator signals the amplitude at TRTMC = 140 ns has to be used. As for the physics data,
an accurate discriminator amplitude can only be obtained for odd times due to the FADC
sampling. In order to exclude the approximation to obtain an amplitude at 140 ns, the trigger
release time used for the Monte Carlo data production is shifted to TRT ′MC = 139 ns.
The cross-check and prescaled subsamples are used to determine the corresponding discrim-
inator efficiency cc and pre. An inner veto subsample is not available as the Monte Carlo
data sample only contains events within the neutrino target.
The true discriminator efficiency true is calculated as function of the maximum amplitude
Amax of the true discriminator signal according to equation 5.30 as
true(Amax) =
Nν(Amax)
Nall(Amax)
. (5.35)
Here, Nν(Amax) is the number of events exceeding the neutrino-like threshold (based on the
true trigger word information) with a discriminator amplitude Amax. Nall(Amax) is the
number of all events with a discriminator amplitude Amax.
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Figure 5.29.: Comparison of the discriminator efficiencies cc and pre resulting from the
stretcher signal analysis and the true discriminator efficiency true for (a) TB
A and (b) TB B. All analyses are based on the true discriminator signals. The
error of each bin includes only statistical effects.
Comparing the efficiency distributions cc and pre with true for both TBs (cf. figure 5.29) the
threshold regions show similar results. However, the results of the stretcher signal analysis do
not agree with true within their statistical errors. In particular for TB A the true efficiency
distribution seems to be narrower than cc and pre. This deviation is probably introduced by
the digitization of the FADCs.
Comparing the efficiency distributions cc and pre they agree within their statistical uncertain-
ties. In the analysis using physics data a small systematic deviation among these subsamples
was discovered. However, the statistics of the Monte Carlo data sample is to low to explore
this systematic effect.
The next step is to include also the shape reconstruction of the sum stretcher signals. There-
fore, the trigger release time is set back to TRTMC = 140 ns. The discriminator efficiencies cc
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and pre are then determined by considering the reconstructed sum discriminator amplitude
at TRTs = 142 ns, including its uncertainty of ±1 ns. Furthermore, only amplitudes with an
amplitude ratio (AR) > 0.6 are taken into account, like it is done for the physics data analysis.
The true efficiency true is determined the same way as before, but now as a function of the
maximum reconstructed sum discriminator amplitude.
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Figure 5.30.: Comparison of the discriminator efficiencies cc and pre resulting from the
stretcher signal analysis and the true discriminator efficiency true for (a) TB A
and (b) TB B. All analyses are based on the reconstructed discriminator signals.
For cc and pre the error of each bin includes statistical effects and systematic
uncertainties deriving from the uncertainty of TRTs. The error of each bin of
true includes only statistical effects.
The results are shown in figure 5.30. The errors of true include only statistical errors whereas
the ones of cc and pre include statistical effects and systematic uncertainties deriving from
the uncertainty of TRTs.
Comparing the results of the stretcher signal analysis (cc and pre) with true of both TBs they
agree within their errors. In contrast to the previous step, which showed no agreement within
their errors, the good agreement in the current step results from the uncertainty of TRTs. The
way to estimate this uncertainty was driven by the FADC sampling, probably overestimating
the real uncertainty of TRTs. The disagreement in the previous step excluding any timing
effects (like FADC sampling and uncertainty on TRTs) and the agreement in the current step
demonstrates that the uncertainty of TRTs was indeed overestimated. But by including this
high uncertainty, any other effect e.g. caused by the FADC digitization or stretcher shape
reconstruction is covered as well. Furthermore, the good agreement by using TRTMC for the
Monte Carlo data production and TRTs for the analysis, whereas both values were determined
by two independent analyses, demonstrates the consistency of both parameters and the high
performance of the simulation.
In the last validation step the final inner detector readout efficiency is determined. Same as for
stretcher signal analysis using physics data a final discriminator efficiency distribution is gen-
erated for each neutrino-like discriminator. In order to perform exactly the same analysis the
efficiency resulting from the prescaled subsample is used as baseline. The corresponding error
includes statistical effects, the systematic uncertainty of TRTs and the deviation between cc
and pre. Based on the determined discriminator efficiency and the maximum discriminator
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amplitude an expected efficiency i is calculated event-wise. The final inner detector readout
efficiency str(E) as function of the regular energy scale is calculated as the average over all i
according to equation 5.19. The corresponding errors include statistical effects and systematic
effects deriving from the uncertainty of the discriminator efficiencies.
The true efficiency true(E) is calculated according to equation 5.30 as a function of the
regular energy scale. The error of each bin includes only statistical effects.
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Figure 5.31.: Comparison of the final inner detector readout efficiency str(E) resulting from
the stretcher signal analysis and the true readout efficiency true(E) as function
of the regular energy scale E. The error of each bin of str(E) includes statistical
and systematic uncertainties, whereas the ones of true(E) include only statistical
effects.
A comparison of both efficiencies is shown in figure 5.31. As expected from the comparison of
the previous step, both efficiency distributions are consistent within their errors.
In conclusion, the final results of the stretcher signal analysis is consistent with the true inner
detector readout efficiency. This comparison verifies the good performance of the stretcher
signal analysis and demonstrates the high performance of the detector simulation. The com-
parison of the first and second step shows that the uncertainty of TRTs, which were determined
by analyzing physics data, has been overestimated in the first place. However, by propagating
the overestimated uncertainty into the discriminator efficiencies, it also covers effects induced
by the FADC digitization and shape reconstruction. The total uncertainties of the discrimi-
nator and inner detector readout efficiencies seem to be well estimated when comparing them
with the true efficiency distribution.
5.4.4. Validation of the Two Spectra Analysis
For this analysis the two energy spectra Nν(E) and Npre(E) are generated according to the
conditions described in section 5.3. In order to obtain events triggered by the inner detector
readout condition and triggered by the prescaled condition, the scaling factor of both inner
detector TBs are set to 3. Based on the same calculation stated in equation 5.25 and 5.26 the
resulting normalization factor Spre is
Spre = 0.8 . (5.36)
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The inner detector readout efficiency spec is then calculated according to equation 5.24:
spec(E) =
Nν(E)
Npre(E)
· 1
Spre
. (5.37)
The true inner detector readout efficiency is calculated according to equation 5.30. A com-
parison of both results is shown in figure 5.32. Both efficiency spectra agree within their
statistical errors.
Furthermore, both spectra show an efficiency greater than zero for energies lower than 0.25 MeV.
The same effect has already been detected and discussed in section 5.4.1. It is caused by the
shifted trigger release time depending on whether an event is triggered by the inner detector
readout condition or the prescaled condition.
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Figure 5.32.: Comparison of the final inner detector readout efficiency spec(E) resulting from
the two spectra analysis and the true readout efficiency true(E) as function of
the regular energy scale E. The errors include only statistical effects.
5.5. Inner Veto Trigger Efficiency Analysis
In the beginning of this section some general aspects of the inner veto data in particular with
respect to the stretcher signals is discussed. Based on these observations an analysis to deter-
mine the inner veto readout efficiency is presented in the second half of this section.
In figure 5.33 the linear correlation between the amplitude of the sum stretcher signal and
the number of reconstructed inner veto photoelectrons (PEs) is shown. Compared to the
inner detector TBs (cf. figure 4.7b) the linear correlation seems to be wider. As already
explained in section 4.3.3 describing the impact of light noise events on the inner detector sum
stretcher signals, the correlation is based on the PEs' arrival times. The stretcher amplitude
is proportional to the number of PEs collected by the 70 ns stretcher time window whereas for
the reconstruction of the PEs a 256 ns time window is considered. If the PEs' arrival times
are equal for all event types, the ratio of the number of PEs within both time windows are
equal, resulting in a linear correlation between stretcher amplitude and reconstructed PEs.
The wider spread of the correlation of the inner veto signals in figure 5.33 can be explained
by considering the orientations of the inhomogeneously distributed inner veto photomultiplier
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Figure 5.33.: Correlation between the amplitude of the sum stretcher signals and the recon-
structed PEs of the inner veto. (a) All events triggered by the inner veto prescaled
condition. (b) All events triggered by the inner veto neutron-like condition.
(PMTs). Due to the orientation of the inner veto PMTs, some of the scintillator photons are
reflected on the inner veto walls before they are detected by the PMTs. The amount of re-
flected photons can differ depending on the position at which the scintillator light is produced,
because of the inhomogeneous distribution of the inner veto PMTs.
Furthermore different event types can cause different PE arrival time distributions and there-
fore a different stretcher amplitude-PE-correlation. If a particle passes the inner veto only
once and then get absorbed inside the inner detector, the corresponding arrival time distribu-
tion would differ compared to the one of particles passing the inner veto twice (e.g. at the top
and at the bottom) or passing the full inner veto vertically without entering the inner detector.
First the analysis method based on the sum stretcher signal is considered to determine the
inner veto readout efficiency. To perform this analysis method a subsample of events, which is
triggered by an independent trigger condition with respect to the inner veto readout condition,
needs to be generated. On the basis of the subsamples used for the inner detector analysis
two similar subsamples are defined:
prescaled subsample: This subsample includes all events triggered by the inner veto prescaled
condition.
inner detector subsample: This subsample includes all events triggered by the inner detector
readout condition.
Unfortunately, two effects are discovered resulting in a dramatical reduction of the usable
events for both subsamples: For events entering the inner veto and inner detector, the proba-
bility of fulfilling an inner veto trigger conditions is reduced due to the later arriving inner veto
PMT signals at the front-end electronics and the resulting effect on the event classification
(cf. section 4.2). Therefore, in general only events entering the inner veto but not the inner
detector contain important information in the trigger master board trigger word about the
inner veto TB response. This effect reduces particularly the amount of events of the inner
detector subsample.
Secondly, for most of the events triggered by inner veto neutron-like condition at least one of
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the ν-FADCs digitizing the group stretcher signals gets saturated. For these events a reason-
able reconstruction of the sum discriminator signals can not be performed. By rejecting all
events containing a saturated waveform only a fraction of about 1.3 % in the region between
200 − 500 PE remains, which reduces the amount of statistics dramatically. The remaining
event sample is visible in figure 5.33, separated into events triggered by the inner veto prescaled
condition and events triggered by the inner veto neutron-like condition. The distributions in-
clude all runs listed in runlist RN_TrigMon_TRT, which is about 1/4 of the full run list.
In particular the amount of prescaled events of the region in which the inner veto condition
starts to operate (at about 500 DUI) is very low.
Due to this reduction of usable events non of the two subsamples contain enough events in
order to perform an analysis based on the stretcher signals.
Another analysis strategy to determine the inner veto readout efficiency is based on an equiv-
alent approach of the inner detector readout analysis using two spectra. For this method two
inner veto PE spectra are generated:
inner veto PE spectrum Nn(PE): For this spectrum only events fulfilling the following con-
ditions are taken into account:
 trigger condition:
TBVn ∧ TBVpre ∧ Ext . (5.38)
TBVn denotes an active neutron-like condition for TB V and TBVpre denotes an
inactive prescaled condition for TB V. Ext states that no external trigger condition
is active.
 inner detector energy is 0.
The reason to request the inner detector energy to be 0, is to reject all events, which are
triggered by any inner detector condition.
By requesting the above defined conditions, the first fulfilled condition has to the TB
V neutron-like condition. Hence, the trigger word information of the inner veto readout
condition is valid as it is not compromised by the timing effect.
prescaled PE spectrum Npre(PE): For this spectrum only events fulfilling the following con-
ditions are taken into account:
 trigger condition:
TBVpre ∧ Ext . (5.39)
TBVpre denotes an active prescaled condition for TB V. Ext states that no external
trigger condition is active.
 inner detector energy is 0.
Based on the same argumentation as for the inner veto PE spectrum, by requesting the
above defined conditions the first fulfilled condition is the inner veto prescaled condition.
Hence, the trigger word information of inner veto prescaled condition is valid as it is not
compromised by the timing effect.
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If the prescaled threshold is set well below the neutron-like threshold, the inner veto readout
efficiency can be calculated as
〈IV (PE)〉 = Nn(PE)
Npre(PE)
· 1
Spre
. (5.40)
Here, Nn(PE) and Npre(PE) are the number of bin entries of the above defined spectra and
Spre considers the scaling of the prescaled condition. For the inner veto prescaled condition
the corresponding scaling factor is 1000. As all prescaled events are rejected for the inner veto
PE spectrum Nn(PE), the scaling Spre is calculated as
Spre = 1000 ·
(
1− 1
1000
)
= 999 . (5.41)
The resulting PE spectra are shown in figure 5.34. The corresponding efficiency distribution
is shown in figure 5.35.
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Figure 5.34.: Inner veto PE spectra of inner veto prescaled and inner veto neutron-like trig-
gered events for two different PE ranges. The PE range of (a) is zoomed into the
inner veto readout threshold and (b) considers almost the full PE range. Only
for Npre(PE) errors are drawn. In comparison the errors for Nn(PE)/Spre are
negligible.
Looking at figure 5.35a the inner veto readout threshold position µIV ( = 50 %) is located at
about
µIV = 260 PE . (5.42)
Right after the threshold region the efficiency seems to exceed 100 % at about 300 PE. After-
wards, the efficiency is falling again below 100 %. According to figure 5.35b this inefficiency
seems to last up to 3500 PE. At around 5400 PE the efficiency distribution again exceeds
100 % until the end of the PE range.
In particular the exceeding of 100 % efficiency at the threshold region and for high PE values
is unreasonable. Also the inefficiency up to 3500 PE seems to be caused by a nonphysical
reason: Because the difference between the prescaled and neutron-like threshold is assumed
to be negligible at this high PE range, both thresholds should react equally.
In the analysis of the inner detector efficiency determination using two energy spectra, an
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Figure 5.35.: Inner veto readout efficiency using two PE spectra for two different PE ranges.
The PE range of (a) is zoomed into the inner veto readout threshold and (b)
considers almost the full PE range.
efficiency above 100 % right after the threshold region has already been discovered if including
light noise events. An assumption was made that this misbehavior is caused by event type
depending scaling of the prescaled events (cf. figure 5.26). Similar effects might also cause
the unreasonable behavior of the inner veto efficiency distribution. However, this assumption
could not be tested or validated.
By comparing both PE spectra of the full PE range (cf. 5.35b) the prescaled spectrum seems
to be shifted slightly towards smaller PE values. In this case, this could also explain the
misbehavior particularly for higher PE values. However, a reason for this shift could not be
identified.
In conclusion, the attempt to determine the inner veto readout efficiency does not result in a
reliable efficiency distribution, because the determined distribution shows unreasonable effects,
which cannot be fully explained.
5.6. Default Cut Optimization
The default cuts defined is section 4.3 are mainly based on the neutrino event selection. In this
section the default cuts are optimized with respect to the inner detector readout efficiency.
The analysis is based on the stretcher signals analysis. Compared to the two spectra analysis,
the stretcher signal analysis results in a much higher accuracy, in particular for inner detector
energies at which the readout efficiency reaches 100 %. Furthermore, the stretcher signal
analysis provides the possibility to analyze the sum discriminator of each TB individually.
Hence, the impact of the cuts can also be investigated on the level of the individual sum
discriminators.
5.6.1. ∆t-cut
The default ∆t-cut was introduced to reject events with overlapping FADC windows. Fur-
thermore, the ∆t-cut is important for a well defined trigger release time, which is needed for
the stretcher signal analysis. The cut was set to ∆t > 2µs. However, a cut of ∆t > 256 ns
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should be sufficient to fulfill the above required conditions.
The complete stretcher signal analysis is performed with this ∆t-cut of ∆t > 256 ns. As ex-
pected, the results show no significant change, neither for the neutrino-like discriminator nor
for the inner detector readout efficiencies.
5.6.2. Muon Veto Time
The muon veto time was introduced because of overshoots of the stretcher signal channels
of the front-end modules following high inner detector energy depositions. An analysis of
the reconstructed baselines indicated a sufficient muon veto time of ∆tµ > 200µs. As the
front-end overshoot was only detected for stretcher channels, an impact on the inner detector
readout efficiency is expected only on the level of the discriminator efficiencies. Therefore, the
discriminator efficiency analysis is performed applying different muon veto times. In order
to use the advantage of highest statistics, the cross-check subsample is used. The results of
error-function fits are exemplary shown for the neutrino-like discriminator of TB A in figure
5.36. The results of TB B show the same tendencies.
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Figure 5.36.: Impact of the muon veto time with respect to the neutrino-like discriminator
efficiency of TB A: (a) Threshold position µ versus the applied muon veto time.
(b) Width σ versus the applied muon veto time.
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For ∆tµ greater than 500µs both µ and σ are stable. For ∆tµ lower than 500µs µ and σ
starts to decrease and increase, respectively, as ∆tµ decreases.
The decreasing threshold position µ is explainable by an incorrect reconstructed baseline: If
the reconstructed baseline is lower than the true baseline, the resulting reconstructed stretcher
amplitude is also smaller than the true one1. Therefore, the determined threshold position also
becomes lower. In this case, by averaging over several efficiency distributions with different
threshold positions the width σ of the resulting distribution increases.
For the stretcher signal reconstruction the baseline reconstructed for the previous fixed-rate
trigger event is used. Therefore, a temporal shift of the baseline is not taken into account,
which results in a discrepancy between reconstructed and true baseline and therefore in a
discrepancy between reconstructed and true threshold position. However, the analysis of the
baseline reconstruction in section 4.3.2 discovered an effect only for events appearing up to
200µs after a muon event, instead of up to 500µs. This discrepancy is most likely caused
by the capacitive coupling at the TB input channels: The coupling is realized by a 2.2µF
capacitor and a 50 Ω resistor, which yield a time constant of τ = 2.2µF · 50 Ω = 110µs.
After a huge positive front-end overshoot the capacitor is positively charged, which causes the
TB internal baseline to rise. Only once the capacitor is again fully discharged the internal
baseline is equal to the baseline of the connected channels. The duration of discharging follows
an exponential behavior with the time constant τ .
In conclusion, the impact on µ and σ by using events in the time range up to 500µs after
a muon is most likely caused by the positive overshoot of the front-end modules and the
resulting uncontrollable behavior of the TB internal baseline due to the capacitive coupling
of the input channels. Compared to the muon veto time of 1 ms of the neutrino candidate
selection, this veto time could be further reduced to 500µs with respect to the inner detector
readout efficiency.
5.6.3. Light Noise Cut
The light noise cut was introduced, because a high impact on the performance of the trigger
system is expected if light noise events are not excluded. The impact is caused by a different
temporal topology of these events compared to regular physics events. This causes a non-linear
correlation between stretcher amplitude and reconstructed energy.
For the neutrino-like discriminator efficiency in general no effect is expected by including light
noise events. The discriminators only operate on the maximum amplitude, no matter how
the shape of the signal looks like. However, the results of the shape reconstruction algorithm
TrigMon show worse reconstruction performance for these events. Therefore, the results of a
discriminator efficiency analysis including light noise events would only represent the recon-
struction performance.
To demonstrate the impact of light noise events the inner detector readout efficiency is cal-
culated for an event sample including light noise events. The calculations are based on the
discriminator efficiencies obtained by the regular analysis excluding light noise events. The
results are shown in figure 5.37.
Comparing the distributions, where only one of the light noise-cuts is applied, shows that
the RMS(Tstart)-cut has an higher impact on the inner detector readout efficiency as the
MQTQ-cut. This effect is expected since the RMS(Tstart)-cut is operating on the temporal
1Note that the stretcher amplitude is negative. Therefore, a lower reconstructed baseline results in a lower
reconstructed amplitude.
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Figure 5.37.: Impact of the light noise cuts with respect to the inner detector readout efficiency:
(a) Inner detector readout efficiency with default cuts and without MQTQ-cut
applied. (b) Inner detector readout efficiency with default cuts and without
RMS(Tstart)-cut applied. (c) Inner detector readout efficiency with default cuts
and without both light noise (LN) cuts applied.
topology of the photoelectrons' arrival times, which causes the deviation in the first place.
Comparing the errors of the default distribution (black) with the distributions demonstrating
the impact of light noise events (red distributions), the default distribution shows a larger error
for bins in the threshold region. To explain this observation, one has to consider the fact that
the errors of the default distribution are dominated by the uncertainty of the discriminator
efficiencies. If this error is decreased, it means that the resulting efficiency distribution is less
sensitive to the discriminator efficiency distribution and its uncertainty. For the distributions
including light noise events the standard deviations of the event-wise calculated efficiencies are
much larger, which results in a smaller sensitivity of the discriminator efficiency and therefore
in a smaller total error.
5.7. Muon Induced Dead Time
As described in section 3.4.4 two similar but independent dead time monitor systems have
been installed. Both systems trigger the ν-DAQ with a fixed rate of 1 Hz. The dead time of
the trigger system is analyzed by searching for a deficit of dead-time-monitor triggers. After
applying the muon veto time no dead time could be discovered. However, without the muon
veto a small deficit in the order of O(0.1h) is discovered. This section describes an analysis to
determine the dead time and its origin independently from the dead time monitoring system.
The general idea is to use muon events, for which the time difference distribution is well known,
and search for deviations among the expected time difference distribution. As muon events
appear independently following Poisson statistic an exponential time difference distribution is
expected:
f(∆t) = A · e−R·∆t . (5.43)
Here, R denotes the muon rate.
For this analysis the complete data sample of the second publication is used. In the first step
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pure inner veto muons, which only deposit energy in the inner veto and no energy in the inner
detector, are selected by two cuts on the number of photoelectrons (PEs) detected by the
inner veto and inner detector:
 inner veto PE > 3200 PE
 inner detector PE < 115 DUI (∼ 0.5 MeV)
The inner detector PE cut was set to a value slightly above zero in order to allow a small
number of inner detector PEs, which might be caused e.g. by dark noise signals of the inner
detector photomultiplier (PMTs). The cut on the inner veto PE is set rather high to get a
clean muon sample with a minimal contamination of background events.
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Figure 5.38.: (a) Time difference spectrum of inner veto muons. The solid line represents an
exponential fit. (b) Zoom of (a).
As shown in figure 5.38a the time difference distribution of inner veto muons follows a clear
exponential distribution without any kinds of deviations. An exponential fit (solid red line)
yields a muon rate of R = 7.1 s−1. A χ2-value of χ2/ndf = 1.3 indicates reliable fit results
and that the sample is a clean muon sample without any background event contamination. In
particular the absence of any deviation at small time differences shows that the data acquisition
and therefore the trigger system is dead-time free for these event types.
By changing the inner detector PE cut to an arbitrary PE range (or removing the PE cut
entirely), the sample should still contain only muon events following an exponential time
difference distribution. Only the slope of the exponential distribution will change due to the
different rate of muons depositing energy in the inner detector as well.
In the next step the PE cut is removed. In figure 5.39 the time difference between these muons
versus the inner detector energy (number of PE divided by 230 as rough energy scale) of the
first muon is shown.
The distribution shows a clear missing of muon events between 5µs up to about 45µs after
the first muon, if it deposited more than 100 MeV in the inner detector. The dead time range
is proportional to the inner detector energy deposition of the first muon.
To explain the dead time one has to consider several effects: As explained in section 3.5.2, to
generate the next trigger signal for the ν-DAQ all trigger conditions have to be inactive for
at least one clock cycle (32 ns). If a trigger condition stays active for a longer time period,
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Figure 5.39.: Muon time difference versus inner detector energy deposition of the first muon.
the system is dead for this period. Assuming a lot of charge appearing after a high energy
deposition in the inner detector, which causes the inner detector readout threshold to be
active for a longer time period, the trigger system would be dead. Because the dead time
period is proportional to the inner detector energy deposition, one candidate causing the
later appearing charge is the afterpulse effect of the inner detector PMTs. In [80] a temporal
afterpulse spectrum of the inner detector PMTs is presented, which shows that afterpulses
appear up to 10µs after the initial signal. Therefore, afterpulses can only explain this effect
partially since a dead time is observable up to 45µs after a muon event.
Furthermore, the capacitive coupling of the TB input channels can cause a shift on the TB
internal baseline. An effect of the capacitive coupling on the inner detector readout threshold
has already been indicate in section 5.6.2 about the impact of the muon veto time applied to
determine the inner detector readout efficiency. This effect might also have an impact on the
duration of the dead time.
However, a permanent excitation of one of the trigger conditions cannot fully explain figure
5.39, since for a time difference smaller than 5µs no dead time is observed. This is explainable
by the overshoot of the front-end electronics, which has already been explained in section 4.3.2
and 5.6.2. As the overshoot causes a shift of the baseline, the effective inner detector readout
threshold is shifted as well. Only once the baseline is back to normal after about 5µs, a small
amount of consecutive photoelectrons could excite the readout threshold for a longer time
period.
Because of the higher number of inner detector PMTs compared to the inner veto as well as
the lower inner detector readout threshold, a dead time is only observed among high inner
detector energy deposition.
For the neutrino oscillation analysis the system is dead time free due to the applied after muon
veto time of 1 ms.
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5.8. Perspectives of the New Trigger System Firmware
In the section 3.5, which describes the hardware of the trigger system, an upgrade of the TB
and TMB firmwares is mentioned. The main goal of this firmware upgrade is to improve the
event classification of the system. For this purpose two new features are introduced: In the
new firmware the information encoded in the TMB trigger word is now based on a logical
OR of two consecutive clock cycles. Secondly, the TB output signals can be delayed before
entering the TMB. This feature particularly improves the event classification of inner veto
events by compensating the different arrival times of the inner veto photomultiplier (PMT)
signals.
In February 2013 some dedicated test runs have been taken to validate the correct functioning.
This section presents an analysis to evaluate the improvement of the event classification with
respect to the trigger efficiency analysis. Unfortunately, the FADC data of the inner veto
PMTs is corrupted for these runs. Therefore, only an analysis on the inner detector readout
efficiency is possible. Furthermore, the correct timing of the TB output delays to compensate
the different inner veto PMT arrival times could not be validated. For these reasons the results
presented in this section have to be considered as preliminary results.
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Figure 5.40.: (a) inner detector readout efficiency using the prescaled subsample according to
equation 5.7 for the current (old) firmware (gray data points) and new firmware
(black data points). The black solid line (with gray error band) is the inner
detector readout efficiency obtained by the stretcher analysis.
(b) inner detector readout efficiency using the cross-check subsample according to
equation 5.10 for the current (old) firmware (gray data points) and new firmware
(black data points). The black solid line (with gray error band) is the inner
detector readout efficiency obtained by the stretcher analysis.
The inner detector readout efficiency ID is determined by equation 5.6 assuming a correct
event classification coded in the improved trigger word. For this analysis 12 hours of test data
are analyzed. Like for all previously presented analyses only events passing the default cuts are
taken into account. Since the correct timing of the output delays between the inner detector
TBs and the inner veto TB could not be validated, additionally all events triggered by the
inner veto are rejected in order to remove any possible impact. Consequently, the subsample
tagged by the inner veto is not available. Therefore, the inner detector readout efficiency is
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determined by equation 5.7 and 5.10 using the cross-check and prescaled subsample. In order
to see the improvement compared to the current (old) firmware the same analysis is performed
for 12 hours of official physics data. In figure 5.40a and 5.40b the results of both firmwares are
shown. Additionally, the inner detector readout efficiency obtained by the stretcher analysis
is plotted as reference.
Looking at the efficiency obtained by the prescaled subsample a huge improvement can be
observed for the new firmware. However, there is still a significant deviation with respect to
the stretcher analysis at the threshold region. In comparison, the efficiency obtained by the
cross-check subsample shows a much smaller deviation with respect to the stretcher analysis
at the threshold region. At an energy > 0.5 MeV the analysis of both subsamples is fully
consistent with the results of the stretcher analysis.
The deviation at the threshold region is most likely caused by a small remaining effect on the
event classification because the trigger decision time2 still does not cover the full region of
interest. Also the statistical dependency of the cross-check sample might cause a systematic
deviation. However, the results demonstrate a huge improvement of the event classification in
particular with respect to the trigger efficiency analysis.
5.9. Discussion of the Final Results
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Figure 5.41.: Comparison of the inner detector readout efficiency obtained by the stretcher
signal analysis and the analysis using two energy spectra. The distributions
of the stretcher signal analysis contain systematic and statistical effects. The
distributions of the analysis using two energy spectra contain only statistical
effects. (a) Comparison for the energy E0 at the center position. (b) Comparison
for the regular energy scale E.
In the first two sections of this chapter two different and independent analysis methods are
presented to determine the inner detector readout efficiency. For a comparison the resulting
distributions of both methods are plotted in figure 5.41. In order to account for the position
dependency of the energy scale, both efficiency distributions are plotted as functions of the
energy at the center position (cf. figure 5.41a) and the regular energy scale (cf. figure 5.41b).
2two clock cycles of 32 ns = 64 ns
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For both energy scales both efficiency distributions show a good agreement along the full en-
ergy range. Only a small deviation, which is not consistent within the errors, is observable
right before the distributions reach 100 % efficiency at around 0.35 MeV. On the one hand, the
simulation study presented in section 5.4.3 validates the performance and well estimated errors
of the stretcher signal analysis. On the other hand, by performing the two spectra analysis on
inner detector data including light noise events and on inner veto data some unreasonable re-
sults are observed, which cannot be fully explained. For these reasons, the deviations between
the final results are assumed to be caused by an unconsidered systematic effect of the two
spectra analysis method. Furthermore, the stretcher signal analysis results in a much higher
accuracy than the two spectra analysis in the region where the efficiency distribution reaches
100 %. Therefore the result of the stretcher signal analysis is used as input for the neutrino
oscillation analysis. The final inner detector readout efficiency is plotted in figure 5.43. The
analysis yields a threshold position of µ = 0.30 MeV with a width of σ = 0.04 MeV. For inner
detector energies > 0.6 MeV the efficiency is calculated to 0.999998± 1 · 10−6 .
As already mentioned the performance of the stretcher signal analysis itself is validated in sec-
tion 5.4. In addition, a comparison of the results of the stretcher signal analysis by analyzing
physics data and the true efficiencies of the simulation study shall be made in this section.
First, a comparison of the discriminator efficiencies is performed. In figure 5.42a the discrim-
inator efficiency pre obtained by analyzing the prescaled subsample of the physics data is
compared to the true efficiency true, exemplary for TB A. For both efficiency distributions
only statistical effects are considered. As the discriminator response of the simulation was
tuned to result in the same response as analyzed by the physics data, both distributions show
consistent results. Secondly, the final inner detector readout efficiency 〈ID〉 resulting from the
physics data analysis is compared to the true inner detector readout efficiency true of the
simulation study (cf. figure 5.42b). As both data samples contain events with different vertex
positions, the comparison is made for the energy E0 at the center position to exclude any
impact of the position dependency of the energy scale. Comparing both distributions a devi-
ation right before they approach 100 % at about 0.35 MeV is revealed. This deviation is most
likely caused by a different distribution of the correlation between discriminator amplitudes
and inner detector photoelectrons (PEs) of the used data samples. The general correlation has
been well tuned in [90]. However, it is shown in section 4.3.3 that in particular the temporal
topology of light noise events can cause a different correlation, which results in a different
efficiency distribution (cf. figure 5.37). In this case the observed deviation of figure 5.42b
indicates that the physics data sample still contains some events with a different temporal
topology, like light noise events, compared to the Monte Carlo data sample.
Furthermore, some detailed aspects of the inner detector readout efficiency have been inves-
tigated. An analysis has been performed to analyze possible runtime variations and position
dependency. This analysis validates that the inner detector readout efficiency is time-stable
for the full considered runtime without any significant position dependency. Another analy-
sis demonstrates that the multiplicity condition of the inner detector readout condition does
not have an impact on the effective inner detector readout threshold with respect to regular
physics events. As the default cuts to define a clear data sample are based on the neutrino
selection cuts, an analysis has been presented to check whether the cut values can be opti-
mized with respect to the inner detector readout efficiency. This analysis yields an optimal
cut value of the general ∆t cut of ∆t > 256 ns and an optimal veto time after muon events
of ∆tµ > 500µs. Furthermore, the results of an analysis to determine a muon induced dead
time of the trigger system show that muons depositing more than 100 MeV inside the inner
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Figure 5.42.: (a) Comparison of the discriminator efficiency pre, obtained by analyzing the
prescaled subsample of the physics data, and the true discriminator efficiency
true of the simulation study of TB A. All errors only include statistical effects.
(b) Comparison of the inner detector readout efficiency 〈ID〉 resulting from
the physics data analysis and the true inner detector readout efficiency true
of the simulation study. The errors of 〈ID〉 include statistical and systematic
uncertainties whereas the errors of true include only statistical effects.
detector causes a dead time of the system of up to 45µs after the muon.
Besides the analysis to determine the inner detector readout efficiency a similar analysis to
determine the inner veto readout efficiency has been performed. Due to the small dynamic
range of the ν-FADCs with respect to the stretcher signal amplitudes of the inner veto, an
analysis based on these signals is not possible. Also the attempt to calculate the inner veto
efficiency by using two PE spectra does not yield a reasonable result.
In the last section some preliminary results are presented. The results are based on test data,
which was taken with an upgraded trigger system. In particular the results obtained by the
cross-check subsample show consistency at energies > 0.5 MeV. Only a small systematic de-
viation with respect to the stretcher signal analysis is found around the threshold region. As
a perspective for future data taking with an upgraded trigger system the presented analysis
is a good candidate to be used as default analysis strategy. It is much less complex than the
stretcher analysis but results in the same accuracy. Furthermore, it is possible to perform
the same analysis for a single inner detector TB. Thus, it provides the same flexibility as the
stretcher analysis. The systematic deviation in the threshold region could be corrected by
using Monte Carlo simulation. In addition, this analysis provides the possibility to determine
the inner veto readout threshold for which a reliable efficiency distribution could not be esti-
mated to far.
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Figure 5.43.: Final inner detector readout efficiency used for the neutrino oscillation analysis.
The distribution results from the stretcher signal analysis presented in section
5.2. The gray error band includes statistical effects, a systematic effect deriving
from the position dependence of the energy scale and a systematic effect deriving
for the uncertainties of the discriminator efficiencies.
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Chapter 6
Neutrino Oscillation Analysis
In this chapter, the final neutrino oscillation analysis as published in [1] is presented. The
chapter is divided into three sections: In the first section the data analysis to determine the
neutrino rate is presented. It describes the neutrino candidate selection and the analysis of
the background estimation. Furthermore, all uncertainties related to the candidate selection,
background estimation and detector response are summarized. In this context the impact of
the results of the trigger efficiency analysis as presented in the previous chapter is discussed.
For the analysis of the first data taking period of the experiment only data with the far
detector were used as the near detector was still under construction. In order to determine
the unoscillated neutrino flux detailed simulation studies, including a reactor and detector
simulation, have been performed. The second section of this chapter gives an overview of
these studies. The last section presents the final analysis to determine θ13.
6.1. Neutrino Rate Estimation at the Far Detector
This section presents the analysis to determine the neutrino rate at the far detector, estimated
from the experimental data taken from 13th of April 2011 to 30th of March 2012 [1]. In the
following the term the full data sample always refers to the data sample used for the neutrino
rate estimation as presented in [1].
6.1.1. νe Candidate Selection
In order to select neutrino candidates several cuts are defined and applied on the physics data.
Before the actual neutrino selection cuts are applied, a sanity cut to reject non-physics events
and a muon veto time to reject most of the muon related backgrounds are applied.
As already mentioned in section 4.3.3, the physics data sample is contaminated by so called
light noise events, which are caused by a spontaneous light emission of the bases of inner
detector photomultiplier (PMTs) [97]. As these events are not correlated to any physics, it is
on highest interest to understand the origin of this effect in order to develop the most efficient
algorithm to reject these events. Several lab measurements and data analyses have been
performed to investigate typical characteristics of light noise events [97]. These measurements
demonstrated that in case of an light noise event the most charge is detected by a single inner
detector PMT. Furthermore, the arrival times of the detected photoelectrons are more widely
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spread than in case of a regular physics event. Therefore, the following cuts were developed
to identify light noise events [1]:
MQTQ > 0.09 or RMS(Tstart) > 40 ns . (6.1)
Here, MQTQ denotes the ratio between the maximum charge Qmax detected by one single
inner detector PMT and the total detected inner detector charge Qtot. RMS(Tstart) denotes
the root-mean-square of the start times of the inner detector PMTs' waveforms. The cut values
have been tuned not to reject any physics events with an inner detector energy of > 0.7 MeV.
Note that MQTQ of regular physics event depends on the detected total charge, such that
it decreases if total charge increases. Hence, the cut value could be further reduced for high
energy events to reject light noise events more efficiently. An analysis yields 0 % cut efficiency
for regular physics events with an inner detector energy > 0.7 MeV [99]. In figure 6.1aMQTQ
is plotted versus RMS(Tstart) considering events in the energy region between 0.7−12 MeV.
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Figure 6.1.: (a) MQTQ versus RMS(Tstart) considering events in the energy region between
0.7 − 12 MeV of a regular physics run (1h). (b) Fractional excess of neutrino
candidates with respect to the expected neutrino candidates rate, as function of
the time difference ∆Tµ to the previous muon [20]. The red error band represents
a 1σ uncertainty.
In the next step most of the muon related background is reject by applying a muon veto time
of ∆tµ > 1 ms [1]. A muon event is defined by more than 30 MeV detected by the inner
detector or more than 72 photoelectrons (which corresponds to about 5 MeV) detected by the
inner veto. The cut value has been defined by determining the time difference ∆Tµ between a
muon and its subsequent neutrino candidate. As a real neutrino event occurs independently
from any muon event, an exponential time difference distribution is expected. This behavior
is obtained for ∆Tµ > 1 ms. Applying an exponential fit yields a good estimator for the
expected neutrino rate. In figure 6.1b the exponential contribution is subtracted from the
time difference distribution. For time differences lower than 800µs an additional excess of
neutrino candidates is visible. Due to the unexpected temporal correlation to the previous
muon, these candidates are assumed to be fake neutrino signals. Based on this observation
the muon veto time has been defined to ∆tµ > 1 ms. This results in an effective muon veto
time of 4.4 % of the full run time [1].
One critical background induced by muons are the radioisotopes 8He and 9Li, which are called
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cosmogenic isotopes. These isotopes are produced by muon induced spallation processes of
12C. The critical aspect of these isotopes is that they are nβ-emitters, which mimic the
neutrino signal perfectly. Due to their very long lifetimes in the order of O(100 ms) (8He:
τ = 171.7 ms , 9Li: τ = 257.2 ms [100]), it is not possible to reject them by a muon veto time.
However, a dedicated analysis, which will be explained more detailed in section 6.1.2, showed
that these isotopes are mainly produced by high energy muons. Therefore, after each high
energy muon, defined by Eµ > 600 MeV, a veto time of 0.5 s is applied. This additional veto
cut increases the effective muon veto time to 9.2± 0.0 % with respect to the full run time [1].
All events surviving the light noise cuts and the muon veto time are considered for the neutrino
candidate selection. As neutrinos are detected in the neutrino target via the inverse beta-decay
with a neutron capture on Gd, we search for pairs of two events (prompt and delayed event)
with a certain time difference. In detail the neutrino selection cuts are [1]:
 prompt event: The prompt event represents the annihilation process of the positron. It is
defined by an inner detector energy of 0.7 MeV < Eprompt < 12.2 MeV (cf. figure 6.2a).
The lower bound is motivated by the minimal energy deposition of the annihilation
process of 1.022 MeV. The upper bound is defined because no higher energy deposi-
tions resulting from a positron annihilation process of an inverse beta-decay process are
expected.
 delayed event: The delayed event represents the neutron capture on Gd. It is defined
by an inner detector energy of 6.0 MeV < Edelayed < 12.0 MeV. The energy range is
based on the mean energy deposition of about 8 MeV resulting from a neutron capture
on Gd. Furthermore, a tighter MQTQ cut of MQTQ < 0.055 is applied to reject light
noise events more efficiently.
 time coincidence window: The time difference ∆tpd between prompt and delayed event
has to be between 2µs < ∆tpd < 100µs. The lower bound is defined to remove correlated
background. The higher bound is based on the mean neutron capture time on Gd of
about 30µs [60]. In figure 6.2b the time difference is plotted for physics and Monte
Carlo data.
 multiplicity: In order to remove correlated background, no additional event from 100µs
before the prompt event up to 400µs after it is allowed.
 outer veto: After a certain run time the lower outer veto was installed, such that 68.9 %
of the last taken data contain also outer veto information. For all of these events no
coincident outer veto signal with respect to the prompt signal is requested. This results
in a cut efficiency of 99.9± 0.0 % [1].
All cut efficiencies are summarized in table 6.1. For the calculation of the cut efficiencies
regaring the delayed event, i.e. the n-capture on Gd, calibration data of a 252Cf source
deployed inside the inner detector is used [1].
Applying all selection cuts on the full data sample yields an analysis livetime of 227.93 days
and 8249 neutrino candidates [1]. Due to the search of neutrons captured on Gd all neutrino
candidates are homogeneously distributed inside the neutrino target (cf. figure 6.2c, 6.2d),
even without applying a spacial cut to define a fiducial volume. The neutrino rate over runtime
is shown in figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.2.: (a) Energy correlation between prompt and delayed event [1]. The cut values are
indicated by the dotted lines.
(b) Time difference distribution between prompt and delayed event for physics
data (black points) and Monte Carlo data (yellow area) [1].
(c) Reconstructed vertex position of the prompt events [101].
(d) Reconstructed vertex position of the delayed events [101].
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cut efficiency [%]
Eprompt 100.0± 0.0
Edelayed 94.1± 0.6
∆tpd 96.2± 0.5
multiplicity 99.5± 0.0
muon veto 90.8± 0.0
outer veto 99.9± 0.0
Table 6.1.: Cut efficiencies regarding the neutrino candidate selection [1].
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Figure 6.3.: Neutrino candidate rate over runtime (black points) [101]: The expected neu-
trino event rate (dashed line) is the one calculated by the reactor and detector
simulation (cf. section 6.2).
6.1.2. Background Estimation
The neutrino candidate sample contains mainly four different types of background events:
accidental background, cosmogenic isotopes, fast neutrons and stopping muons. Each type of
background mimics a prompt-like and delayed-like event within the time coincidence window
of the neutrino candidate selection. In the following subsections the backgrounds' origin and
the estimation of their contamination within the neutrino candidate sample will be described.
Note that not only the background rate but also its prompt energy spectrum needs to be well
estimated, because the final neutrino analysis is based on the prompt energy spectrum of the
neutrino candidates.
Accidental Background
The accidental background arises from two uncorrelated single events with energies in the
prompt and delayed energy region that occur accidentally in the time coincidence window
between 2− 100µs of the neutrino selection cut.
In figure 6.4a the energy spectrum of the single events is plotted. An analysis yields an event
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rate with energies between 0.7 − 12.2 MeV (energy range of the prompt signal) of 8.2 s−1
[1]. The event rate with energies between 6− 12 MeV (energy range of the delayed signal) is
calculated to 18 h−1 [1].
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Figure 6.4.: (a) Energy spectrum of the single events (solid distribution) and the prompt-like
events of the accidental background (data points), normalized to the same number
of entries [1]. (b) Number of accidental events of six consecutive time windows
are grouped together and plotted as function of the time difference ∆T between
prompt-like and delayed-like signal [102]. The solid line represents a linear fit.
For the accidental background estimation the neutrino selection cuts are applied on the full
data sample but with a time coincidence window shifted by 1 s in order to exclude all neutrino
signals with neutron capture on Gd and H. To increase statistics 198 windows are used,
each shifted by 500µs to its previous one. The resulting number of accidental events of
six consecutive windows are grouped together and plotted in figure 6.4b as function of time
difference ∆T between prompt-like and delayed-like signal. As expected the distribution shows
a constant accidental rate along the time difference ∆T . The analysis yields an accidental
rate of 0.261± 0.002 d−1 [1]. The energy distribution of the corresponding prompt-like signal
is also plotted in figure 6.4a (black data points). As expected the distribution is consistent
with the energy distribution of the single events.
Cosmogenic Isotopes
Spallation processes of 12C induced by muons passing the inner detector can create the ra-
dioisotopes 8He and 9Li. As these isotopes are nβ-emitters they can mimic an inverse beta-
decay perfectly. Due to the long decay time of τHe = 171.7 ms and τLi = 257.2 ms [100]
a rejection of the background by applying a muon veto time is not possible. The analysis
to determine the background rate and shape as presented in [1, 103] is summarized in this
subsection.
To determine the rate of the cosmogenic isotopes background the time difference ∆tµν between
a muon and a neutrino candidate is determined for all possible muon-neutrino pairs. The re-
sulting time difference distribution shows the sum of an exponential distribution caused by
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Figure 6.5.: Time difference distributions between muons and neutrino candidates for Eµ >
600 MeV (taken from [103] and modified). The solid line represents a fit with the
sum of an exponential and flat distribution.
the cosmogenic isotopes and a flat contribution of accidental coincidences1 between muon and
real inverse beta-decays. The cosmogenic isotopes rate can be extracted by an exponential fit.
However, this strategy only yields reasonable results if the distribution is not dominated by
the flat background. For this reason the analysis is separated into the three different energy
regions regarding the muon energy Eµ:
 high energy (HE) muons: Eµ > 600 MeV
 medium energy (ME) muons: 275 MeV < Eµ ≤ 600 MeV
 low energy (LE) muons: Eµ ≤ 275 MeV
Most of the cosmogenic isotopes are produced by HE muons. An exponential fit on the
resulting ∆tµν distribution (cf. figure 6.5) yields a rate of 0.95± 0.11 d−1 [1].
If considering all muon-neutrino candidate pairs of the ME muon sample the flat background
is dominating the distribution. In order to obtain a distribution with a significant exponential
contribution a cut on the shortest difference dµν between the muon track and the neutrino
candidate of dµν < 80 cm is applied. The cut efficiency is determined by considering the
dµν distribution of the HE muons. Additionally, this approach is validated by investigating
the same approach on spallation neutrons. This analysis yields a cosmogenic isotope rate of
1.08± 0.44 d−1 [1].
Due to the very low production of cosmogenic isotopes by LE muons only an upper limit of
< 0.3 d−1 could be determined [1]. This result is obtained by applying the same cut on dµν
as for the ME muons.
Most of the cosmogenic isotopes induced by HE muons is already rejected by applying a
muon veto time of 0.5 s after each HE energy muon (cf. section 6.1.1). This cut reduces the
cosmogenic isotopes background to 1.25± 0.54 d−1 [1].
The β spectrum of the cosmogenic isotopes, mimicing the prompt signal, is extracted by
1In general, an exponential distribution is expected for an accidental coincidence. However, for the time
range of interest it can be approximated by a flat distribution.
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using the obtained information about ∆tµν and dµν . In figure 6.6 the resulting β spectrum
for Eµ > 620 MeV, dµν < 0.7 m and ∆tµν < 600 ms is shown. The prompt spectrum of
the accidental coincidences is statistically subtracted. According to a cosmogenic background
estimation of the KamLAND collaboration [104] the expected ratio of 8He to 9Li is about 1:10.
In comparison to the determined β spectrum a Monte Carlo spectrum is generated assuming
this ratio (cf. figure 6.6). Both spectra show a good agreement. For the final neutrino analysis
the generated Monte Carlo spectrum is used for the shape information.
Figure 6.6.: The β spectrum of the cosmogenic isotopes for Eµ > 620MeV , dµν < 0.7 m
and ∆tµν < 600 ms (data points) [1]. The solid line represents a Monte Carlo
spectrum assuming a ratio of 8He to 9Li of about 1:10 with 1σ uncertainty (gray
error band).
Fast Neutrons and Stopping Muons
Most of the muon induced background events are rejected by the muon veto time of the
neutrino event selection (cf. section 6.1.1). However, the neutrino candidate sample is still
contaminated by a small amount of muon induced background events. The remaining back-
ground events consist out of two different event types: fast neutrons and stopping muons.
This section summarizes the analysis to determine the rate and shape of the fast neutrons and
stopping muon background as presented in [1, 20].
Fast neutrons are generated by spallation processes of muons passing the surrounding rock of
the detector without entering the detector itself. Due to the long interaction length of the
fast neutrons they can pass the inner veto without depositing any energy. Inside the inner
detector the fast neutrons can recoil on a proton, mimicing the prompt signal, followed by
a n-capture on Gd yielding an inverse beta-decay-like signal. Since the parent muon is not
detected by the inner veto or inner detector, fast neutrons are not rejected by the muon veto
time.
A contamination of stopping muons is coming from muons entering the inner detector through
the chimney thus not depositing energy inside the inner veto. In case of a very short track
within the inner detector until the muon stops the low energy deposition inside the inner
detector mimics the prompt signal. The delayed-like signal is generated by the decay product
of the stopping muon, called Michel electron. Like for the fast neutrons the stopping muons
are not rejected by the muon veto time as the parent muon deposits no energy inside the inner
veto and too little energy inside the inner detector to be tagged as a muon.
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A pure background sample containing only fast neutrons and stopping muons is generated
by applying the neutrino selection cuts with a modified energy range of the prompt signal of
12 MeV < Eprompt < 30 MeV. The upper bound is based on the muon tagging definition (cf.
section 6.1.1).
Figure 6.7.: Time difference between prompt-like and delayed-like events (data points) of fast
neutrons and stopping muons [20]. A sum of two exponentials is fitted (solid and
dashed lines).
To separate this sample into a fast neutron and stopping muon sample the different time differ-
ences of the prompt-like and delayed-like events are considered (cf. figure 6.7). Fast neutrons
have the same average time difference τFN as inverse beta-decays of about 30µs due to the
n-capture on Gd. The time difference τSM of stopping muons is based on the muon decay
time of 2.2µs [105]. By requesting a time difference of ∆T > 10µs a fast neutron sample is
obtained with a purity of 97+3−8 % [1, 20]. A stopping muon sample is obtained with a purity
of 88± 7 % by requesting a time difference of ∆T < 10µs [1, 20]. These two samples are used
to calculate the fast neutron and stopping muon rates in the considered energy range.
To obtain an energy spectrum of the prompt-like events for fast neutrons also including
the lower energy region, the regular neutrino selection cuts with a prompt energy range of
0.7 MeV < Eprompt < 30 MeV and an additional time difference of ∆T < 10µs are requested.
Since some of the fast neutrons deposit some energy inside the inner veto an additional inner
veto condition regarding the prompt event of at least 2 inner veto PMT hits is demanded.
Due to the inner veto condition all inverse beta-decays are rejected. The resulting energy dis-
tribution of the prompt-like events including statistical and systematic uncertainties is shown
in figure 6.8a. Based on the fast neutron event rate of the higher energy range and the
prompt-like energy distribution shown in figure 6.8a, the FN background rate is calculated to
0.30± 0.14 d−1 [1, 20].
To determine the prompt energy spectrum of the stopping muons a similar approach as for
the fast neutrons is performed. Because all of the stopping muons not rejected by the muon
veto are entering the inner detector through the chimney, many of them are detected by the
outer veto. Therefore, the stopping muons are tagged by an additional outer veto hit in co-
incidence with the prompt signal. Furthermore, the Michel electrons generating the delayed
signal deposit energies up to 60 MeV inside the inner detector. Because this energy deposition
is assumed to be independent from the energy of the prompt-like signal, the delayed energy
range of the event selection is modified to 20 MeV ≤ Edelayed ≤ 60 MeV in order to remove
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fast neutron and inverse beta-decay contamination. The resulting energy distribution of the
prompt-like events is shown in figure 6.8b. Based on the stopping muon event rate of the
higher energy range and the prompt-like energy distribution shown in figure 6.8b, the stop-
ping muon background rate is calculated to 0.34± 0.18 d−1 [1, 20].
(a) (b)
Figure 6.8.: (a) Energy distribution of the prompt-like events of fast neutrons [20]. The solid
line represents a linear fit with 1σ uncertainty (dashed lines). (b) Energy distri-
bution of the prompt-like events of stopping muons [20]. The solid line represents
a linear fit with 1σ uncertainty (dashed lines).
For the final result a combined analysis is performed since both energy distributions show
a linear shape. The analysis yields a total background rate of 0.67 ± 0.20 d−1 [1, 20]. The
resulting energy distribution of the prompt-like events is shown in figure 6.9.
By applying the outer veto coincidence cut as part of the regular neutrino selection on 68 % of
the data, for which outer veto information is available, the total background rate is reduced
by 30 %, dominated by the stopping muon background rejection of almost 50 % [1, 20].
Figure 6.9.: Energy distribution of the prompt-like events of the fast neutron and stopping
muon background (gray bins) [1]. The solid line represents the best fit with
1σ uncertainty (dashed lines). The white distribution represents the prompt
spectrum of the neutrino candidates with an enlarged prompt energy range up to
30 MeV.
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6.1.3. Summary of Uncertainties Related to the Neutrino Rate at the Far
Detector
source uncertainty w.r.t. neutrino rate
statistics 1.1 %
detector
energy scale 0.3 %
1.0 %
Edelay cut 0.7 %
∆tpd cut 0.5 %
Gd fraction 0.3 %
spill in/out 0.3 %
trigger efficiency < 0.1 %
proton number 0.3 %
background
accidental < 0.1 %
1.5 %cosmogenic isotopes 1.4 %
fast neutrons/stopping muons 0.5 %
Table 6.2.: Uncertainties related to the neutrino rate at the far detector [1, 69].
The number of 8249 selected neutrino candidates yields a statistical uncertainty of 1.1 % [1].
The energy calibration presented in section 3.7.3 yields a total systematic error on the energy
scale of 1.13 % [1]. This leads to a systematic uncertainty with respect to the neutrino rate of
0.3 % [1]. The uncertainties related to the collection of the delayed event, i.e. the n-capture
on Gd, is partly presented in table 6.1. Two aspects have not been considered so far in this
context: The fraction of n-capture on Gd compared to the one on H and spill-in/out effects.
Although most of the neutrons created by the inverse beta-decay are captured on Gd, some
of them get captured on H. In order to correct the number of collected inverse beta-decays,
not including n-capture on H, to the total number of inverse beta-decays the fraction of n-
capture on Gd is calculate to be 86.5 % near the center of the target [1]. The analysis is based
calibration data of the 252Cf source and yields an uncertainty of 0.3 % with respect to the
neutrino rate [1]. The effect of a neutron created outside the neutrino target traveling inside
the neutrino target to be captured on Gd is called spill-in. This effect does not compensate the
opposite effect (spill-out) of a neutron created inside the neutrino target traveling outside the
neutrino target. The number of spill-in events slightly exceeds the number of spill-out events
by 1.35 % [1]. A systematic uncertainty resulting from the spill-in/out effect is calculated as
0.3 % using Monte Carlo simulation [1]. In the previous chapter an analysis to determine the
inner detector readout efficiency was presented. The final results stated an inner detector
readout efficiency of 0.999998 ± 1 · 10−6 for energies > 0.6 MeV. As only events with an
energy > 0.7 MeV are taken into account for the neutrino analysis the uncertainty of the
trigger efficiency is negligible compared to the other sources. In order to calculate the number
of expected neutrino events the number of protons Np within the neutrino target, acting as
partner of the inverse beta-decay, needs to be well known. A weight measurement yields an
accuracy of 0.3 % [1]. By comparing the uncertainties of the background events, the total
uncertainty of 1.5 % is dominated by the cosmogenic isotope background contributing 1.4 %
uncertainty [1]. The contribution of the accidental background is negligible.
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6.2. Unoscillated Neutrino Flux Simulation
For the first data taking period of the experiment only data with the far detector was taken.
In order to calculate the unoscillated neutrino flux a detailed Monte Carlo simulation of the
reactor cores and the detector has been performed. This section summarizes the simulation
study as presented in [1].
Based on equation 3.7 the expected number of neutrino events detected by the far detec-
tor N exp,R and generated by reactor core R assuming no oscillation can be calculated as [1]
N exp,R =
Np
4piL2R
Pth
〈Ef 〉R · 〈σf 〉R . (6.2)
Here,  is the detection efficiency, Np is the number of protons in the target, LR is the distance
of the detector to each reactor core and PRth is the thermal power of reactor R. 〈Ef 〉R denotes
the mean energy released per fission for reactor R. It is calculated as the sum of the mean
energies released per fission 〈Ef 〉k of each contributing isotope (cf. section 3.1: 235U, 239Pu,
238U and 241Pu) [1]:
〈Ef 〉R =
∑
k
αk 〈Ef 〉k , (6.3)
where αk is the fractional fission rate of the kth isotope.
In equation 6.2 〈σf 〉R the mean cross section per fission for reactor R is defined as [1]
〈σf 〉R =
∑
k
αk 〈σf 〉k =
∑
k
αk
∫ ∞
0
dE Sk(E)σIBD(E) . (6.4)
As already introduced in section 3.1 and 3.2 Sk is the reference spectrum of the kth isotope
and σIBD is the cross section of the inverse beta-decay. 〈σf 〉k denotes the mean cross section
per fission of the kth isotope.
In equation 6.2 the parameters PRth, 〈Ef 〉k and 〈σf 〉R depend on the different burn-up stages
and fuel compositions of the reactor cores and are therefore time dependent. In particular
the fractional fission αk needs to be well know over time to calculate 〈Ef 〉k and 〈σf 〉R. For
this purpose a detailed simulation study based on two different simulation tools (MURE and
DRAGON) has been performed by using detailed information about the reactor core history
provided by EDF [1, 106, 107, 108, 109].
Regarding the mean cross section per fission 〈σf 〉R recalculations of reactor fluxes compared
to latest results of reactor antineutrino experiments with distances < 100 m between detector
and reactor cores yield a significant difference between measured and predicted rates, which is
called the reactor antineutrino anomaly [50]. As the origin of this anomaly is still unknown
the results of the Bugey4 measurement [110] with a distance of 15 m between detector and
reactor core is used as anchor-point. This is done by calculating 〈σf 〉R as [1]
〈σf 〉R = 〈σf 〉Bugey +
∑
k
(αRk − αBugeyk ) 〈σf 〉k . (6.5)
Here, 〈σf 〉Bugey and αBugeyk denotes the results of the Bugey4 measurement.
Based on equation 6.2 a set of e+-n pairs as product of an inverse beta-decay is generated
for each physics run used for the oscillation analysis, according to the burn-up stage and
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fuel composition of the two reactor cores at that time. A random creation point in the
corresponding reactor core is assigned to each parent ν. The vertex of the inverse beta-decay
is also set randomly but weighted to the proton density inside the inner detector. The distance
between neutrino creation point and the vertex of the inverse beta-decay as well as the neutrino
energy are stored as true information to be used in the final fit. In the center-of-mass frame
of the inverse beta-decay the resulting positron is assigned a random flight direction. The
resulting neutron and positron momentum is calculated based on the neutrino energy and
process kinematics and then boosted to the laboratory frame. The e+-n pairs are propagated
through the detector simulation (DCGLG4sim and RoSS, cf. section 3.6) and then passed to
the neutrino candidate selection (cf. section 6.1.1). All selected neutrino candidates N exp,R
are used for the final fit. Note that the inverse beta-decay event generation is done assuming
no neutrino oscillation.
The reactor simulation of the unoscillated neutrino flux yields a total uncertainty of 1.7 %
with respect to the neutrino rate [1].
6.3. Final Fit
Due to the energy dependency of the survival probability Pee (cf. equation 3.2) and the direct
correlation between prompt and neutrino energy (cf. equation 3.5), not only the neutrino
rate but also the shape of the prompt energy spectrum is sensitive to the oscillation. For this
reason the neutrino rate as well as the shape of the prompt energy is considered for the default
analysis strategy to determine θ13 (rate+shape analysis).
First the prompt energy distribution is divided into 18 bins with variable bin size between
0.7 − 12.2 MeV. Furthermore, all considered physics runs are divided into two different inte-
gration periods: In the first period only physics runs are included for which one of the reactor
cores was operating at less than 20 % of its thermal power. The second period includes all
remaining physics runs for which both reactor cores were operating at more than 20 % of their
thermal power. This separation adds additional information to the fit as the signal strength
varies but the background level stays constant for both integration periods. It leads to 36
energy bins (18 bins for each integration period), whereas Ni denotes the number of observed
neutrino candidates of the ith energy bin.
A predicted energy spectrum is generated out of the Monte Carlo simulation study by calcu-
lating the predicted neutrino candidates Npredi for each energy bin i as [1]
Npredi (θ13) =
Reactors∑
R=1,2
N exp,Ri · Pee(θ13) +
Backgrounds∑
b=1,2,3
N bi . (6.6)
The number of unoscillated neutrino events N exp,Ri for reactor R is obtained by the output
of the neutrino flux simulation (cf. section 6.2). These numbers are scaled by the survival
probability Pee(θ13) introducing the dependency of N
pred
i on the oscillation parameter θ13. N
b
i
denotes the number of expected background events, which is calculated from the background
estimation presented in section 6.1.2.
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The value of sin2(2θ13) is determined by minimizing the following χ2 function [1]:
χ2 =
36∑
i,j
(
Ni −Npredi (θ13)
)
· (Mij)−1 ·
(
Ni −Npredi (θ13)
)T
+
(FN/SM − 1)2
σ2FN/SM
+
(CI − 1)2
σ2CI
+
(αE − 1)2
σ2E
+
(∆m231 − (∆m231)MINOS)2
σ2MINOS
. (6.7)
The statistical and systematical uncertainties are propagated via a covariance matrix Mij to
the fit in order to account for correlation among the energy bins. The covariance matrix is
calculated as the sum of several matrices accounting for different effects [1]:
Mij = M
sig
ij +M
det
ij +M
stat
ij +M
eff
ij +
Backgrounds∑
b=1,2,3
Mbij . (6.8)
Here, M sigij denotes the covariance of the signal, which is calculated out of the predicted
neutrino spectrum Npred including the flux uncertainty derived from the simulation. The
detector response is considered by Mdetij . M
stat
ij accounts for the statistical uncertainty and
M effij accounts for the uncertainty of the cut efficiencies. The sum over M
b
ij considers the
uncertainties of the background rates and spectral shapes.
In equation 6.7 the two fit parameter FN/SM and CI allow to vary the rate of the fast
neutron/stopping muon and the cosmogenic isotope background. The accidental background
is excluded because of the high accuracy of the background estimation. The fit parameter αE
allows a variation of the energy scale. Also the fit parameter ∆m231 is allowed to vary. As
initial value the result of the MINOS experiment of ∆m231 = (2.32±0.12) ·10−3 eV2 [111] with
a symmetrized error is used. The best-fit yields [1]
sin2(2θ13) = 0.109 ± 0.030 (stat.) ± 0.025 (syst.) (6.9)
with a χ2/ndf = 42.1/35. The initial and best-fit parameters of the pull terms are summarized
in table 6.3. Both values are fully consistent for all pull terms.
fit parameter initial value best-fit value
fast neutron/stopping muon background FN/SM (0.67± 0.20) d−1 (0.64± 0.13) d−1
cosmogenic isotope background CI (1.25± 0.54) d−1 (1.00± 0.29) d−1
energy scale αE 1.000± 0.011 0.986± 0.007
∆m213 [10
−3 eV2] 2.32± 0.12 2.32± 0.12
Table 6.3.: Initial and best-fit parameter of the pull terms [1].
The measured and best-fit spectrum of the prompt energy is shown in figure 6.10 for both
integration periods.
Apart from the default analysis some other analysis strategies have been performed to cross-
check the results. A similar fit has been performed by a two parameter fit of θ13 and ∆m231
in the region of ∆m231 < 0.01 MeV. The result of θ13 is consistent with the one of the
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default fit. The best-fit value of ∆m231 is consistent with the value of the MINOS experiment.
Furthermore, a fit based only on the measured neutrino rate for both integration periods yields
a result with a compatibility probability compared to the rate+shape analysis of about 30 %.
The frequentist technique stated in [112] has been used to calculate confidence intervals of the
default analysis. The analysis yields an allowed region at 68 % (90 %) CL of 0.067 (0.043) <
sin2(2θ13) < 0.15 (0.18) [1]. An analogous analysis excludes the no-oscillation hypotheses by
99.8 % (2.9σ ) [1].
Figure 6.10.: (Top) Measured prompt energy spectrum (black data points) for each integra-
tion period [1]. The solid (red) distribution represents the expected prompt
energy spectrum, including backgrounds (green region), for the best-fit value of
sin2θ13 = 0.109 and ∆m231 = 2.32 · 10−3 eV2 with systematic uncertainties (or-
ange error band). The dotted (blue) distribution represents the expected prompt
energy spectrum assuming no oscillation. Inset: stacked spectra of backgrounds.
(Middle) Ratio between data and no-oscillation prediction (data points) and be-
tween best-fit and no-oscillation prediction (red solid distribution).
(Bottom) Difference between data and no-oscillation prediction (data points)
and between best-fit and no-oscillation prediction (red solid distribution).
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
The trigger system of the Double Chooz experiment was designed to trigger the data acquisi-
tion of each neutrino detector in the most efficient way. As the threshold of the visible energy
of an inverse beta-decay is 1.022 MeV the main goal was to set the readout threshold of the
data acquisition well below 1.022 MeV to yield full efficiency for inverse beta-decay processes.
In this thesis analysis studies of the trigger system performance of the far detector were pre-
sented. The analysis is based on 251 days of far detector data taken from 13th of April
2011 to 30th of March 2012. The main focus was set on an analysis to determine the read-
out efficiency of the inner detector, in which the neutrino interactions take place. For this
purpose two independent analysis strategies have been developed. The first method utilized
the digitized waveforms of the input signals of the trigger system (stretcher signals). In this
context a reconstruction algorithm of the stretcher signals was developed, which also includes
a signal shaping happening inside the hardware of the trigger system. The analysis yielded
a threshold position1 at 0.3 MeV and an efficiency of 100.0 % with a negligible uncertainty
< 0.1 % above 0.6 MeV. A major advantage of this method is the possibility to analyze all
individual discriminator efficiencies on which the trigger condition is based. In order to vali-
date the analysis strategy including the performance of the reconstruction algorithm as well
as the estimated uncertainties, Monte Carlo simulation studies have been carried out. The
analysis of the Monte Carlo data yielded consistent results. The second method used a simpler
approach leading to much less accuracy with respect to the first one. Furthermore, it only al-
lowed to determine the final readout efficiency without analyzing the discriminator efficiencies
individually. Like the first method it has been tested and validated by Monte Carlo simulation
studies leading to consistent results. A comparison of both methods also yielded consistent
results among them. Further investigation demonstrated time stability over the full runtime
considered for the analysis presented in [1].
A similar analysis to determine the readout efficiency of the inner veto has been carried out.
The analysis yielded a threshold position at about 260 photoelectrons corresponding to a
visible energy of about 18 MeV. Unfortunately, some unreasonable effects have been detected
for energies > 21 MeV at which the inner veto readout efficiency was assumed to reach 100 %.
Some assumptions have been imposed to explain these effects. However, non of them could
be tested or verified.
1The threshold position is defined where the efficiency reaches 50 %.
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Furthermore, another analysis strategy has been performed on test data, which were taken
with an upgraded trigger system. The preliminary results were fully consistent with the one
of the other methods for energies > 0.5 MeV. Compared to the stretcher analysis this analysis
is much less complex but results in the same accuracy. Thus, it is a good candidate to be used
as default analysis strategy for future data taking with the upgraded trigger system.
In the last chapter of this thesis the neutrino oscillation analysis as presented in [1] was summa-
rized. In this context it was shown that because of the high accuracy of the obtained results of
the inner detector readout efficiency the sensitivity of the final result was not degraded by the
trigger efficiency. The default oscillation analysis using information on the neutrino rate and
spectral shape yielded sin2(2θ13) = 0.109±0.030(stat)±0.025(syst) at ∆m231 = 2.32·10−3 eV2.
Further analysis strategies have been performed leading to consistent results. The results of
a frequentist study excluded the non-oscillation hypothesis by 99.8 % (2.9σ ).
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AppendixA
Run Lists for Trigger Performance
Studies
In this appendix the run lists used for certain analyses are defined.
RN_TrigMon_all: 11008, 11016, 11221, 11244, 11507, 11587, 11715, 11751, 12058, 12109,
12181, 12288, 12325, 12449, 12693, 12705, 13167, 13192, 13255, 13362, 13463, 13486,
13562, 13647, 13928, 13967, 14095, 14145, 14223, 14333, 14357, 14440, 14746, 14859,
14895, 14950, 15024, 15320, 15380, 15471, 15507, 15641, 15655, 15729, 15794, 15950,
16173, 16226, 16248, 16340, 16453, 16478, 16623, 16789, 16920, 16946, 17069, 17114,
17186, 17280, 17317, 17439, 17502, 17515, 17662, 17688, 17826, 17994, 18207, 18452,
18574, 18597, 18752, 18815, 18902, 19000, 19245, 19296, 19499, 19525, 19596, 19740,
19865, 19890, 20183, 20221, 20316, 20415, 20442, 20572, 20634, 20648, 20794, 20817,
20894, 20969, 21136, 21256, 21328, 21361, 21581, 22030, 22096, 22157, 22464, 22477,
22564, 22705, 22727, 22797, 22864, 23163, 23210, 23296, 23321, 23602, 23825, 23843,
23949, 23999, 24002, 24175, 24192, 24318, 24567, 24711, 24730, 24903, 24917, 25016,
25046, 25209, 25225, 25606, 25616, 25878, 25896, 25959, 26111, 26155, 26303, 26311,
26495, 26499, 26915, 27068, 27086, 27130, 27180, 27271, 27298, 27361, 27383, 27463,
27478, 27524, 27600, 27618, 27654, 27702, 27791, 27809, 28045, 28086, 28114, 28166,
28185, 28264, 28372, 28378, 28560, 28579, 28610, 28652, 28734, 28757, 28801, 28824,
28903, 28920, 28950, 28986, 29046, 29286, 29333, 31393, 31447, 31600, 31607, 31740,
31798, 31853, 31882, 31955, 32071, 32097, 32157, 32167, 32445, 32473, 32486, 32654,
32770, 32790, 32848, 32921, 32929, 33220, 33240, 33479, 33488, 33546, 33570, 33661,
33753, 33860, 33876, 34040, 34081, 34095, 34123, 34200, 34334, 34338, 34514, 34596,
34667, 34743, 34866, 35102, 35196, 35198, 35506, 35513, 35559, 35596, 35657, 35860,
36112, 36121, 36160, 36505, 36512, 36634, 36757, 36848, 36866, 36929, 37008, 37117,
37258, 37278, 37389, 37417, 37441, 37524, 37544, 37648, 37773, 37865, 37888, 37936,
38118, 38124, 38255, 38283, 38340, 38381, 38447, 38578, 38594, 38718, 38779, 38839,
38856, 38967, 38992
RN_TrigMon_GC: 11008, 11016, 11221, 11244, 11507, 11587, 11715, 11751
RN_TrigMon_TRT: 13255, 13362, 13463, 13486, 13562, 13647, 13928, 13967, 14095, 14145,
14223, 14333, 14357, 14440, 14746, 14859, 14895, 14950, 15024, 15320, 15380, 15471,
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15507, 15641, 15655, 15729, 15794, 15950, 16173, 16226, 16248, 16340, 16453, 16478,
16623, 16789, 16920, 16946, 17069, 17114, 17186, 17280, 17317, 17439, 17502, 17515,
17662, 17688, 17826, 17994, 18207, 18452, 18574, 18597, 18752, 18815, 18902, 19000,
19245, 19296, 19499, 19525, 19596, 19740, 19865, 19890, 20183, 20221, 20316, 20415,
20442, 20572, 20634, 20648, 20794, 20817, 20894, 20969, 21136, 21256, 21328, 21361,
21581, 22030, 22096, 22157, 22464, 22477, 22564, 22705, 22727, 22797, 22864, 23163,
23210, 23296, 23321, 23602, 23825, 23843, 23949, 23999, 24002, 24175, 24192, 24318,
24567, 24711, 24730, 24903, 24917
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Characteristics of the TB
Discriminators
B.1. Dynamic Ranges of the TB Discriminators
discriminator group low / high sum A sum B sum C sum D
dynamic range ±1.2 V ±23.5 V ±36.0 V ±11.7 V ±19.0 V
Table B.1.: Dynamic range of each TB discriminator: The group discriminators can handle
input signals between ±1.2 V. The dynamic range of each sum discriminator is
based on an analog sum of all group input channels, assuming that full voltage is
equally distributed over all group input channels.
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B.2. Low Group Discriminator Efficiency Distributions
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Figure B.1.: Group discriminator efficiency distributions including total errors of TB A. Re-
garding channel 7 only three PMTs are connected. Therefore, no group threshold
is defined (cf. section 3.5.3).
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Figure B.2.: Group discriminator efficiency distributions including total errors of TB B. Re-
garding channel 7 only three PMTs are connected. Therefore, no group threshold
is defined (cf. section 3.5.3).
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